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ADVERTISEMENT 
The publications of the Museum of Zoology, University of Michi- 
gan, coiisist of two series-the Occasional Papers and the Miscel- 
laneous Publications. Both series were founded by Dr. Bryant 
Wallrcr, Mr. Bradshaw IT. Swales, and Dr. TV. TIT. Newconib. 
The Occasional Papers, publication of which was begun in 1913, 
serve as a medium for original studies based principally upon the 
collcctions ill the Museum. The papers are issued separately to 
libraries and specialists, and, when a sufficient number of pages have 
beell printed to nialce a volume, a title page, table of contents, and 
index are supplied to libraries and individuals on the mailing list 
for the entire series. 
The Miscellaneous Publications, which inclnde papers on field and 
museum techniques, monographic studies, and other colltributions 
not within the scope of the Occasional Papers, are published sepa- 
rately, and as i t  is not intended that they will be grouped into vol- 
umes each number has a title page,.and, when necessary, a table of 
contents. 
FREDERICK M. GAIGE 
Director of the Museum of Zoology 
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A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE NEOTROPICAL 
WATER RATS OF THE GENUS NECTOMYS 
( CRICETINAE ) 
INTRODUCTION 
TEIE rats of the genus Neelonays are comparatively large cricetines with 
large, powerfully developed hind feet. They are moderately specialized 
for semiaquatic life. They occur near swamps, IaBes, and along the ~vooded 
banks of streams in tropical America. So fa r  as is lrno~ml, their nests are 
built under old logs aizd brush heaps or i11 tangled roots and are not pro- 
vided with special passages or tnnnels leading to water. To judge from 
situations where individuals of the more highly specialized species have 
been trapped, i t  seems that these rals may be oiily slightly ilepeudent upon 
streams or lakes for foragii~g or refuge. I t  is most probable that their 
swimming niodific~ations are, primarily, adaptations for meeting thc exigen- 
cies created by the periotlic floocliiigs of their habitats. 
A total of 452 specimens of Ncclonzys has been exainiiied and classified. 
This nuruber represents, rongllly, one water ra t  for each 10,000 square miles 
of the whole area in which the gcnus is known to occur. The vast majority 
of the available specimens have beell talrcn in the peripheral parts of tlie 
range of thc genus. A nzere h a n d h l  of specirrlcrls represents the Ainazon 
Valley and coastal states of Brazil. This material, however, has been ade- 
quate for resolving most of the tasonoizlic probleins which have beell accnmu- 
lating and malring it  ii~creasil~gly difficult to deal with tlie gelins and its 
I wish to express my sincere appreciation to thc authorities of the various 
institutions whose co-operation has nzadc this study possible. For  the loan 
of specimens and lor  their liiiidness in granting nie permissio~l to study aizd 
describe the material in their charge I am especially grateful to Dr. 13. E. 
Anthony, Dr. G. 11. 11. Tate, and G. G. Goodwin, of the A~liericaiz Bluseum 
of Natural History; to Dr. W. 13. Osgood and C. C. Sanborn, of the Fiela 
Museum of Natural IIistory ; to Ilr .  G. M. Allen, of the Museum of Compara- 
tive Zoology, IIarvard University; and to G. S. n'liller, Jr . ,  and Dr. ltemiiig- 
ton Kellogg, of the United States National M~xseuni; also to Major E. A. 
Goldman and Dr. H. H. T. Jackson for the loan of Neciomys in the U. S. 
Biological Surveys collection. I am indebted to J. 8 .  Doutt for the loan 
of all specimeils of Oryzonzys in  the Carnegie Maseunz collection; this nzate- 
rial was ail illdispensable adjunct to the present study. I wish t o  express 
my admiration of Rayiiloi~d M. Gilmore7s abilities as a field collector. Mr. 
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Gilmore, as research associate of the International Health Division of the 
13oclrefeller Foundation, collected in Brazil inaterial which is now deposited 
i11 the American Museum of Natural History and which provides an almost 
inexhaustible source for scientific research ; i t  iiicludes the largest and finest 
single series of Nectomys preserved in any institution and merits much more 
detailed study than time permitted me to make. I am deeply grateful to 
Grace Eager for skillful preparation of the drawings, and to Elsa K. Hertz 
for stenographic assistance. 
I n  the preparation of this report, as in all my previous work, the co- 
operation, guidance, and helpful criticisills of Dr. W. H. Burt have been 
the most important factors. 
TERMINOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS 
The fur  oE the dorsum of Neetomys, as i11 practically all thiclr-furred 
animals, is composed of three main types of hairs. The terms adopted here 
to distinguish each of the types are eql~ivalent to those which have been 
described and classified by Toldt (1935). 
1. Guard hair (= Leithaar, Toldt; guard hair, and overhair [part] of 
authors). 
hongest hair of dorsum. Basal one-half gray, fine; terminal one- 
half dark brown, expanded into a blade with a long fine tip. 
2. Cover hair (= Grannenhanr, Toldt ; overhair [part],  and underfur [part] 
of authors). 
Shorter and more numerous than the first. Typically agouti; 
basal one-half gray, terminal one-half divided into a broad brown 
basal baud, a broad ochraceous subterminal band, and a fine brown 
tip. 
3. Wool hair (= Wollhaar, Toldt; wool hair, and underfur [part] of 
authors). 
Finest, shortest, and most numerous type; crinkly. Nearly uni- 
formly gray except for a. narrow subterminal band of buff or 
ochraceons and a very fine brown tip. 
On the dorsum, the dominant colors are those of the terminal parts of 
the guard hairs and the subterminal bands of the cover hairs. The ~vool 
hairs are conlpletely hidden by the latter. The hairs on the ventrum are 
less typical in structure; guard hairs shorter, dark gray basally, usually 
white to ochraceous terminally; crinkly wool hairs nearly uniformly dark 
gray; cover hairs intermediate in structure and color and difficult to dis- 
tinguish from the others. 
The term "cover hair" has been introd~~ced to avoid "overhair" or 
"underfur," terms which have been too frequently used without discrimina- 
tion by various authors. 
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All capitalized color terms are from Ridgway (1912). il description 
of each of the meas~lremeiits used is given in the accounts of the species. 
TJnless otherwise noted, the measurements given in the tables are of all the 
available adult specimens which are represented at Ieast by crania in fair 
condition. 
The following abbreviations are used for the institutions whose speci- 
mens of Nectomys were examined : A. M. = American Museum of Natural 
History ; F. M. = Field Museum of Natural History ; M. C. Z. = Museum of 
Comparative Zoology, Harvard University; U. S. N. M. =United States 
National Museum ; U. M. M. Z. =University of Michigan Museum of Zool- 
ogy ; U. S. B. = United States Biological Surveys. 
GENERIC GROUP CHARACTERS 
The general pattern of the external, cranial, and dental cllaracters of 
Nectonzys is conlnloi~ to Oryzonzys and a small number of related cricetines 
which together constitute a natural assemblage liiiown as the oryeomyine 
r0dents.l The genera (and subgenera) of this group include Oryzomys, 
Melanonzys, Oligoryzomys, Microryzomys (= Tl~allonzyscus), Oecomys, 
Nesoryxomys, Neacornys, flcolonzys, Nectomys, and Signzod~nZomys.~ 
To facilitate the description of the geiins Nectonays or of any oryzomy- 
ine rodent, it is necessary first to clefine the group as a whole. The follo~v- 
ing characters, singly or in  coinbii~ations of two or more, will serve to distin- 
guish members of tlie group froin all other cricctine genera or generic 
groups. 
Eyes normal; ears ~lsually small but well developed, more or less haired 
both inside ancl out, never naked; tail terete, thinly haired, the scales 
plainly visible; pollex with a iiail, never a claw; sole of hind foot with five 
or six tubercles, iialied except sometiines a t  heel ; the three miclclle digits of 
hind foot partly, but  not always conspicuously, webbed; marnmae eight 
(four pectoral and four inguinal). Proximal parts of nasals somewhat 
concave mesially with the concavity frequently continued bacli on the fron- 
tals; supraorbital margin of frontal square, beaded, ridged, or produced as  
a shelf; antoi-bital foramen open both forward and npmard, subcyliiidrical 
above, slitlilce in f ront ;  upper anterior border 01 zygomatic plate rounded 
or slightly pointed, but not l3roduced as a coiispic~~ous spine; palate pro- 
duced posteriorly beyond plane of last molars; a rather ~lirell-developed 
Possa on the posterolateral border of each palatine bone marlied with a 
distinct pit or a reticulation of two or more pits;  posterior border of palate 
square or roilcave, never V-shaped, aiicl sometimes provided with a short 
median spine which is never produced forward as a median palatal ridge; 
parapterygoid fossa, as viewed Do111 the ventral surface, relatively shallow 
with the lateral wall flattened, the anterior corner not undercut. Iilcisors 
more or less reeurved, their face smooth, not grooved ; anterior and posterior 
1 The "oryzomine genera of rodrnts" listed by 'Fate (193271 : 1 )  are in part  those given 
above, in part  those listed later ill this paper as  members of tlie short palate " Rhip?do?nys- 
Thornaso~nys" group, part  Z?jgotlonlon~y.~, an  akodont rodcnt, part  Chilomys, n~ i th  oryzomy- 
inc dentition but otlrerlvise unrelated, and par t  Rhagotnys, of doubtful affinities. Tllomas 
(1917 : 192) provisionally illcluded Rhagoinys in  liis " Oryzomys-Oeco?il?/s series " from 
which "it may be readily distinguished by tlle relnltrlrable modification of both incisors 
and molars, " as well as by having only six mainmae. Rhagomys is  lrnown only f ~ o m  the 
type specimen, species rt~fcscenss, and another specimen the dilapidated slcull of which is 
figured by Gyldenstolpe (1932: P1. 3, Fig. 4-4b). 
2 1 have seen no specimens of Megalonays, which, probably, i s  also a inenlber of this 
group. I t  is believed to be extinct now. 
ciiigula present ; mesostyle ( id)  and niesoloph (id) united, always present 
and well developed; the enamel pattern of the chceli teeth as described 
below. 
~ % E M A R K ~ . - T ~ ~  structure of the palate and the presence in each molar 
of a fusecl nlesostyle (id) aiicl mesoloph ( id)  are characters which together 
are sufficiciit to distinguish the oryzoniyiiie rodcilts from any others with 
which comparison need be macle. The differences between each of the 
genera and subgenera of oryzomyine rodents ai-e entirely within the frame- 
work of the general pattern aiid usnally depend ~113011 the recognition of 
some one extremely cieveloped character of, presumably, an adaptive nature. 
Thus, the spiny pelage of both Ncacomys and Sco1ot)zys represents their 
chief, if not sole, claim to generic ranlr; the short, broad hind foot with 
recurved claws supplementetl by the long, penciled tail, designed for a n  
arboreal habitat, is clistinctive of Occomys, though it  is not clear wherc the 
line between it  and the tr ini tat is  (= t cc t zu)  gronp of Oryzonzys could be 
drawn. The long-tailed Micro?-yzomys and Oligoryzonzys represent hardly 
more tliall size gradations leading to the larger Oryzomys ,  and Melanomys 
includes only the darkest, shortest-tailed species of the gronp in question. 
Nesor.yxornys is characterizecl chiefly by its short, stout, markedly hairy feet. 
The cranial aiid dental characters which distinguish the oryzomyine cate- 
gories higher than species are nierely conibinations or  larked modifications 
of structural details common to the group as a whole, but  not peculiar to 
any one species. The distinctive characters of hTertomys (and Xignzo- 
don tomys )  are given later. 
ENAMEL PATTERN AND DENTAL NOMENCLATURE 
(Fig. I, a-d) 
I n  the group under discussion, the greatest play in the modification of 
the dental pattern appears to be expressed chiefly by the infoldings of the 
enamel, which form the valleys between the ridges or "lophs" of the main 
cusps and the ciiigula and styles. These ellainel folds have been given 
various names by different authors, but i11 most instances for other or much 
broader purposes than those intended here. To avoid confusion the simple 
term "fold" is used here for the same feature which has been given such 
names as re-entrant angle, valley, fossette or flexus, and lateral groove. The 
terminology of the crests and ridges adopted here agrees, in the main, with 
the nomenclature presented by Wood and Wilson (1936). 
The following folds may be recognized in the upper molars. 
1. Major fold (mf.), between protocone and hypocone; i t  usually re- 
tains its commuiiication with the marginal enamel throughout the life of 
the crown i11 nzl and nz2; in nz3 it may appeal- as an island at  an early stage 
in wear. A minute accessory style may be present on the cingulum in the 
angle of the fold. 
2. Minor fold (nf .) ,  between protocone aiid anteroloph when aiid if the 
latter is present; well developed in nzl, reduced or  obsolete in nz2, reduced, 
obsolete, or absent i11 nz3. There may be a minute accessory style on cingu- 
lum in the angle of the fold. 
3. Primary folds (pf.),  the first (pf. 1 )  between anterior cingulum and 
paracone; the second (pf. 2) between niesoloph and metacone. The lateral 
margins of these folds may or may not be contiiiuous with the labial mar- 
ginal enamel throughout the life of the crown. 
4. Secondary folds (sf.), the first (sf. 1 )  between paracone and meso- 
loph, usually short but always distinct; frequently complicated, especially 
when the paracone and mesostyle are fused into a marginal island and a 
coronal island, which may be highly irregular in form. The second secon- 
dary fold (sf. 2) betweeii metacone and posterior cingulum is markedly 
smaller than the first and niay disappear with wear; i t  may be obsolete or 
absent in m3. 
5 .  Internal folds (if.), variable in positioii but always confined to the 
occlnsal surface of the tooth, hence, always appear as enamel islands. The 
first (if. 1) usually lies in the area between the first primary and first sec- 
ondary folds; however, it may be joined to, or coalesced with, either of these 
primary or secondary folds. The second (if. 2) is like the first, but is more 
frequently coalesced with the second primary than with the second seeon- 
14 
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dary fold even though the first internal fold of the same tooth be discrete or 
joined to the first secondary fold.3 
The major, niiaor, primary, secondary, and internal folds of the lower 
molars arc not essentially different i n  appearance from those of the upper 
molars. 111 general, however, the minor fold of m,_,, if present, is more 
strongly developed than in the corresponding upper teeth ; the primary and, 
especially, the secondary folds tend more toward isolation from the marginal 
enailiel ; the  iiltcrlial fold is more often coalesced with the adjacent primary 
fold. The same serial enunleratioii is given to the folds of the lower molars 
as is given to those of the upper. The homologue of each fold, however, is 
determined by the c ~ ~ r e s p o i ~ d i i z g  crests. 
I n  the first molar, upper and lower, promiileiltly developcd coilules of . 
the anterior cingulnm tend to duplicate in  appearance the structures im- 
mediately behind. I t  is convenient, therefore, to designate the folds which 
define these conules in approximately the same terminology as the preced- 
ing, but llildcr no circunistaiices is any sc.rial homology implied. Each of 
these anterior folds is freqllently coalesced with an  adjacent or opposite 
fold. 
a. An anterior nicdiail folcl (amf.) marks the division between the antero- 
external and antcro-internal conules (and eomxlids) ; i t  appears as a more 
or less distinct Sold in the newly erupted tooth; in a n  older tooth i t  may 
persist either as a fold open to the margin or as an  enamel island mith or 
without an  iildicatioil of' its former continuity with the n~arginal  enamel. 
There may be a sinall accessory style on the eingulum in the angle of the fold. 
6. The anterior internal fold (aif.) is practically always unitecl with one 
or morc of the other anterior folds. 
c. The anterior secondary fold (asf.) is between the antero-external 
conule and the anterior cingllluni; i t  is usually sinall and isolated. 
d.  The anterior labial fold (a l f . )  is between the antero-external eonulid 
and the anterolophid; i t  is never well defined, rarely open a t  the margin. 
e. The anterior primary fold (apf.) is between the antero-internal conu- 
lid and the anterior cing~xl~xm ; it is well defined, either open a t  the margin 
o r  isolated and frequently constricted into two or more islands. 
REMARI<S.-I~ the diagram (Fig. 1) of thc oryzomyine enailiel pattern, 
all the folds described above are shown in  an  uninodified condition. A study 
of a large nun~ber  of sanlples representing practically all species of oryzoiny- 
ine rodents leads to the belief that the enanlel pattern of any one species 
3 The first internal fold (if. 1)  is l~omologous with the island figured by Wood aud 
Wilson (1936: 389, Fig. la) bctwccn protolophules I and 11; the second (if. 2 ) ,  ~v i th  the 
island between mctalophulcs I and 11. The protolophules and mctalopllules are distin- 
guishable in the oryzomyine dental pnttcrn (more especially proilouncrd in  the " Rhipido- 
mys-l'hommom?ys" group), but need not be discussed here for the purpose of identifying 
the various folds. 
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may be derived froin the diagram simply by indicating which folds are 
normally absent (i.c., absence of the corresponding lophs or crests), nor- 
mally isolated froin the marginal enanicl (LC., fusion of the corresponding 
lophs or crests), or ilormally coalesced (usually the internal fold) with 
another. This call be determined with certainty only in  unworn teeth. As 
a result of \ilear, not necessarily excessive, eoniplications arise ill the enamel 
pattern. 'olds priiiiarily open a t  the iiiargiii may become secondarily 
isolated, coalesce secolidarily with other folds, constrict into two or more 
enamel islands, or disappear entirely. I11 such instalices the true nature 
of any one fold or island may be determined by its position relative to other 
folds or islands or, preferably, by tracing i t  throligh teeth of successively 
less wear to its earliest definable stage. Finally, i t  must be noted, that the 
enamel pattern, just as any other cliaracter coiliposed of numerous strue- 
tural details, is replete with illstances of indiviclual, local, and geographic 
variations. 
Names of cnsps 






G .  Anterior eingulum 
7. Mesostylc (may he latcrad of 
mesoloph, as shown, or antero- 
laterad of n~csoloph) 
8. Posterior cingulum 
9. RIcsoloph 
10. Antero-external conule 
11.. Antero-internal eonnlc 
Names of folds (all teeth) 
NF. Minor fold 
MF. Major fold 
P F .  1. First  prirnary fold 
PF. 2. Second primary fold 
SF. 1. First  secondary fold 
SF. 2. Second secondary fold 
IF. 1. First  internal fold 
IF. 2. Second internal fold 






6. Anterior eingulum 
7. Mesostylid 
8. Posterior cinguluin 
9. Mesolophid 
10. Antero internal eonnlid 
11. Antero external conulid 
[metastylid-not shown, fre- 
quciltly present betwccil ineso- 
stylid and metaconid] 
AMF. Anterior median fold 
ASF. Anterior secondary fold 
ALF. Anterior labial fold 
APF.  Anterior primary fold 
AIF.  Anterior internal fold 
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the enamel pattern of the molar teeth of oryzomyinc rodents. 
A, occlusal surface of upper right molar row; B, ocelnsal surface of lower left  molar row; 
C, labial profile of right upper second molar; D, same as C but with paraeone and meso- 
style fused, the first sceondnry fold isolated from the marginal enamel. For explanation 
of labeling sec opposite page and text. 
GENUS NECTOMYS PETERS 
(Synonymy ulldcr subgenera) 
Tropical zones of South and Central America from Nicaragua in the 
north, south to a line roughly drawn from the coast of Ecuador on the west 
through the Amazonian drainage basin of Peru and Bolivia to the coast of 
Rio Grande do Snl, Brazil, on the east. 
 EXTERNAL.--^^^^, as compared with other oryzonlyiiie rodents, moiler- 
ately large to extremely large; pelage long or moderately long with the wool 
hairs and guard hairs well developed; color of upper parts buffy to tawny 
with a mixture of dark brown, sides paler, undersurface never sharply 
defined, whitish or grayish vi th a light to heavy wash of ochraceons a t  least 
on belly and chest; ears small, thinly clothed with hair; tail epiderinis uni- 
formly brown or slightly paler beneath than on upper surface, never sharply 
bicolor, bristles of upper surface short, longer beneath, three bristles to each 
of the imbricated scales; hind foot large and powerfully built, markedly 
longer than wide and thinly haired above; fifth hind toe, less claw, extends 
froin one-third to three-fourths length of first phalanx of fourth toe; digital 
tnfts thin and short with only a few bristles reaching beyond proximal one- 
half of claws; webs well developed between first phalanges of the three 
middle toes, present but reduced between llallux and second toe, Ted~~ced 
or obsolete between fourth and fifth toes. 
CRANIAL.-S$UI~ largc, heavy, flattened on dorsal surface, rostrum rela- 
tively thick, brain case receding ; supraorbital ridges mell developed and 
strongly beaded; temporal ridges distinct but less developed, the anterior 
parts prominent and divergent, posterior portions convergent and extended 
back to interpa~ietal withoat deflection a t  sntures of lateral wings of parie- 
tals; a median interparietal suture often present; width of interparietal 
about equal to, or usually less than, width across ridges at  fronto-parietal 
sutures; lambdoidal crests mell developed ; hamular, or mastoid, process of 
squamosal short and broad, the dorsal border slightly, soinetimes not a t  all, 
excised; zygomatic plate wide and forward projecting, abont one-third to 
one-half its width visible when viewed from above; zygoinata heavy, widely 
expanded behind, convergent anteriorly; posterior border of incisive 
foramina situated well in front of anterior plane of first molars; postero- 
lateral palatine fossae well pitted or reticulated and contii~ued forward as 
lateral palatal gutters to posterior border of iilcisive foramina ; bullae heavy, 
slightly inflated. 
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DENTAL (Figs. 4 and 5).-Incisors robust, moderately or strongly re- 
curved; molars large, with high crowns, low crests, their dentine exposed 
at  an early stage in wear ; combined width of right and left first upper molars 
about equal to or greater than the least distance between them; m1 with the 
usual three main roots, a small middle outer fourth, and usually a fifth or 
accessory root which projects froin its inner side; nt, usually with a pair of 
accessory roots between the two main roots; m2 and m3 with three main 
roots and, frequently, with a fourth, or accessory, root; m, and m, with two 
or three well-developed roots each. Mesostyle fused with paracone (Fig. 
1, d ) ,  the mesostylid fused with the entoconid; anterior cingulum of first 
molars not divided into two distinct conules in adult dentition; anterior 
cingula of nz,_, ~ ~ ~ e a k l y  developed or obsolete. All anterior folds of upper - - 
and lower molars isolated from the marginal enamel and may be represented 
by two or more enamel islands or, frequently, coalesced into a single sub- 
crescentic or subovate island; primary folds broadly outlined and extended 
obliquely across crown to enamel of opposite cusp, usually isolated in adult 
dentition, but open to the margin in the recently erupted or slightly ~ ~ ~ o r 1 1  
ml-2 , and often to moderately worn m, , ;  in unworn teeth, the first primary 
fold is coalesced with the first internal fold in m g ,  the second primary fold 
with the second internal in m z ;  secondary folds of upper a i d  lower molars 
very short, usually isolated in newly erupted teeth or at  an early stage in 
wear; first secondary fold of in,., minute or obsolete in newly erupted teeth, 
absent in adult dentition; second secondary fold of nt1-3 117eak (or absent 
in m3) and tending to disappear after moderate wear; first iiiteriial fold 
of m z  and second internal fold of n z z  never discrete, always coalesced 
with correspoiiding primary folds, first iiiteriial fold of nz, discrete or coal- 
esced with either first primary, first secondary, or with both; minor fold 
nearly obsolete or absent in n22-3, present or absent in nz,_,. 
The positioii of Nectonzys within the oryzomyine group has been antici- 
pated in the above description. That typical Nectonzys has been placed with 
or near the 8igmodon-like 27oZochilus by some authors is due, a t  least partly, 
to a confounding of the remarkable extent of parallelism in the external 
characters of these two forms with a similar degree of genetic affinity be- 
tween them. I n  a like fashion, Sigmodontomys, the atypical section of the 
genus Nectomys, wlie~i first described (Allen, 1897 : 38),  was compared with 
Sigmodon, itself. Ordinarily, a glance at  the skull or even a single cheek 
tooth of the truly sigmodont rodents4 suffices to distinguish them from all 
4 A natural supergellcric group of cricetines comparable to  thc oryzomyine group; it 
includcs Sigmodon, Sigmomys, Holochilus, Reithrodon, and others too little lrliowil by me 
to be assigned here with certainty. 
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oryzomyine rodents. To Winge (1888:  1 1 )  belongs the credit of being the 
first to recognize and emphasize the wide separation of typical Nectomys 
from Holochilzu%nd the aeariiess of the former to Oryzomys (sensu  l a t ~ ) . ~  
Subsequently, Goldinail (1913 : 7) referred Signzodontomys to Nectornys and 
fornlally (1918:  1 3 )  treated the eiilargcd genus as most nearly related to 
Oryxomys. Finally, Thomas (1928:  260) tardily conceded the truth of 
Wiiige's conclusions regarding Holochilzss and Nectonzys, but, failing to 
appreciate Winge's evidence respecting the nearness of Nectonzys to Ory- 
zonzys, he snggested that "Nectomys  sho-ws relationshiis with Rhipidomys." 
Very probably, Nectonzys is more nearly related to Rhipidomys  than to Holo- 
chilus, but only in the sense that the oryzoinyiiie group may be nearer the 
short palate "Rl t i~~idonzys-Tl~onza~~onzys  group" defined by Thomas (1917 : 
194)7  than to the siginodont group. 
Each of the structliral details of the external, cranial, and dental charac- 
ters of Ncctomys is distributed with little or no modification, allowing for 
proportional size differences, arnoiig the several species of oryzomyine 
rodents. It is only ill the peculiarity of the sclection and coinbinatio~i of 
these details that generic clistii~ctiol~ is determined in Nectomys. Goldman 
(1918 : 1 3 )  referred to the high molar crowns of Melanomys, their sculpture, 
" especial1 y the early exposnrc of dentine, ' ' and the position of the lachrymal, 
"its attachment being niainly with the maxilla as in that genns [Nectomys]  
instead of about equally with niaxilla and frontal as in typical Oryzomys," 
as characters suggesting intergradation of Melanomys with Nectomys. 
These, however, are merely similarities of details in the structare of charac- 
ters which are otl.ierwisc grossly differeat. The position of the lachrymal is 
a character which I fail to appreciate; the high crowned niolars of Melano- 
m y s  differ from those of Ncctomys i11 size, outline, and in a number of details 
of the enamel pattern, notably the short first primary fold of nz2 which never 
coalesces with the first internal fold, and the usnally bipartite first secondary 
fold ill n ~ l - ~ .  
The recognition of coinmuiiity ill the details of structare within a eom- 
mon frameworlr does not imply that Nectornys intergrades with Melanomys 
or with ally other superspecific category of oryzomyine rodent. It empha- 
sizes, rather, the illtimate relatioilship and nearness to a common stock of 
otherwise divergent forms. 
5 Thc Sigmodon of Wlnge. 
G Thc Calomys of Wingc. 
7 Illeluded were Rl~ipidomys, Thontasomys (= Aepeomys and Inomys, fide Osgood 1933: 
161), Phaenornys, and Delomys, to which lnay be added the North American Nqctomys, 
Otonyctomys, Megadontonays, Pc~o~nyscus  ( .s.), and Ocl~rolo?)fys (s.g.) ; it would be ap- 
propriate to refcr to thcse gencra rollectively as the peromyseid group wcre the genus 
Peromyscus iliscmbarrasscd of the -4 kodon-like 7laplomylomys and Podonay.~, which, though 
frcquently retaining the mesostyle and mcsostylid, lack the mesoloph and mesolophid. 
Execpt for  thcse two, the dental pattern of tlre group is  cssclltially oryzomyine. 
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Thirteen forms have been included in the literature a t  one time or an- 
other as distinct species of Nectonzys. Representatives of nine of these have 
been examined and founcl relerable to either N .  squumipes or N .  alfari. A 
tenth, grandis, to judge from its description, may be confidently assigned to 
squamipes. The ilisti~ictions betwecn the two species, sqz~amipes and alfari, 
are considered to be of sufficient importaizcc to warrant snbgeneric separa- 
tion. EIence, N .  sqzcamipcs reniains the type of the typical subgenus, while 
N. alfari, originally described as type of the genus Sigwzodo?ztomys, here 
remains the type of subgeiius Xignzoladontonzys. For the renlainiiig three 
species, hanzlnontrli, saturatz~s, and din~icliatus, which were not seen, a special 
section is provisioiially established and, insofar as the intrageiieric status 
and illterspecific relationships of these species are concerned, denominated 
the incerlac seclis group. The characters ascribed to each of the species of 
this group have not been considered in the snbsequent accounts of the recog- 
nized subgenera. Althoagh it  is probable that one or more of these species 
may be accomrnodated by either of the two subgenera of Nectonzys, i t  is no 
less probable that one or n~orc  of them are not truly Nectonzys. 
Subgenus N e c t o m y s  
Type Localily 
. . . . . .  Nectom?ls squamipes squamipe.9 Brants S6o Scbasti60, S60 Panlo, Brazil (re- 
stricted). 
Ncclomys squanaipes aqtcaticus Lund . . . . . . . . . .  .LngGa Saata, Millas Geracs, Bmzil. 
Neclomys rquamipes o7ivaccus (nov.) . . . . . . . . .  Tl~crezopolis, Rio de Jnneiro, Brazil. 
Ncclomys squamipcs pollens Hollister . . . .  Sapucay, Paraguay. 
.............. Nectomys squamipes naalten.ris Tllomas Cl~apada, Mato Grosso, Brazil. 
Nec tomys sq7~amipes amazonicz~s (now.) .............. Tauary, Par&, Brazil. 
Ncctomgs sqz~amipcs nzcla~zi?~~ Thomas ................ Lower Essequibo River, British Guiana. 
Ncclon1,ys squamipcs apicalis Pcters ................... .Tclla, Ecuador (redetermined). 
.......... Neclom?js sqz~amipec napensis (nov.) San Francisco, Rio Napo, Ecuador. 
................ Neclomys sqzcan~ipcs monlanus (nov.) liaeieilcl:? Exito, Huanuco, Pcru. 
.............. Ncctomgs sq~~wmipc.s garleppii Thornas Rio Oecol~amba Valley, Cuz(.o, 1'c.r~. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ncclomys sqz~a~lvipes vallensis (nov.) Snnta Aaa, Cuzco, Peru. 
Ncctonz?jn sq?~amipes m,agdalenae Thomas . . . . .  Rio Mngdnlena, Cundinamarea, Colom- 
bia. 
Neclom?js sqz~am%pcs grandic Thomas ................. Concordia, Medellin, Colombia. 
Ncctomys sqzia?nipcs pal??zipes Allen and 
................. Chapman princes to^^^^^, Trinid:id. 
Subgenus S % g n z o d o ~ z t o m y s  
Neclon~ys alfari alfari Allen ............................. JimBnez, Limhn, Costa Rien. 
Neclomys alfari eficax Goldman ..................... Cnna, Panama. 
Neclomys alfari russzclzcs Tl~oinas ...................... ..Valdivia, Antioquia, Colombia. 
Ncclomys alfari esmeraldancm Thomas . . . . . .  San Jnvier, Esmcraldas, Ecuador. 
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Incertae Seclis 
Nectomys saturatus Thomas Ibaiia,  Iinbabura, Ecuadoi . 
Nectom?ls hammondi Thomas Mindo, Pichincha, Ecuador. 
Nectomys d imid iatus Thomas Rio Escondido, Nicaragua. 
NOTE.-Judging from the original description of Oryzomys intectus Thomas (1921b : 
356), I see no reason for agreeing with Ellerman (1941: 351, 362) that this species "prob- 
ably belongs" to the genus Nectomys. 
S U B G E N U S  NECTOIIIYS P E T E R S  
Neclomys Peters, 1861: 151 (sq?ca?nipes, palmipes) ; Lilljeborg, 1866: 19 (squamipes, 
apicalis) ; Fitzinger, 1867: 84 (aquaticus) ; Burmoister, 1879: 212 (squamipes with 
synonyms aquaticus and robuslus) ; Thomas, 1882: 101 (subgenus of Holocliilus) ; 
Winge, 1888 : 12, 57 ; Thomas, 1 8 9 7 ~ :  496, 7 (squamipes, ' 'Hesperomys rattus," 
palmipes, apicalis, grandis, magclalenae, fulvinus) ; Thomas, 18978: 486; Palmer, 
1004 : 451 (squamipes, apicalis) ; Trouessart, 1905 : 412, part (squamipes, rattus, 
apicalis, garleppi [sid], palnaipes, g~andis, naagdalenae, fulvinus) ; Miller, 1912: 
180, part (squamipes, designated as type); Winge, 1924: 37, 126; Weber, 1928: 
293; Gyldenstolpe, 1932: 65, part (sqtcan~ipes, palmipcs, apicalis, grandis, fulvinus, 
garleppii, magdalenae) ; Tate, 1932a: 6, part (sqzcamipes, aquaticus, apicalis, robus- 
ltis, rattu.~, palmipes, grandis, magrlalenae, garleppii, f.tclvin?~s) ; Ellerman, 1940: 
39; 1941: 361, part (apicalis, fulvinus, garleppii, grandis, magdalenae palmipes, 
squamipes) . 
Hesperonzys, Hcnsel, 1873 : 28, part (squamipes) . 
Potamys Liais, 1872 : 505 (type brasiliensis = aqz~aticzes) . 
Ilolochil?rs, Fitzingcr 1867 : 89, part (robucl?es only, not "squamipes Burm.," ib%d., p. 90) ; 
Thomas, 1896 : 1020 (Necton~ys, synonym). 
TYPE.-M%~S sql~nmipes B r a n t s  (designated b y  Miller,  1912 : 180). 
E x ~ ~ n N A ~ . - L a r g e s t  of t h e  oryzomyinc r o d e n t s ;  pelage eharacter izcd 
m a i n l y  b y  t h e  long  glossy g u a r d  h a i r s  01 clorsum; t a i l  three-fourths  o r  m o r e  
combined leagt l i  of heacl aizcl body, t h e  bristles of v e n t r a l  sur face  combine 
t o  f o r m  a more  o r  less d i s t inc t  keel, a t h i n  b n t  well-clefined penci l  p r e s e n t ;  
p rox imal  half of ta i l  w i t h  9-12 scale rows p e r  cent imeter  ; h i n d  foo t  ( F i g .  2, 
c-d) w i t h  a shor t  b u t  well-developecl f r i n g e  of br is t les;  f i l th  toe, less claw, 
bare ly  extends t o  midclle of first p h a l a n x  of f o u r t h  t o e ;  sole, f r o m  heel t o  
t i p s  of digi ts ,  heavj ly scu te l la ted ;  swim m e m b r a n e  of h i n d  l o o t  extremely 
clevelopecl, web ex tends  f r o m  second pl lalanx of ha l lnx  t o  base of first p h a -  
l a n x  of second toe, l r o i n  t h i r d  p h a l a n x  o l  secolicl a n d  f o u r t h  toes t o  base of 
t h i r d  p h a l a n x  of middle  toe, a n d  f r o m  t h i r d  p h a l a n x  of f i f th  toe t o  base of 
first p h a l a n x  of f o u r t h  toe. 
C R A N I A L . - S ~ ~ U ~ ~  la rges t  of t h e  oryzoiiiyine rocleirts, heavi ly bu i l t  ; i iasals 
nar rowly  t a p e r e d  behind,  a n d  usua l ly  pointed a t  the i r  base ;  supraorb i ta l  
r idges  raisccl, posterior halves of t empora l  riclgcs niarlceclly weaker  t h a n  
an te r io r  halvcs;  incisive f o r a m i n a  well open, b roader  beh ind  t h a n  i n  f r o n t ,  
tlie poster ior  borders  r o u n d e d  o r  s q u a r e ;  m e d i a n  border  of alveolar p a r t  of 
maxil la  beh ind  m3 n o t  p ro jec t ing  a s  a ledge over posterolatcral  pa la ta l  fossa, 
t h e  palato-maxil lary s u t u r e  visible on  v e n t r a l  aspect  behind alveolus of nz7 
( F i g .  3, a )  ; spheiiopalatiiie vacui t ies  sinall o r  absent .  
DENTAL ( F i g .  4, a-c; F i g .  5, a-B).-Upper a n d  lower second a n d  t h i r d  
molars  dis t inct ly  longer  t h a n  w i d e ;  nz2 a n d  rn, each w i t h  t w o  roo ts ;  an te ro-  
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FIG. 2. Dorsal axid ventral surfaces o 
Nectomys squamipes ( c d )  .
hind f o o t  of Necton~?ys alfari (a-b) and 
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lophid usually present in  nz,, present or absent in  m,, solnetimes absent in  
both mz and nz,; in unworn dentition, anterior cingulum of nz, nearly obso- 
lete, present but weakly developed in  77a3, the first seconclary fold of m2_, 
corrcsponclingly affected; primary folds usually isolated a t  a moderate stage 
i n  wear (i.e., in  adult) ; seconcl secondary fold of m3 present in  recently 
erupted tooth and may persist for a short period. 
REMARKS.-T~~ subgenus inclucles but a single species, N. sqzcanzipes; 
of the oryzomyine rodents, this is the largest and most highly specialized for 
aquatic life. 
NECYOMYS QUANIPRS BRANTS 
(Complete synonymy under subspecies) 
TIIE SPECIFIC SYNONYMS AND TIIEIR TYPE LOCALITIES 
Apicalis (Nectomys), Peters (1861: 152, P1. 1, Fig. 1, P1. 2, Figs. 3-3b) 
The type of apicalis, to judge from the original description, agrees in 
every respect, except for its aberrant white-tipped tail and white incisors, 
a b 
FIG. 3. Palate of Ncctornys (a) and Sigmodonlornys ( b ) .  Comparo position of 
palato-maxillary suture rclativc to  tlre posterolaternl palatal fossae. 
with the large race of sqzicr?nipcs of thr  eastern A~lcles of Ecnailor. I11 addi- 
tion to the origir~al color platc and fignres of the skull, 110 better evidence 
of the identity of the eastern Ecnadorian water rats as representatives of 
apicalis can be afforded than the striking agreement of their meaqureiiients 
with those of the type. Such complete agreement in diagnostic characters 
(give11 below) as  wrll as in  the more imporlsnt details of structure cannot 
be noted elsewhere. 
The type locality of apicalis was origiiially given as "Guayaquil," b11t 
Peters (1861: 156) qualified this by stating that "das einzige Exemplar ist 
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nlit anderen Naturalierl aus Guayaqnil voli Hrn. Cuming gekauft worden." 
Obviously, neither the world port, Guayaquil, iior its vicinity could be the 
natnral habitat of apicalis, since typical Nectonays does not range west of 
the Andes. The evidence is that the type of upicalis was taken in eastern 
Ecuador, but, like Nectontys fzclvi~zus (see below) and many other natural 
history specilneils from eastern Ecuador, was labeled as native to the locality 
in which i t  was purchased. I t  is proposed, therefore, to fix upon Tena (alti- 
tude, 512 meters), a t  the base of the eastern Ancles in Ecuador, as the type 
locality of apicalis. The selection of Tena is not altogether arbitrary. 
Specimens of undoubted apicalis are available from Tena and other near-by 
localities. I n  addition, Tena is one of the chief terminal posts on the most 
widely used trail since colonial days from Quito to eastern Ecuador. 
Aqua t i cu ,~  ( M u )  , Lund (1841a: 240) 
Both Peters (1861 : 150) and Winge (1888 : 143) examined the type of 
aquaticacs, described from Rio das Velhas, Minas Geraes, and referred i t  to 
the species sqa~amipes. Peters, however, remarked that aquaticau was paler 
than Brant's sqa~um%pes, though otherwise similar. With the type locality 
of typical sqacamipes now restricted (see below), the name aqz~aticus is avail- 
able for the slightly paler race of water rats of the upper Rio SSo Francisco 
Valley, Miiias Geraes, Brazil. 
Brasiliensis (Po tamys )  , Liais (1872 : 505) 
I n  Minas Geraes, possibly at  or near Lag& Santa, Liais captured an 
animal which he identified (p 548) as Mzcs aqzcaliczcs Lund. His exteilsive 
practice of substituting for well-established names others which he consid- 
ered more apt led him to describe the animal in question under the new 
name brasiliensis. Furthermore, Liais' generic name Polamys, for brasili- 
ensis is not only a synonym of Nectonays but a homonym of Potamys 
Larranhaga [I8231 as well. 
liTzclvinzcs (Neclomys)  , Tllonias (1897a: 499) 
According to Thomas, the type locality is "believed to be Quito. The 
specimen comes from the collectio~l of the late Sir W. Jardine, for whom a 
large number of skins were collected in Quito by Mr. Jameson. Sir W. 
Jardiiie also had a few specimens from Cayenne; bat as we have already 
seen that the Surinam Nectolnys appears refcrable to N .  sqt~amipes,  the 
Quito locality is no doubt that of the present very different animal." The 
description of this animal ancl the fact that it was snbseqnently assigned to 
the sqacainipes group by Thomas (1913 : 571) Icave no doubt as to its position 
within the genns. I t  is certain, 011 the other hand, that Quito is not the 
habitat of ~tclvinacs, since no Nectonzys of any kind is native to that locality. 
I t  is equally certaiiz that faclvinus did not originate from the Guianas, for 
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Jameson, its collector, never visited the Guianas (Anderson-Henry, 1876: 
19),  nor is there reason for contradicting Thomas by supposing that fu lv inus  
bears any color resenlblance to melan ius  of the Guianas. Thomas described 
f u l v i ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  as lldistinguisl~able from all others [of the squanzipes group] by 
its deep fnlvous color which more nearly resembles that of some of the Cozcesi 
group of O r y e o m y s  than that of the other menibers of the present soinber- 
colourecl group." Every detail of the original description of fzclvinus con- 
forms to specimens of apicalis from eastern Ecuador. The emphasis placed 
by Thoinas 011 the "nn~~sna l l y  short" fu r  of fu lv inns  with "the hairs only 
about 10-11 millim. in length on the bacli" as being, presumably, a specific 
character is a condition not unusual among mature individuals of apicalis. 
Indeed, the dorsal hairs of very old individuals are even shorter. I n  addi- 
tion, there is strong evidence that fzclvinz~s was taken in the vicinity of the 
type locality, as retleterniined, of apicalis. Jameson, who resided for the 
greater par t  of his life i11 Quito, collected natural history speciiizens from 
the regions to the east and west of the Ecuadorian Andes as well as in  Quito. 
Many or these specimens were sent to England without precise locality data. 
I n  the absence of N e c t o m y s  from Quito and of members of the squanzipes 
group we5t of the Andes, i t  is certain that fzclvinus was collected by Jameson 
somewhere east of the Andes during his excursion froin Quito to the Rio Napo 
via Papallacta, Baeza, Archiclona, and Tena (Jamesoii, 1858: 337). Ac- 
cordingly, f?tlvi.lzus is here treated as a synonyln of apicalis. 
Gar lepp i i  ( N e c t o n z y s ) ,  Thomas (1899 : 41) 
I11 the original description, the type locality given is "Ocabamba, 
CUZCO. " "Ocobamba, I'eru," is the locality written 011 the original labels ac- 
companying t n o  topotypes (U.S.N.M. No. 86917-18, slrulls only) talren by the 
same collector, Otto Garlepp, a t  the same place and a t  approximately the 
same time (September 18, October 1, 1897). S~lbsequeizt o the first descrip- 
tion of garleppi i ,  some confusion has arisen concerning the exact location 
and altitude of the type locality. Thomas, ill 1921 ( a ) ,  listed the maill~nals 
lcnown from the district of Cuzco and iiicltlcled the speciinens of garleppi i  
from "Ocobamba," collected by Garlcpp. J~ater ,  Thomas (1928: 260), in 
recorcling specinlens of water rats from the lZio Ueayali, remarked that they 
"agree very well -cvith the type, which came from Ocobamba on the Apuri- 
n ~ a c  higher up the same river." Evidently, Thomas referred to a similarly 
namecl but different locality which is sholvn on some maps as situated on a 
tributary of the Rio Apurimac in the department of Apuriinac. Gylclen- 
stolpe (1932: 68) gave the type locality of garlcppi i  as "Central Peru, 
Ocabamba Valley, Cnzco District. Alt. 9100 feet." Iii any ease, i t  is obvi- 
ous from the original announcelneizt by Thomas (1899 : 41) as xvell as from 
the Biiown itinerary of Garlepp that the type specimen was talren in  the dis- 
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triet of  Cuzco. F u r t h e r m o r e ,  h o w e v e r  the p rec i se  loca l i ty  in ques t ion ,  
within the district of Cuzco, may have been spelled, it c o u l d  be no o t h e r  than 
Oc~obamba ,~  the oiily village, at least at that time, in the O e c o b a m b a  Valley. 
d e f 
FIG. 4. Left upper molars of Neclomys squamipes (a-c) and Neclom?js alfari (d-f) 
magnified about eight times. ( a )  N.  squamipes apicalis, juvenile, bone removed to ex- 
pose nz"; ( b )  N. s. pollens, subadult; ( c )  N .  s. apicalis, young adult;  ( d )  N .  alfari 
esmeraldarz~m, juvenile, m y  uncut; (e) N. a. eflicax, subadult; ( f )  N. a. eflicax, adult. 
8 A Quiehua name derived from Occo (also Hocco, Occa, or Oco) meaning humid, 
and banaba (=pampa) meaning plain. Hence Oecobamba is equivalent to puna or pdramo 
and, as a name, characterizes the upper border of the Occobamba Valley. Ordinarily, in 
Spanish orthography one "e" i n  Occobamba would be dropped. 
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Marcoy (1875 : 283-354), who traveled over the same route talren by Garlepp 
from Cnzco to Occobainba, gave a pict~u~esque description of the trail, the 
village, and the valley with a map and illustrations. The altitude, 9100 
feet, given by Gyldeiistolpe exceeds by a consiclerable amount the altitudiiial 
range of the large Nectomys .  This figure coincides with the altitude given 
by IIeller (in Chalman, 1921: 18-19), hut he is specifically referring to his 
camp site a t  Tocopoqueyu i11 the Occobamba Valley. Since this site as well 
as that of the village of Occobamba, to judge from descriptions, is in the 
temperate zone, the type specinieii of garlcppiz niust have been taken a t  some 
station Iarther down the valley, in the subtropical or tropical zone. I n  this 
coii~~ection it  niay be noted that i11 the main valley of the Urubamba itself, 
water rats are known to occur up  to, but not beyond, ail altitude of 3500 feet. 
Thonias first described garleppi i  as being "similar in  most respects to 
N .  (rpicalis but with decidedly shorter feet and broacler sln~ll." Present 
inaterial from sontheastern Peru does iiot bear ont these differences or any 
others of a specific nature. Iiideecl, Thonias (1903 : 238) eonclnded that 
garleppi i  "appears to gracle into sqi~unzipes," and, later (1921a : 227), in  
recording a specinien from Rio Comberciato, Pern, he remarked that i t  was 
"somewhat interniediate betwceii AT. garleppi i  and the North Peruvian N .  
apicalis." Ncvertlieless, the status of garleppi i  appears to be quite valid 
as a subspecies of s q ~ t a m i p e s .  
Grandis  (hTectom?/s)  , Thoinas 1897a: 498 
I<nown only from the type specimen with type locality in  the lower 
Caaca Valley. T l ~ e  water rats of the main valley, the Magdalena, are all 
typical Nectomys ,  and the original clescription of g m n d i s  leads to the con- 
clusion that the large specimens of Ncctonlys  of the Cauca are also repre- 
scntatives of sgucr?nipe.s. A Inore complete analysis of the status of grandis  
is given i n  the si~bspecies account. 
Magdalenae (Nec towzys ) ,  Thonias (1897~:  499) 
A sktzll only froin " W. Cnnilinamarea, in lowlancls near Magdaleiia R.," 
Colombia, served as basis for the description of inagdalenac. Thomas 
categorizecl this forill as a member of the sqz~anzipes group, all "species" of 
which "are very closely allied" but "each [is] representative of a distinct 
geographical district." According to the original description and the 
measurements of the skull i t  is clear that the type is a yonng adult and one 
of the group of subspecies of sqzianzipes with proportionately long inter- 
parietnls. Specilllens of Nectonzys with siiiiilarly long interparietals from 
localities higher up the Magclalena Valley are well marked externally and 
appear to represent a race of s q ~ i a n t i p ~ s  nearest apicalis. I t  is assumed that 
this material is iiot essentially different Irom the water rats of the type local- 
ity, and the subspecific characters of nza~gdalenae are based upon it. 
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Palwipes (Nectornys), Allen and Chapman (1893: 209) 
This form, originally described from Princestown, Trinidad, has already 
been assigned subspecific status by Tate (1939 : 198), but in a much broader 
sense than appears to be warranted. N. s. palnzipes is here treated as a race 
restricted to the island of Trinidad. 
Ratl l~s (Neclonzys), authors (not "Hespcronzys Eattus" [Natterer] Pelzelii, 
1883 : 73) 
Since Thomas (1897~~: 497) stated that "it is possible that 'lIesperornys 
rattus, Pelzeln,' from Marabitanas, Upper Rio Negro (which, though the 
type is too young for certain determination, is clearly a Nectomys) nlay 
prove to belong to the common species," i.e., syz~anzipes, authors have gen- 
erally accepted vattus as a valid specific or subspecific name for the water 
rats of the Amazonian region west of the mouth of the Rio Negro. There 
is nothing in the original description of IIesperonzys rattzcs, however, to lend 
substance to this opinioa, nor has any evidence confirming i t  ever been pre- 
sented. Pelzeln described in detail the hind feet of Hesperomys rattus, 
but made no reference to any webbing between the toes. On the other hand, 
he clearly pointed out the presence of webs on the hind feet of the Ncctomys- 
like Holochilzu brasiliensis, described on the same page. The illcasurements 
of rattus in the diagnosis are "Longit. ad caz~dae bmin 10 ern., caudae 9 cm." 
In  the description, the measnrements given are "Ganze Lange 13" 4"', 
Schwanz vom After 6:", Hiihe des Ohres 7"', Lange der Tarse der Ilinter- 
fasse von der Verse bis an die Klauenspitze der laagsten Zehe I:"." I fail 
to identify the system of measurements employed ill the latter description, 
since, as inches, they do not equal the corresponding ones given first in the 
metric system. The length of the hind foot reduced to iiiillimeters on the 
same scale as the other measurements is 25.2, which is very short for an 
immature N. squanzipes of comparable body size. I t  may be added further 
that the original description gives no grounds for assuming that the name 
rattzcs was based on an immature animal. Pelzeln meticulously specified 
the age of the specimens he rccorded when these were other thaa adults. 
Until the type itself, if still extant, can be exaniined, Hesperonlys rattus, if 
a t  all identifiable, cannot be identified as a Nectomys. 
Available specimens of Nectomys from stations in southern Venezuela 
in the viciliity of the type locality of rattus are assignable to nzelanitcs. 
Robustus (Nesperomys) , Burmeister (1854 : 164) 
Burmeister described robustus from the incorrectly labeled type speci- 
inen of Brants7 squamipes (see squanzipes below). He declared (1854 : 165) 
that he was unable to supply a more precise locality than Brazil for the 
specimen. At the same time, Burmeister added that Pictet (1844) had 
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recorcled a like forin uncler the name "H. brasilie.nsis" from Bahia. Un- 
doubtedly, this record prompted Burmeister, in a later publication (1855 : 
6), to ren~arlr that the animal " bewohnt das nordijstliclie Brasilien. " He also 
added that robzutzu "ist ~~~ahrsclieinlich Dr. Lund7s Hesp.  aqziaticzu." 
Finally, in 1879 (p. 212), Durmeister, in entire agreement with Peters (see 
squamipes below), stated that " M z u  aquaticus Iiuncl est un  vrai hT~c ton t y s  
et identique au N. squanzipes Licht. ( H .  robustzcs Burin.)." Though 
aq?laticz~s is here treated as a ~a l i c l  subspecies, r o b i ~ s i ~ c s  remains identical 
a b c d 
FIG. 5. Left lower molars of Nectomys squamipes (a-b) and Nectomys alfari  (c-d) 
magnified about nine times. ( a )  N .  squamipes apicalzs, juvenile, m3 uncut; ( b )  N. s. 
amazoniews, sitbadtllt; ( c )  N .  n7fnri csmeralclarzcm, juvcnilc, 3112'~ uncut; (d)  N .  u. eficax, 
subadult. 
with typical sq?camipes and is not available as a name for the ~vater rats of 
northeaster11 Brazil, i.e., Bahia. 
Squarnipes ( M u s ) ,  Brants (1827: 138) 
This is the first described species of Nectonzys. The type locality as 
originally given is "Brasilies~." According to Peters (1861 : 49), Brants, 
in an act of courtesy, credited the name sqziamipes to Lichtenstein, then 
director of the Berlin Museum, where the type was preserved. Lichten- 
stein, however, n7as unaware of the true identity of the specimen and labeled 
it as a variety of Mzcs decz~manzcs (= Rattzcs ?zorvegicus). Burmeister, in  
collecting data for his great worlr, Systenzatische Uebersicht d e r  Th iere  
Brasilicns, came upon the niislabcled type of Brants' sqz~antipcs, recognized 
its distinctiveness, and described it anew, as ITesperonzys (Holochilzcs) 
robzcst~cs (1854 : 1 6 4 ) .  EIe assumed that an unrelated, though snperficially 
similar, animal in the same collection from Brazil which was labeled " M u s  
brasiliensis" (a  true IIolochi1zc.s) was the real type of Brants' sqzcarnipes. 
Bnrmeister added (1854: 1 6 6 )  that this speci~nen (tlie false sq l~anz ipes )  "ist 
von St.  Paulo," Brazil. Since, as Peters fnrther related, the original 
sqzcanzipcs arrived a t  the Berlin Milseum together with the specimen believed 
by Burnieister to be sqz~amipes ,  i t  may be assumed for present purposes that 
both aiiilnals were taken in SLo Paulo. Gyldenstolpe (1932: 6 6 )  gave the 
type locality of sqzcanzipcs as "Southern Brazil, Sao Paulo I>rovince." I n  
view of the strong tenclericy of tile species to develop local races, i t  is advis- 
able to restrict further the type locality to the coastal t o ~ ~ l n  of Siio Sebastiiio, 
whcnce originated tliree of the six available specimens of the typical race. 
DISTRIBUTION 
(Map 1) 
Trinidad, Venezuela, the Gaianas, Brazil, I 'arag~~ay, Misiones in Argen- 
t ina; in Bolivia, Peru, Ecuaclor, areas to an altitude of approsiinately 2000 
meters above sea level in  the Ainazonian drainage basin system, and in the 
Magdalena-Cauca Valley, Colombia, to not above 2200 metcrs. I11 general, 
the species is confined to forests-rain forest, gallery forest, 01- J'orest types 
bordering streams of the arid or semiarid parts of Brazil and the Andes. 
ICnown from the Pleistocene of Brazil. 
'L'hc clistributional pattern of sqlcanatpes is typical of many other mani- 
malian species of, presumably, Brazilian or Alnazonian origin. Such of 
these species, inelitding sq~ra?lzipes, as have not spread a t  least as f a r  as  
Panama ill Central America, as a rule, are absent from the west coast and 
the western slopes of the western Cordillera of South America. Conversely, 
the Brazilian spccies which do appear west of tlie Andes i11 South America 
are present also at  least in  Panama i11 Central America. The inference is 
that modern mammalian species of Brazilian origin have probably gained 
access to the west coast of South America via the northeastern flanks of the 
Andes in northern Venezuela or eastern Colombia 'ather than by any direct, 
more southern trans-Andean routes, or by virtue of a pre-Andean origin and 
continuity of range. I11 Peru, species of ~nammals of Brazilian origin, in- 
cluding sqzcamipes, by followiiig the tributaries of the Amazon River, have 
penetrated deeply into tlic Andean valleys; but here the western Cordillera, 
like the eastern Cordillera of Ecuador and the immense plateau of Bolivia, 
provides no passes with favorable ecological situations for crossing over to 
the coast. 
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CHARACTERS 
Essential characters those of the subgenus. 
COMPARISONS 
On the basis of esternal cllaractcrs alone, the sigmodont water rat IIolo- 
clzilus' coulcl easily be confnsecl with sqzcanzipes. There is no very appre- 
ciable difference bet~veen the two for~ns  in size and proportions, character 
of pelage, or ill the sxvinxming nloclifieatioi~s. Nevertheless, in TIoZoc7tilus 
spp. the clifferent color, especially the more clearly white, better-defined, 
underparts and usually bicolor tail, the well-haired ears, the shorter vibris- 
sae, arid the more granular, less scaly plantar surfaces of the hind feet 
distingaish them from squamipes.  Oryzonzys  ral t iccps is not much smaller 
than sqzmmipes, hnt is a differently colored animal with a finely scaled tail 
and a relatively short foot provided with long digital tufts. The slrull of 
rat t iceps is proportionately large and sllperficially resembles that of 
sqzcumipcs, but is not nearly so heavily built; its nasals are broader behind, 
the frontals are narrower behind with the posterior sutures more rounded, 
the ridges are weak, the incisive foramina are considerably longer, and the 
cheek teeth are comparatively small and weak. Though O r y z o m y s  pnlus- 
t r i s  is a much smaller animal with a grossly different cranium, i t  exhibits 
external features characteristic of sqzcamipes. I ts  small, comparatively 
wealr, hilid foot is fringed, the three middle toes webbed, and the ventral 
surface of the tail keeled, as in squamipes.  If more were lrnown of N e c t o m y s  
satzcratzts (description given beyond) a careful comparison betwecn i t  and 
s q z ~ a m i p e s  would be in order. 
The multirooted conclitio~z of the first molar (and often of the second 
upper molar) notecl in sqtianzipes, is not rare anlong other oryzomyine 
rodents (e.g., palzwtris, laticcps, caligi?zosus) and tends to vary individu- 
ally and locally among them. I n  squamipes a t  least one accessory root is 
always preseiit in the first upper molar, and there are tmo accessory roots 
in the first lower molar. 
INDIVIDUAL VARIATION 
EXTERNAL.-In this species it appears that the body and the hind foot 
grow appreciably in length after maturity and well into old age. Tlirough- 
out the species, the tail varies from approximately 25 per cent longer to 
9 It is difficult a t  present to refer to any onc species of Holocl~al~cs. Thomas, wl~o had 
added six species to tlrc genus, finally concluded (1928: 260) that  he had become "more 
and more convinced of the essential identity [= brasalaens~s Desm.?] of all thc Holochalus 
water rats of the wllole Amazollian drainage area, from Pc~namhuco to Peru, Gaiana to 
Bolivia and equally that  of the Rio San Francisco." It is well to note, however, tJmt 
Thomas (1897~ :  548) spoke of It. nanus as  having mucl~ the same relation of proportions 
to the large rats of tlle genus as  alfmi ("russulus") has to squamapes. I n  any case, it is  
certain tliat there are two or more well-defined species of Holochilus. 
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approxiillately 25 per cent shorter than the combined length of head and 
body. I n  general, among juveniles the tail, whether longer 01- shorter in 
the youngest individuals, grows at  a faster rate than head and body com- 
bined and tends to exceed them in length. From adolescence to maturity 
the growth rate of the tail relative to that of head and body diminishes. 
In  the adult their growth contiiiues apace, or head and body combined 
may grow to exceed, and in old individuals frequently do exceed, the 
length of the tail. I n  palmipes the tail is shorter than, or sometimes equal 
to, the combined length of head and body in all adults examined, but in 
immature individuals the tail is sometimes longer than the combined 
length of head and body. I11 some of the races there are five plantar tubercles 
on each hind foot; in others there are five or six tubercles, with the sixth, 
a small wartlike modification of one or two scales on the outer posterior 
border of the sole, prescnt or absent on either or both of the hind feet. In  
many cases, especially among thc Andean races, increase in age after 
maturity is accompanied by a progressive decrease i11 the length and thick- 
ness of the pelage. The ailiount of gray, if any, on the keel of the tail 
is usually more extensive in old than in young individuals. 
C n n ~ ~ n ~ . - - T h e  n~edian angle formed by the fronto-parietal suture varies 
from a straight angle to nearly a right angle; the outline of the anterior 
suture of the interparietal may be straight, concave, or convex; a median 
interparietal suture may be present or absent irrespective of the age of 
the individual; the outline of the posterior border of the palate varies 
from semicircular to iicarly square aiid is solnetinies provided with a short 
median spine; in any large series the hamular processes of the pterygoids 
measured along their vciitral edges may be parallel sided or either slightly 
coi~ve~geilt or divergent, posteriorly, but in those slculls with the processes 
brolren off the mesopterygoid fossa aliliost invariably appears to the eye 
broader anteriorly than posteriorly; in most of the races the anterior width 
of the fossa, measured a t  the pterygo-palatine sntnre, varies considerably 
in any one series, and the posterior width, meas~~red  on the basisphenoid 
behind the lateral walls of the fossa, varies even more aiid independently 
of the variation in the anterior width; the length, width, and outline of 
tile incisive foramina vary ill similar directions in all series of the species; 
frequently the incisive foramina are slightly constricted at  a point from 
one-fourth to one-half their length from the anterior border. I t  appears 
that concurrent wit11 the increasing length of the slcull as age progresses, 
there is a relative, and perhaps actual, decrease in width of brain case and 
frontals acconlpanied by a flattening of their dorsal contours, an increased 
development of the ridges, particularly the temporal ridges, with a decrease 
in their divergence; a t  about the same time, the palatal region becomes 
correspondingly narrower, the postero-lateral palatal fossae more exca- 
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vatecl, the alveolar row relatively, often actually, shorter, and frequeiltly 
the length of the interparietal shorter. On the other hand, the proportion 
of the zygomatic width to the condylo-basal length shows slight variation 
regardless of age or race; similarly, the ratio of tlie length of the nasals to 
the coiidylobasal length is fairly uniform. 
DENTAL.-Most x~a~iat ion i  the ellainel pattern is due to wear alone, 
but a not illsignificant ainount appears to be indiviclually inherent and 
may even be locally coastant. Noteworthy is the variable degree of devel- 
opment of the anterolopllid of n7,-, (defined by the millor fold). I t  is 
usually well developed to mealrly eleveloped in  most of the subspecies, but 
in two raccs (gut,lcppii, vallensis) the anterolophid is often weakly devel- 
oped or absent. Insofar as can be determined froni present material, i t  
cannot be saicl that the sexes differ with respect to the size of the individual 
toot11 or in the alveolar or crown length of the nlolar ron.  111 adults the 
amount of wear of the nlolar crowns is not a reliable index to the age of 
the individual. 
Practically nothing is lino~vn of seasonal variation anlong the mammals 
of the tropical and subtropical zones of South America. 
R ~ ~ ~ n ~ s . - T n c l u d e d  anlong the above indivitlually variable characters 
are some which, iu the past, have been considerrcl significant in distinguish- 
ing various of tlle "species7' or subspecies of squnnaipes. Several of these 
have been mentioned in the discussioii of tlie synony~ns of sq~canzipes. I n  
addition, apart  fro111 those subject to modification as a result of senescence, 
some of the above cliaracters tend to be fairly constant i11 certain localities. 
Of these characters t h ~ u e  arc a few ~ ~ h i c h ,  if final juclgment were restricted 
to present, quite inadequate material, inay be saicl to be constant in one or 
more of the subspecies. Such characters have been included in the sub- 
species accouiits for their clescriptive, if not diagnostic, value. 
COLORATION AND COLOR PHASES 
I n  all races csccpt palnaipes, ol~acczcs, and nzagdale?zae, the colors of 
the dorsal surface and sides, exch~six~e of the basal parts of the hairs, are 
matched with Ridgway7s scale 15', Plate XV. 111 these races, the sub- 
terminal bands of the cover hairs range from Ochraceous-Orange to Light 
Ochraceous-Buff, their tips and the terminal parts of the guard hairs range 
from Cinnamon-Brown to Prout's Brown. Hence, the differences in color 
between the various races (with the exceptions noted) are differences in 
tone and in the relative quantity and distribution of each of the two domi- 
nant colors. Thus, for example, i n  nzelanizcs the dark color (Prout 's  
Brown) of the terminal parts of the guard hairs predonlinates on the 
dorsal surface; ill vallensis, the pale color (Ochraceous-Buff) of the sub- 
terminal bands of the cover hairs predominates. I n  some forms, 110 one 
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color may predominate, in others, the dark may be concentrated in a nar- 
row iniddorsal band or in the facial region. The three exceptions, pal- 
ntipes,  wzagdalenae,  and olivacezcs, are collectively distinguished from all 
other races by the more yellow hue of orange of the subterminal bands of 
the cover hairs. The differences in color between these forms are simply 
those of tone and the relative quantity and distribution of each of the 
domillant colors just as in the other races. 
In some of the races there are individuals vhich diverge markedly from 
the normal in color pattern and appear to represent a distinct color phase. 
TABLE I 
Comparison of the number of tawny phase individuals with the number of males and 
fe~nales of normal color in that  particular series of a subspecies in ~ ~ h i c h  the tawny phase 
appears. The total number of specimens given for  each series is exclusi~e of the indi- 
viduals in juvenile pelage, all of which appear normal. Localities marked with an  aster- 
islc ( * )  represent two or more collecting stations within a relatively small and uniform 
area, from which the specimens were taken by the same collector and constitute, for prac- 
tical purposes, a single series. 
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I n  these individuals, the subterminal bands of the cover hairs are a tone 
or more darker, their tips and the terminal parts of the guard hairs a 
tone or more paler than usual. The net result of this closer approximation 
to each other of the two dominant colors is a more uniformly colored, more 
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the sides of the body, the rump, the thighs, and the head from nose to 
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usual Ochraceous-Orange to Light Ochraceous-Buff, extends over the uader- 
parts as a wash. I n  the subspecies, in which normally one color strongly 
0 con- predominates over the other, the tawny phase indivicluals form strilrin; 
trasts to the other members of the series. Tawny phase individuals, as a 
rule, conform to the same general color pattern of the subspecies to m~hich 
cach belongs and, as such, are distinguishable among themselves. Between 
these and normal color individuals ol' either sex there is no apparent differ- 
ence in  other exteriial and cranial characters. 
In present material, tawny phase individuals have been noted i11 seven 
of the fifteen recognizccl races of .~qz~an~ipes. I n  six of these, sqz~a??zipes, 
melccniz~s, apzcnlis, napcns~s, nzontaltq~s, ancl paln~tpcs, the tawny phase is 
restricted to Scmales. I n  the seventll race, pollens, the single taway phase 
indiviclual encountered is a male. 
MEASUREMENTS 
All measurements are in  millimeters. Colnbined head and body length 
and tail length are the collectors' measurements; hind foot leiigtli to the 
longest claw was talren from the dry skin. Cranial nnleasurements follow. 
Condylo-basal length.-Conclyle to prosthion (gnathion of Thomas, 
19056). 
Zygolnatic breadth.-Greatest distailce bet\~~een outer sides of zygomata. 
Nasals.-Greatest length. 
Brain case.-Greatest distance between outer edges of temporal 
(parietal) ridges. Tlie brain easc proper tends to decrease in  size relative 
to the eondylo-basal length, or the zygomatie breadth, as senescence pro- 
gresses. I n  old indivicluals, however, because of the more heavily developed 
temporal ridges, the brain case mcasnremeut as given here is frequently 
greater i n  proportion to the width of the brain case proper tllan it is in 
younger individuals. 
Alveolar row.-Distance between anterior edge of alveolus of m1 and 
posterior edge of alveollxs of nz3. 
1nterparietal.-The length between the s l~tures  a t  the medial1 line and 
the greatest width a t  the lateral aaples formecl by the tulioii of the sutures. 
I n  measuring the length in a few slrulls, an excessive distortion in the ont- 
line of the sutures a t  the median line made i t  necessary to shift the calipers 
slightly to onc side or to take an  average of the median length and one or 
both of two lengths slightly to either side. I11 those iiirtances where it  was 
not possible to derive an equitable nieasurcrnriit in this manner, the length 
a t  the median line is given, though such measurement provcs to be extreme 
in  the series to which the skull belongs. 
Percentage.-The proportion of the length to the width of the inter- 
parietal. The use of this ratio absorbs much, if not most, of the mechanical 
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error in  measuremeilt and eliminates from coilsideratioil the gross differ- 
ences in  the sizes of the skalls compared. Thus, i t  represents Inore clearly 
and compactly than do the actual dimensions the diagnostic character of the 
interparietal as visible to the eye. 
Size.-The condylo-basal length, rather than the combined head and body 
length, of an  average individual is used here as indicative of the size, whether 
large or small, of any subspecies. Because of the snzall number of com- 
parable specimens in  each of inost of the subspecies and the great differences 
i11 gross size between young and old adults, as well as the disproportioiis in  
characters resulting from senescence, extreme caution must be exercjsed in  
referring to the nieasuremcnts alone as a basis for iiitraspecific comparisons. 
I n  general, the indiviclual here coilsidered reprcsciitative of the size of any 
subspecies is that one which has attained a maximm~i development in  those 
cranial characters which tend to decrease in size, relatively or actually, as a 
result of senescence. Such characters, 11o:ably width of brain case and 
alveolar length, have nlreacly been discussed under "Iiidividaal Vayiation." 
Nectonzys squnnaipes sqzcarnipes Brants 
(Pl. I, Figs. 1 and 2, eraniun~) 
M[z~s]. squamipes Brnnts, 1827 : 138 ; Fischcr, 1829 : 323 ; Schi~iz, 1845 : 172, BRAZIL. 
Mus squanz%pcs, Peters, 1861 : 148. 
Hesperomys (Ifolochilus) robustus Burmeister, 1854 : 164 (not " Hesperonays squanaipes 
Lieht.," ibid., p. 165), BRAZIL (typc locality) ; Burmeister, 1855 : 6 (not " H. 
squan~ipe .~  Lielit ' ') ; ibid. (Said to inhabit " Nordiistliclie Brasilien ' ') . 
II[espero?t~ys]. sqna?r~ipes, Wagner, 1843 : 540, nnhzrL. Gocldi, 1893: 79, BRAZIL (southcm 
coast). LcelieJ 1886 : 690, Rio Grande do Sul (Tnquara do Mundo Novo). 
Hesperona?ys (Neclon~ys) sq?ra~taipec, von Thring, 1892 : 14 (107), Rio Grnnde do Sul (Costa 
da  Scrra) . 
Hesperonrys squan~ipcs, I-Ienscl, 1873 : 34, Figs. 14, 24, Rio Grande do Sul (Porto Alegre) . 
Necfomys squamipes, Peters, 18G1 : 152, PI. I, Fig. 2, PI. 2, Fig.  4 ;  Burmeister, 1879: 212 
(robustus 13urin., synonym); Tlionlas, 189'la: 497 (par t ) ,  Rio Grande do Sul; 
Thomas, 1901c: 528, Minas Geraes (Rio Jord2o);  Thomas, 1902a: 60, Parank 
(Roqa Nova) ; IIollistcr, 1914: 104, 8'50 Paulo (Silo Sebnstiso) ; Leuderwaldt, 
1929: 28, 860 Pnnlo (Ilha dc S2o Schasti2o); Cabrera and Yepcs, 1940: 208, 
S2o Paulo. 
Necton~ys squa?nrpcs sqziunl?pe.r, Gyldcnstolpc, 1932 : GG, ' ' Type locality : Southern Brazil, 
SPo Paulo Province. " 
TYPE SPECIMEN.-Adult (skin with skull), Zoological Museum, Berlin ; 
acquired, presamably, from Bcscke. 
TYPE LOCAI,ITY.-SBo Sebastiiio, SBo Pnulo, Brazil (restricted). 
DI~TRIRUTION.-I~ the states of 820 Paulo and Paran&, Brazil, from 850 
SebastiSo, on the coast, west into the area drained by the Rio ParanC. The 
range may possibly extencl north to the Rio Paranahyba in  thc southwesterii 
corner of Minas Geraes; west of the ParanB (and the Paranahyba) repre- 
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sentatives of pollens occur. The specimens recorded from eastern Rio 
Grande do Snl by authors (see above) are provisionally referred to 
sqz~arnipes. 
CIIARACTERS.-Comparatively small; pelage of dorsnm long, soft, glossy; 
Ochraceous-Orange mixed with Prout 's Brown ; six tubercles usually present 
on the soles of a t  least one of the hind feet, sometimes only five tubercles on 
each; tail epiderniis generally monocolor, the brown keel frequently niixed 
with gray ; nasals usually more or less evenly tapered belliiid ; proportion of 
length to width of interparietal averages 35.6 per cent (32-38 per cent, five 
specimei~s) . 
COLOR.-Back Ochraceous-Orange mixecl with Prout's Brown ; wool hairs, 
basal parts of cover hairs and gnard hairs Neutral Gray ; broad subterininal 
bancls of cover hairs Ochraceons-Orange; extrerlie tips and termilia1 parts 
of guard hairs Prout's Brom7ii; rlulnp like back but with tips of gnard hairs 
freque~itly gray;  upper halves of sicles like back bnt with less dark brown, 
lower halves nearly u~~i for ln ly  ochraceous; hairs of chest and belly Neutral 
Gray basally, paling subterniiiially to Gray, tips Ochraceous-Orange; liead 
from nose to crow11 Ciniiainon Brown or Pront's Brown lightly mixed with 
ochraccous ; liarrow orbital poorly defiiied ; cheeks lilie sides ; area 
around mouth, chin, throat, ailcl ventral surface of fore and hind legs I'allid 
Neutral Gray to nearly white with a faint to medium-heavy was11 of 
ochrac~eous; ears brown, thinly haired externally, nearly naked iiiteriially; 
vibrissae black a t  bases, tcrlninally black, bl-own, or gray;  lore and hind feet 
thinly covered above with white to brown hairs, b r o ~ ~ ~ i i  plantar surfaces 
naked; l~iild Soot friiigrd with white; tail uniformly bro~vii except for a 
scatteriiig of gray lice1 lran.s, especially iii the terminal one-fourth, in  some 
specimens. 
TABLE I1 
ME~SURCTI IENT~  O F  Nccto?n?js S ~ ? l U l Y L ? p C s  sq?lnn~rpcs 






SPECIMENS EXAMINED.-Six. BRAZIL: S ~ O  Sebastigo, 3 (U.S.N.M., 2;  
F.M., 1 )  ; Ipancma, 1 (M.C.Z.) ; Rio das Pedras, 1 (M.C.Z.) ; Itarare, 1 
(M.C.Z.). 
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R~nfa~~<s . - -The  Itarari. and Rio das Pedras speciinens (M.C.Z. Nos. 
25769 and 25770, respectively), both in prjnie pelage, are quite like one topo- 
type (U.S.N.M. No. 141457) in coiiiparable pelage; the Ipaneina specimen 
(M.C.Z. No. 17845), i n  old pelage, is practically indistinguishable from the 
second topotype (U.S.N.M. No. 172962) of like pelage; the third topotype 
(F.M. No. 18200) is a tawny phase female i11 old pelage. Apparently, re- 
strictioii of the type locality of squanzipes to S6o Sebasti6o on the coast in 
no wise affects the current nomenclature of the water rats from the other 
side of the Serra clo Mar in the Paranh drainage basin of eastern S5o Paulo. 
At a comparatively short distance to the northeast, however, in  the coastal 
drainage basin of the state of Rio de Janeiro, occurs the distiiictly paler 
olivacea~s. 
Nectoways squamipes aquaticz~s Lurlcl 
199; Ltind (Damnsio), 1935: 138, 162, 173, 190, 208; Wagner, 1843: 544; Peters, 
1861 : 150, 152 (synonym of sqtcamipcs Brants) ; Llais, 1872 : 505, 548 ; Burmcister, 
1879 : 212 (synonym of squamzpes). 
[ pl]llIus b~aailccnsrs, Pietct (not of Gcoffroy), 1844: 53, P15. 12-14, P1. 23, Figs. 1, 2, Bahia. 
[ ?I .Efe.cprro?n,tjs (Tlolochelicr) r o b ? ~ ~ t  !as, Burineister (not of Burmeistcr) , 1854 : 164 (part), 
Baliia (&Itis brasiliensis, Pietet, listed as synonym, only) ; Burineister (not of Bur- 
meister), 1.855: 6, "Nordiistliclle Brasiliei~." 
l7e.spero?r~~js (Holocl~il~~s) uquatic~is, Rurmeistcr, 1855 : G (reference). 
Potum?js b~asilicnsis Liais, 1872: 505, 548, Minas Geraes (nen, name and descriptioi~ f o r  
apuat%c~~s). 
Necton~ys sq7ramipes, TNingc, 1888: 57, 152, P1. 3, Figs. 12-12n, Millas Geraes (Lag8a 
Santa). 
TYPE SPECIMEN.--A~U~~ illale (skin with sknll), Llliid collection, Zoologi- 
cal Museum, Copenlragen. 
TYPE LOCALITY.-V:L~~~ do Rio das Velhas, vicinity of LagBa Santa, Miiias 
Gemes, Brazil. 
D I ~ T R I B U T I O N . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  only from the type locality. It is probable that 
aqz~aticus ranges throughout the whole of the Rio 860 Francisco drainage 
system in the states of Minas Geraes and Bahia. The specimens recorded 
from the town of Bahia (= SBo Salvador) may be referred, for the present, 
to aqzlaticus. 
C I I A R A C T E R S . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  to squamipes, but slightly larger and paler ; upper 
parts between Ochraceons-Buff and Ochraceons-Orange with a more or less 
uniformly light mixture of Prout 's  Bro-c~n; chest and belly more clearly 
defined, with less ocliraceous ; hind foot five- or six-tuberculate ; keel brown 
mixed with gray, or almost entirely gray;  proportion of length to width of 
interparietal averages 31.3 per cent (27-34 per cent, three specimens). 
SPECIMENS EXAMINED.-Four. BRAZIL : Rio das Velhas, near LagGa 
Santa, Miiias Geraes, 4 (F.M.).  
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REMARKS.-T~OLI~~ the topotype series hardly merits separation from 
typical squamipes, it is advisable to conserve the name aqzcaticz~s, since the 
water rats occurring lower down the 880 Francisco drainage basin may 
reveal more marked differences. If this proves to be tTue, the topotype 
series may be regarded as an extreme approach, both nlorphologically and 
geographically, not only to sqzhamipes on the south but also to representa- 
tives of olivacez~s 011 the east and to representatives of pollelzs on the west. 
TABLE I11 
MEASUREMENTS OF Nectomys  squamipes aquaticus 
None of the specimens is old. 
Nectomys squamipes olivaceus, new subspecies 
TYPE SPECIMEK.-A~UI~ nlale (skin with sl<ull), P.M. No. 26574; col- 
lected July 8, 1926, by Colin C. Sanborn; original No. 1038. 
TYPE LOCALITY.--F~V~ miles north of Therezopolis, Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil. 
DISTRIBUTION.-In the states of Rio de Janeiro, Espirito Santo, and 
Minas Geraes, from the coast to the highlands drained by the Rios Parahyba 
and Doce. 
CHARACTERS.-Size as ill aquaticus, larger than squa?nipes; olivaceous 
in appearance, wit11 more yellow than either squanzipes or aqz~aticzls; sub- 
terminal bands of cover hairs of upper parts and sides, and tips of hairs of 
undersurface Warm Buff; hind foot six-tnberculate; tail uniformly brown; 
proportion of length to width of interparietal averages 35.6 per cent ( 3 1 4 1  
per cent, six specimens including one subadult). 
COLORATION OF ~Y~E.-Dorsal surface TTrarm Buff mixed with Prout's 
Brown, the latter most concentrated in middorsal region behind shoulders ; 
sides with less Prout's Brown, the lower halves nearly uniformly Warm 
Buff; belly and chest entirely Warm Buff, but with gray basal parts of hairs 
visible a t  the surface; undersnrface of fore and hind legs and throat, except 
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inicl-line of chin white; cheeks and upper lips like sides; hind foot brown 
fringed with white, six-tuberculate; tail uniformly brown. 
TABLE I V  
MEASUI~EMENTS OF A7ectomys squa?nipes olivaceus 
All specimens except the last  listed are young adults. 
Therezopolis 
181 194 50.4 39.8 23.7 17.5 14.3 7.3 4.9x12.0 41  
S e ! z p e _ ) a .  1 G! I 187 1 193 1 50.9 1 38.1 / 21.9 / 16.2 I 14.5 / 7.5 / 3.9 x 9.7 40 
- 
Locality 
SPECI~V~ENS &YAMINED.-SCV~~~. BRAZIL : Therezopolis, 1 (F.M.) ; Fa- 
zenda Carcloso, Serra Capara6, Minas Geraes, 3360 feet, 6 (A.M.). 
R ~ ~ ~ n l c s . - T h e  chief distinctive character of olivacez~s lies in the more 
yellow hue of the subterniiiial band of the cover hairs of the upper parts 
and sides. These Warin Buff bands, together with the dark brown tips, 
give the animal an olivaceo~~s appearancr. I n  one specimen (A.M. No. 
61859) of the Serra Capara6 series, however, the subterminal bands ap- 
proach the ochraceous color of sqztanzipes and aqz~aticus. 




Nectornys squamipes pollcns I-Iollister 
Nectomys squamipes pollens IIollistcr, 1914: 104; Gyldenstolpe, 1932: 67, PI. 7, Figs. 1-lb, 
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TYPE SPECIMEN.-R~II~~ niale (sliin and slcull) , U.S.N.M. No. 121399 ; 
collected July 27, 1902, by William Foster; original No. 800. 
TYPE LOCALITY. -X~~UC~~,  Paraguay; a station on the railroad line about 
halfway between Villa Rica and Asuncibn, in the region drained by the 
Tevicuarhy, a tributary of the lower Paraguay. 
D I ~ T R ~ B U T ~ ~ N . - - ~ ~  Paraguay from the soathern half of the Rio Paraguay 
east to the Rio Paran& aiid Misiones, Argentina, thelice north between the 
Parailti and the area drained by its western tributaries in Paraguay and 
the states of Mato Grosso and Goyaz, Brazil. East of the Paranti pollens 
probably grades illto sq~~amipes ;  west of the divide, ill the upper Rio Para- 
guay region in Mato Grosso, the range of pollens gives way to that of mat- 
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TABLE V 
MEASUREMENTS OF Nectomys  squanvipes pollens 
Cranial nieasurements of the Annbpolis and hlaraeajh series were taken from imper- 
fectly cleaned slrulls; the measurements of the hind feet (c.u.) from which the bones have 
been removed, are those of the collector a.nd not comparable to hind foot lengths of the 
other series listcd. Of a total of seventy-one spceimcns eollceted by Gilmore a t  Anaipo- 
lis, only forty-nine wcre examined. The weights (in grams) of the Maracaju and 
Ann!~polis series mcrc tnlrcn by the collector and arc thc oiily liilown rceords of the 
ltind. All measurements given are of adults. 
-. 
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tensis; and north of the divide (Serra das DivisGes) in the Amazonian region 
occur representatives of amazoniczis. 
CIIARACTERS. -L~~~~S~  Brazilian race; color paler throughout than that 
of sqzia-mipes, nearly the same as in aqua-ticzis but with a heavier concen- 
tration of dark brown middorsally ; subterminal bands of cover hairs on 
back and tips of hairs on belly and chest Ochraceous-Buff with other parts 
of ventral surface more nearly white than in squamipes; tail uniformly 
bromm, or with keel mixed with gray, or entirely gray at  terminal one- 
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fourth; hind foot five- or six-tuberculatc; proportion of length to width of 
interparietal averages 32.2 per cent (1942  per cent, seventy-three adult 
specimens). 
SPECIMENS E \ A R I I N E D . - ~ ~ ~  hundred and thirteen. PARAGUAY : Sapu- 
cay, 8, including the type (F.M., 5 ; U.S.N.M., 2;  M.C.Z., I) ; Rio Yuqueri, 
4 (A/l.C.Z.) ; ARGENTINA : Caraguatay, Rio Paran5, Misiones, 11 (P.M., 10 ; 
U.S.N.M., 1) ; BRAZIL: MaracajCi, Rio Brilhante tribntary of Rio Paran&, 
southern Mato Grosso, 500 meters, 41 (A.M.) ; Ann&polis, southern Goyaz, 
1000 meters, 49 (A.M.). 
REMARIIS.-Its larger size alone is s~xfficient o distinguish pollcns from 
sqz~anzipes, aqz~aticzu, and the more northern amazoniczcs. I n  color, pollens 
is slightly, though consistently, paler than sqz~anaipcs but is not very appre- 
ciably different fro111 ccqzcaticz~s. Final determination of the status of pol- 
lens requires further comparison with specinieris of nzattcnsis from the 
upper Rio Paraguay, Brazil, of ~vhich none have been available. 
The topotype series from the lower Paraguay drainage area is compara- 
tively small; the original ineasnremcnts of the type specimen arc of an 
extremely large individual. The series from Caraguatay on the Paranzi in 
Misiones is approximately the same size as the topotypes, but with a propor- 
tionately shorter intcrparietal. Higher 11p the Paranti, pollcns becomes 
progressively larger with paler underparts, its interorbital region becomes 
broader, its brain case longer, and its interparietal proportionately shorter. 
A coinparisoil of the proportion of 1engtl.i to width of the interparietal of 
the different series of pollens is made in Table VI. 
TABLE VI  
CONPARISON OF FOUR POPULATIONS OF Nectonl?js aq~lcct )~iprs  pollens 
Locality 
Sapueay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cnmgn:rtn y 
MaracajG . . . .  
Ann5polis ...... 
Numbcr of Adult 
Specimeils 
Percentage of Length to Widtli 
of Interparietal 





The cranial differences between the Anntipolis and Sapucay series, 
though bridged by the intermediate Maracajil series, are strongly marked. 
A more detailed and careful study of this material and a comparison with 
undoubted representatives of nzattensis may result in sabspecific separation 
of the Anntipolis water rats from pollens and/or nzattensis. 
The great majority of the Anntipolis and MaracajG specimens are in old 
pelage. This condition, involving a thinning of the cover hairs and a large 
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exposure of the wool hairs, imparts a dark tone to the coloration. Though 
specimeiis of both series were taken in all months of the year, no seasonal 
correlatioi~ with the change in pelage is apparent. 
As has been already noted (Table I) the tawny phase individual from 
Annjpolis is the only nlale of its bind. The contrast in color between this 
specimen and other members of the series is not as great as i t  would be in 
more saturate forms, such as nzelanks. The keel hairs of this individual 
are unusually well defined; proximally, they are Light Ochraceous-B~lff 
becoming gradually paler distally to nearly white a t  the tip. 
Nectom?ys squamipes mattensis Thomas, 1903: 238; Cabrera and Yepcs, 1940: 208. 
Nectomys sqr~amipks [sic], Kibeiro, 1914 : 36, Mato Grosso (Tapirnpoan) . 
TYPE SPECIMEN.-Adult male (skin with slrull) , British Mllseum (Natu- 
ral History) No. 3.7.7.71; collected July 30, 1902, by Alphoiise Eobert; 
original No. 1050. 
TYPE ~ o c n ~ ~ ~ ~ . - - " C h a p a d a ,   village situated at  an altitude of about 
800 m., on the Xerra do Chapada, some thirty miles N.E. of Cuyab$," Mato 
Grosso, Brazil. 
DIST~IBUTION.-T~~ upper Eio Paraguay drainage, Mato Grosso, Brazil. 
CI-IA~ACTERS.-NO sl3ecimens of undoubted mattensis were available for 
e x a m i n a t i o n .  The o r i g i n a l  d e s c r i p t i o n ,  b a s e d  on  eleven specimeas, is repro- 
duced : 
ICxtcrnal characters as in true .rqzcanzapes and in garleppi [sac] ; the latter also appears 
to grade into sqzcamipes. 
Sltull rather sl~orter and more rounded, less slender and elongated than in true 
squanzapcs. Nasals as usual narrow and elongate. Supraorbital edges with a marked 
raised bead, morc developed than in sqteartzzpes, nlucll morc than in gavleppz, [sac]. Inter 
parietal small, narrow antero-posteriorly, i ts  anterior edge generally directly transverse. 
Palatal foramina long, widely open, with a slight angular constriction a t  the junction bf 
their nrrtcrior and middle thilds. Opening of posterior narcs wide, tire edge of the palate 
squarely trallsvcrsc, the meilia11 ptcrygoid fossa broader anteriorly than posteriorly, i ts  
breadti1 i n  front g r e n t e ~  tllan tlie length of ml. Lateral pterygoid fossae proportioilally 
11:lrrolv and sharply polntcd anteriorly. ( I n  N. sqtaamipes the median fossa is narrow 
anteriorly, broadening backwards, wit11 a rounded anterior border.) 
Dimensions of tlie type, measured in the flesh :- 
IIead and body 200 mm.; tall 200 ; hind foot (s.u.) 47 (extremes 44-47), (c.u.) 50 ; 
ear 24. 
Sltull-greatest length 43 mm. ; bnsilar length 34.6 ; zygomatic breadth 32.2 ; inter- 
orbital brc:~dtll 7 ; interparietal 3.4 x 11.5 ; palate lellgtli 20.4; palatal f oramlna 7.5 x 3.2 ; 
breadth of posterior 13alatal fosb:~ anteriorly 3.8; length of uppcr molar series 6.3. 
The difference in the structure of the pterygoid fossac, perfectly uniform throughout 
the series, seems to nlalce i t  ncccssnly to glxc a special nalne to the Matto Grosso Water- 
r a t ;  but as lower down the same river, in Paraguay, specimens agreeing with the true 
N .  sqzlamapes occur, I only distinguish it as  a subspecies. 
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I t  inay be noted as a curiosity that  a very large proportion of the slrulls of Nectornys, 
oven mhcn quite old, have tlicir median interparietal suture open, a characteristic very 
rare in mammals gcilcrally. 
RICMARKS.-Apparently, the chief clistinctioii of mattensis from water 
rats "lower down the same river, in Paraguay," later described as pollens, 
is based on the structure of its mesopterygoid fossa which is "broader an- 
teriorly than posteriorly." Among specinlens here assigned to pollens, the 
pterygoid fossa is predoniinantly parallel-sided, sonletimes narrower, less 
frcqueiitly broader, anteriorly tllan posteriorly. The nature of this char- 
acter has already been discussed under "Individual Variation.'' None of 
the other characters mentioned in the original description of mattensis indi- 
cates anything with which to support the subspecific status of pollens. 
Nectomys squamipes amazonicus, new subspecies 
(PI. 11, Figs. 3 and 4, cianium) 
Necto~nys squamlpes, Thomas, 1912 : 87, Parh  (Benebides) . 
Neclomys squamtpes suhspec~cs, Allen, 1916b:  571, 597, Mato Grosso (Uruph). 
TYPE ~ P E C I ~ ~ E N . - - ~ C ~ U ~ ~  male (skin with skull), M.C.Z. No. 30820; col- 
lected January 23, 1934, by A. M. Olalla; original No. 7312. 
TYPE L O C A L I T P . - T ~ U ~ ~ ~ ,  on the cast bank of the lower Rio Tapaj6z about 
fift eel1 kilometers below Aveiros, state of Park, Brazil. 
D l s ' r ~ r ~ u ~ ~ o ~ . - B ~ ~ a z i l  south o ' the Rio Alnazonas and east of the Rio 
Madeira in the states of Amazonas, Park, A'laranliho, aiid the parts of Mato 
Grosso and Goyaz in the Amazoliian drainage system. 
C I X A R A C T E R S . - S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and darker than polle~zs; size similar to that of 
aqualicus and melaniz~s, but clorsuln with more dark brown than in the 
former and less than in the latter; upper parts Oehraceous-Bl~ff to nearly 
Ochraceous-Orange with an even mixtnre to a nloclerately heavy overlay, 
usually middorsally, oL' Prout's Brown; belly, chest, and throat usually 
with a moderate to heavy ~vash of ochraceous; hind foot five- or six-tubercu- 
late; keel uniformly bl.own or brown mixed ~vitli gray; proportion of length 
to width of interparietal averages 30.5 per cent (18-38 per cent, sixteen 
spec i~~~ens  including tin-ee subadults). 
C~LORATION OF TYPE.-I)O~S~~ S I I I ' ~ ~ C C  fro111 tip of nose to rump 
0chr;~ceons-Buff, with a more or less even lnistare of Prout's Brown ; sides 
with less Prout's Brown, the lower halves inore uniformly Ochraceous-Buff, 
but with gray basal parts of hairs visible at the surface; underparts nearly 
white with belly, mid-line of chest, aiid throat moderately, and chin, fore 
and Ilind legs faintly, washed with Ochraccous-Buff; tail brown, the lreel 
with a mixture of gray hairs along entire length. 
SI'ECIMENS ~xAnf~~~~.--Tweaty-eight. BRAZIL : l'auary, Rio Tapajhz, 
Par&, 3 (M.C.Z.1 : Aranianahp, just below and opposite Boim, Rio Tapajhz, 
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REMARKS.-Variation in  color amoilg the available specimens of ama- 
z o n i c ~ i s  may be summed up as follows. From west to east along the Amazon 
there is a progressive increase in the dark brow11 pigmentation of the upper 
parts and of the ochraceous of the untlerparts; the single specimen from 
Benevides, near the coast, is the darkest, and it  is nearly as dark as an aver- 
age melanizcs. Specimens from the southern extremes of the range of ama- 
zon i czu  are comparatively pale, the dark brown of the upper parts is more 
cliffuse, the underparts less heavily washed with ochrac~ons, the series from 
Canna Brava, upper Tocantins, being the palest. This last suggests the 
probability that nnznzoniczcs becomes progressively paler froin the Amazon 
south along the Tocantins to the divide. Such a gradient, if present, sup- 
plements that of po l l ens ,  which beconies paler from south to north along 
the Paranti to the same divide. A similar trend, though i t  transgresses the 
3 (A.M.) ; Igarapk flinarim, enters Tapaj6z opposite Aramanaliy, 3 (A.M.) ; 
Lim6atuba, near mouth of Igarap6 Amariin, 3 (A.M.) ; Piqniatuba, above 
Aramanahy, 1 (A.M.) ; Cametj, near mouth of Rio Tocantins, 2 (M.C.Z.) ; 
Ilha do Taiuna, opposite Carnetti, Rio Tocantins, 4 (A.M.) ; Benevides, about 
30 l<ilometers northeast of Belem, Parti, 1 (A.M.) ; Saiito Antonio de Uayasa, 
Rio Madeira, Amazonas, 1 (A.M.) ; Urup6, Rio Gy-Paraiih, upper Rio 
Madeira, Mato Grosso, 1 (A.M.) ; Canna Brava, Goyaz, 4 (M.C.Z.) ; Traii- 
qaeira, near Santa Philoinena, upper Rio Pasnahyba, Maranhiio, 400-600 
meters, 2 (F.M.). 
TABLE VII  
MEASU~~LA~ENTS OF ATeclo~nys quamlpes amazonicus 
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geographical limits of crnzazoniclcs, is evident along the Rio Macleira. The 
single adult specimen of amaxonlc~~s from Urapk, high up the Rio Madeira 
drainage system in Brazil, is quite lilie tlie specimens of the Tapaj6z in color, 
bnt higyher 11p i11 Peru and Bolivia (Rios Madre de Dios, Beni, and Mamorb) 
there occurs the clistinctly paler garlcppzi. 
Thwe are no lrnowii recorcls of water rats from the area east of the range 
of umtrzonicns i11 Marai~hSo (Tranqncira), and i~or th  ol' the hypothetical 
range of nqzcaticzcs ill Bahia. Similarly, nothii~g is know11 of the Ncctonzys 
of the state of Parh north of the Amazon, ~vhcre specimens surely occur. 
Farther north, in  the G~iiailas near the I3razilian boruldary, are blacliish 
water rats, uliniistalrably nlclcl?zi~is. These (larlr foriiis are also present on 
the nppev Rio Negro in  Brazil slid on the lonicr Marafion in Peril. 
(PI. 111, Figs. 3 and 4, craniuni) 
Necto,m?ls sqlca?llipes ?ncla?~ius Tllomas, 1910: 185; ibid., BMTISII GUIANA {Supinaam 
Iiivcr), SUI<INAM ; A l l t h o ~ ~ y ,  1921 : 275, I~RITJSII Q U I A N . ~  (Icxrtabo ; Kalaeoon ; Ryk- 
over-ril; Saimiri Island, Mazaruni River) ; Pitt,icr and Tate, 1932: 261, VENEZUELA 
(Lower Oriiloco region), URITISII GUIANA ( D C I I I C ~ ~ ~ : ~ )  ; Cabrcra and Yepcs, 1940: 
208. 
Holochrlus (Nectom?j.s) squamipes, Tl~omas, 1887: 151, BRITISII GUIANA (Pen Hope). 
Nectomys zq?ia?nipcs, Tl~omas, 1897a: 497 (part), suRlN.?nI; Becbc, 1919: 223, BRITISII 
GUIANA. 
Necton~ys fulvi?, rts, Osgood (not of 'rlioinas), 1914:  160, PERU (Lngunas mld Yr~rimaguas, 
Idoreto). 
[ ?1Neclo?n?ja pic.ali.s, Tl~omns (not of Peters), 1 9 2 7 ~ :  369 (p:rrt), PERU (Yurac Y ~ c u ,  
!3an Martin, only). 
Nectomys rattzcs, ron  Illring (]lot ITcspcronz?ys rattltr Prlzcln), 1904: 421, BRAZIL (Upper 
ltio J~1ru5). 
Necto?n?j.r sqt~amipen ~atltis, Tnte (not ITespcronly.r ~attzis Pclzeln), 1939: 197, VENEZTJELA 
(Mt. Uuida and Casiquiare Canal). 
Necto?nys sqtiamipcs palmipcs, Tate (not of Allen), 1939: 198, RRITISEI GUIANA (Mt. 
I?ora.iina), VEKEZUELA (Mt. Auyan-tepni ) . 
TYPE S P E C I M E N . - A ~ ~ ~ ~  male (skin with skull), British Museum (Natural 
History), No. 6.4 8 32; collectecl March 10, 1906, by S. 13. Warren;  original 
No. 60 
TYPE LOCALITY.-LOI~~~ Essecjuibo River, twelve miles above mouth, 
Demerara, British Guiana; altitude, 40 feet. 
D ~ r ; ~ ~ ~ s u ~ r o ~ . - B r i t i s h  Guiarra, Dutch Guiana, sontherii Venezuela in 
the dcpartmei~ts of Bolivar ant1 Amazonas, south to the ilortll bank of the 
Ainazoii River i11 the state of Amazonas, Brazil, west to the lower I-Iuallaga 
in  northeastern Peru. North of the Maraiion, in Ecuador, the range of 
m e l a n i ~ ~ s  grades into that of aplcal~s;  higher up  the Huallaga and Ucayali 
in Peril, melani~cs gives way to ncontanzrs. 
CI-IARACTERS.-Size as ill amazonicz~r; s~n;iller than apicalis and with 
glossier pelage; color markedly darlre~. than in all races except nape~zs i s ;  
back Ochraceous-Buff to Ochraceous-Orange nioderately suffused to heavily 
overlaid with darli broniil; lleacl froill nose to crown nearly unifornilg dark 
brown; ochraceous wash over gray underparts ranges fro111 dilute and re- 
stricted to belly and chest to heavy aiicl covering nearly entire ventral sur- 
TABLE VII I  
~ ~ E A S U R E M L N T S  OF Neclo?izys sqticcwlrpes mrlanazls 
Except for one subadult from Gcorgetolvn and anothcr from the Oroiioque River, the 
mrasurrments given arc of fully adult specimens enell with skin and sltull. The series 
Sioin l iarlabo, liylr over al, and S:~~ini r i  Island, all near by localities in the Kartabo 
region, about forty miles inland up the Essequibo, is here considered, for  practical pur- 
poses, as  topotypical. Meas~iiements of the type are from the original description; great- 









(Type) 8 244 200 46 24.0 17.7 
(s.11.) 
Ol~o Mts. 
Olro Rlts. $? 213 215 52.6 
Oho &Its. $ 234 230 54.9 44.1 
12ocltstone 
$ 178 184 45.4 39.3 
Mt. Duida 
Pto. Indiana $ 
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lace; lliiicl feet five- or six-tuberculate; tail uniformly bro~~i1 ,  but keel niixed 
with gray hairs ill extremely old iiiclivicluals; proportion of length to wiclth 
of interparietal averages 32.4 per cent (19-39 per cent, thirty-eight speci- 
mens, iiiclucliilg six subaclults). 
SPECIMENS ~ x ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - S e v e n t y - n i ~ l e .  BRITISLI GUIAKA : Kartabo, 10 
(A.M.) ; ICylr-over-al, 12 (A.M.) ; Sai~nir i  Islanil, Mazaruni Rher ,  4 (A.M.) ; 
Olro Biountains, Essequiho, 8 (F.R'I.) ; Roclrstone, Essequibo, 100 feet, 4 
(AM.)  ; Mi11ehal1a Creek, Essequiho, 500 feet, 1 (AM. )  ; EIolmia, Potaro 
EIighlands, 451 meters, I (F.M.) ; Hyde Park, Demerara River, Demerara, 
16 feet, 1 (F.M.) ; Hyania Creel<, D~mera r a  River, Demerara, 60 feet, 1 
(M.C.Z.) ; Georgeto~~~il,  Demerara, 1 (F.M.)  ; Oroiroque River, Caul-antync, 
2 (M.C.Z., 1 ; F.M., I ) .  I ~ T C I I  GU ANA: No locality clata, 2 (A.M.). VENE- 
ZUELA: Allyail-tepui, 1100 feet, 6 (A.M.) ; Arabupu, Mt. Roraiilla, 4200 feet, 
1 ( A M )  ; " S t r e a ~ l ~  bet~veen Towashing and I<~~kenani ridges," Mt. Roraima, 
1 (A.M.) ; Vallc dc 10s Monos, Mt. Duicla, 725 feet, 1 (A.M.) ; Middle Cainp, 
Mt. Duitla, 500 Feet, 1 (A.n'I.) ; Esnleralda, upper Rio Orinoco, 325 feet, 2 
(A.M.) ; Buenavista, Iiio Casiquiare, 1 (A.M.) ; El n'lercg~, Rio Casiquiare, 
2 (A.M.). BRAZIL : Yavenari, uppcr Rio Negro, 1 (A.M.). PERU : Sarayacu, 
lower Rio Ucayali, Loreto, 8 (A.M.) ; Lagunas, abovc mouth of Rio Hnal- 
laga, Loreto, 500 feet, 3 (F.M.) ; Puerto Arturo, Yuriniaguas, Rio Huallaga, 
Loreto, 600 fcct, 3 (F.BI.) ; Pnerto T~ldiana, Rio Maraiion, abovc mouth of 
Rio Napo, 2 (A.M.). 
R~ i~~n~ i s . - \ \T i t h  surprisingly few inclividnal exceptions, ?~zelanins  main- 
tains throngl~out its ciiorInous range a high degree of uniformity i11 essential 
characters aiicl is readily distingnishecl froni neigliboriiig forms. So~lle 
evidence 01 iiitergradatioii between n ~ e l a n i z ~ r  aiicl a p i c u l ~ s  of Ecuador and 
m o n t a n z ~ s  of thc Peruvian Andes is iiotecl; but none is apparent betweeii 
nzelanius and the Trinidad palmipcs, though these had been considered 
identical by Tate (1939 : 198). T l ~ e  single aclult of t ~ 7 o  specinlens iron1 near 
the coast of Veiiezl~ela, opposite the island of Triiiiclacl ancl, presumably, the 
same assigned to palmipes by Pittier and Tate (1932 : 261), is quite differelit 
fro111 both palmipes and rnelan~~i .s ,  but most nearly resembles the water rats 
of eastern Colombia. I t  appears, then, that the range of m e l n n i l ~ r  does not 
extend north of tllc lower Orinoco in  Venezuela. The range may include 
all 01 the Gnianas, but nothing is known of the water rats of French Guiana. 
Nevertheless, the extremely clark specinieiis of nmnzo?zicus from Beiievides 
suggest that nzelarzi~~s may range along the whole of the Guianaii coast to 
the Amazon itself. From the area in  Brazil south of the Amazon (SolimGes) 
and west of the Madeira there is a single record of Nectonzys froni the upper 
Juru6  (von Ihring, 1904: 421), which is here provisionally assigned to 
nzelanius. 
The darkest specinleiis of naelanzzrs are from the lower Demerara River. 
Specimens froill the Oko Mountaiiis, about twenty miles west of Kartabo, 
between the Mazaruni ant1 Cuyuni rivers are similar to the series from the 
Kartabo region, but include larger individuals. The specimens from Mount 
Daicla, the Casiqaiare Canal, and the Rio Negro are more richly pigineiited 
on the ventral surface, but otlierwise are practically indistinguishable from 
the topotype series. Of two skins from Mount Roraiina, the one from 
Arabnpn is not as dark as usual and reseillbles an average a77aazoniczu. The 
series from Auyaii-tepui represents a strongly marked local population, but 
each specirneii call be matched in  color with others froin througliont the 
range of rncla7~iz~s. Specinleils froin Sarayacu on the lower Rio Ucayali and 
Prom Lagunas, near the niouth of the Huallaga, IJeru, resemble each other 
closely, are slightly larger than the topotypes, and are nearly as dark on 
the dorsum as are the Demerara specimeiis, but they are more ochraceous on 
the ventral parts. The Ynriiliaguas spec~imens are inost similar to those 
from Lagunas, bat  suggest intergradation with the upper Huallaga mon- 
t a n z ~ s  ill color as well as i11 cranial characters. The speci~neiis recorded by 
Thoinas as Nectornys apicalrs ( 1 9 2 7 ~ :  369)  from Yurae Yacu, on the Rio 
Mayo, a tribntary of the lo\ver Huallaga, Pcru, were describetl as "a dark- 
eoloured series. " I provisionally inchicle theill with t~zelanizu, thereby draw- 
ing attention to their evident similarity aiicl geographical proximity to the 
Yurimaguas series. 
Specimens Proin north of the Marailon, a t  and above the 1110~1th of the Rio 
Napo, indicate intergradation, iiotably in  cranial characters, between 
melanizcs and the coinparatively pale, larger ap?calzs of Ecnador. Two 
indivicluals assigiiecl to rnelanit~s, from Puerto Indiana, north bank of the 
MaraGon just above the iz~outlz of the Napo, agree with other Peruvian 
representatives of m e l n n i ~ ~ s  i11 all respects except in  the length of the cheek 
teeth. I n  the younger of these two, the alveolar length (7 .4  nim.) is maxi- 
niuni for speci~lzeiis of waclan~z~s found elsewhere; in the other, the alveolar 
length (7.8 nzm.) is as in n l~~ca l r s .  Higher up  the Napo, a t  its ju~iction with 
the Cnraray, the water rats assume inore definitely the characteristics of 
apicalis, but show sonie traits of rnelanizcs as well.lo 
Nectomys sqzta77zipes apicalis Peters 
(PI. IT, Figs. 1 and 2, cranium) 
Ncctomys apicalis Peters, 1861: 152, PI. I ,  Fig. 1, P1. 2, Figs. 3-3b ; Cabrora and Yepes, 
1940: 208. 
N[ectomys]. apicalis, Thomas, 1897a : 498 (part  ; descril~tion) ; Thomas, 1899 : 41  (eom- 
parison). 
Holochilus (Nectomys) apicalis, Thomas, 1882 : 101 (part  ; comparisons, taxonomy). 
H[esperomys]. cephalotcs, Tomes (not of Desm., fide Tliomas, 1882: 101), 1858: 548, 
ECUADOR (Gualaquiza) . 
~[cspe romys ] .  sq%a?nipe.r, Tomes, 1858 : 548, ECUADOR (Gualaquiza) ; Leche, 1886 : 690 
(apicalis, synonym). 
1 0  See page 55, footnotc 13. 
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Neelomys fulvanus Thomas, 1897a: 499, ECUADOR (Quito, original deseriptlon). 
[?]Holochzlus (Nectoqnys) apicalt.~, Thomas, 1882: 101 (par t ) ,  PERU (Tambillo, Caja- 
marca) . 
[?]Necto?nys aptcalzo, Thomas, 1926: 150, Psnrr (Mol~nopaml~n, Amazonas) ; Thomas and 
St. Lcgcr, 1926: 346, PERU (Yambra, Amazonas). 
TYPE SPECIMEN.-A~U~~ male (skin with skull), Zoological Museum, 
Berlia, received fro111 Mr. Cuming. 
TYPE LOCALITY.-Tc~ia, Napo-I ' i~~tc~~a P1*ovince, Ec~laclor; altitude, 512 
meters (redeterminecl) . 
D ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ o ~ . - ~ o o t h i l l s  of eas crll Ailcles; in  Ecuador -from the upper 
Rio Napo region east to near the mouth of the Coca, and fro111 the head of 
TABLE TX 
MEAS~JILEMENTS OF ATeelonay~ squamipes apicnlis 
The external measurements of the type are from the original dcscriptioli. Tliose of 
the type sltull arc? t:l.lten directly from the original figure d ra~vn  in n:ltur;rl size. I n  the text 
of tlrc original description (p. I % ) ,  Petrrs gave the length of tlic ~riolnr row as 6 mm. 
This mcasurcment coincides with the crown lcngtli in the figure; its alveolar length is  
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Sali Jose nbajo 
San Jos6 abajo 
R . P i n d o Y a c u  
R. Pirldo Yaeu 
R.PindoYa.cu 
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R. Curaray, 
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4 . 1 ~  9.8 
4 . 5 ~  8.1 
4 . 7 ~  9.9 
5.1x10.6 
4 . 7 ~  9.1 
5.3 x 10.6 
4 . 3 ~  9.8 
4 . 3 ~  9.4 
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4.3x10.2 
4 . 8 ~  9.8 
4 . 7 ~  8.8 
4 . 4 ~  9.7 
4 . 0 ~  8.5 
3 . 6 ~  8.6 
4.5x10.1 
3.9x10.1 
























the Rio Curaray to its junction with the Napo, tllc~ncc west, in a line, to the 
junction of the Rio Chinchipe with tbc npper Marallon. South of this line, 
to the lower Marafion, npiculis gives way to the dark nzelaniz~s; in  the middle 
Rio Napo region between the months of the Rios Coca and Aguarico, apicalis 
is replaced by napensis. Higlier up  the Rio Marailoil drainage system, in  
the Peruvian clepartnlrnts of Anlazonas and Cajamarca, rats agreeing ex- 
ternally, a t  least, wit11 apiccdrs have been recorded (see above) and are pro- 
visionally included here. Altitudiiial range approximately 100 to 1800 
meters. 
CI-IARA~TERS.-L~~'~~X than nzelanizls, paler throughout, pelage shorter 
and coarser; back Ochraceous-Buff with a mixture, rarely with a heavy 
overlay, of Ciiiiialilon Brown or Prout's Brown; a dark iniddorsal band 
narrowly defined or absent; nose to crown of head not markedly different 
from middorsal region of back; underparis of bocly Pallid Nentral Gray 
moderately washed with ocllraceous; iiiiier surface of forearm from wrist to 
elbow usually brown with a niixture of ochraceoi~s; tail b1-0~~711, keel entirely 
brown or mixed with gray to entirely gray;  hind foot usually with five 
plantar tubercles. Skull larger, alveolar length of molar row relatively 
longer, individual teeth heavier, and nasals more attenuate behind than in 
melanizcs; proportional length to width of interparietal averages 46.6 per 
cent (39-55 per cent, nineteen adult specimens). 
SPECIMENS Ex~~~NE~. -Thi r ty -n i i l e .  ECUADOR : Tcaa, 1 (U.M.M.Z.) ; 
Rio Jollin [= Jondache], near Archidona, 700 meters, 2 (M.C.Z.) ; "Near 
the River Napo, 2400 feet,'' 2 (U.M.&T.Z., 1 ;  M.C.Z., 1 )  ; Rio Suno, tributary 
of upper Napo, 1 (M.C.Z.) ; San Josi: Abajo, Ttio Suiio, 4 (A.M.) ; Ja tun  
Yacu, 700 meters, 1 (M.C.Z.) ; Rio Pindo Pacu, tributary of upper Tigre, 
4 (F.M.) ; Canelos, Rio Bobonaza, 500 meters, 1 (M.C.Z.) ; Montalvo, Rio 
Bobonaza, 3 (F.M.) ; Sarayacu, Rio Bobonaza, 450 meters, 1 (A.M.) ; Rio 
Bobonaza, 500 meters, 2 (M.C.Z.) ; Zamora, Rio Zamora, 1250 feet, 1 (A.M.) ; 
Rio Curaray, a t  junction with Napo, 12 (A.M.) ; Rio Oyacachi below Chaco 
(i.e., on the Quijos, a tributary of the Coca), 1 (A.M.) ; "Hacienda Chaupi 
Cruz, north of Quito, 9400 feet,"ll 1 (A.M.). PERU: Sail Ignacio, Rio 
Chinchipe, Cajaniarca, 2 (A.M.) .I2 
REMARICS.--~~ the available material, not one specimen of those assigned 
to either apicalis or melanitrs combines the external appearance of the 
former with all the essential cranial characters of the latter. On the other 
hand, a few specimens from Ecuaclor are melani~cs-like in  color, but  their 
11 A nativc made slrin l collected" by the late Consul Ludovic S6derstr6m. The 
locality quoted was definitely not the habitat of the specimen examined. It would be 
absurd to cite this record as additional evidence for thc identification of fulvinus with 
apicalis. 
1 2  On some maps this locality is indicated in  the province of Loja, Ecuador. 
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crai~ial and other external characters assure their identification with apicalzs. 
All olcl female (F.M. No. 41466, collected by Olalla) from Montalvo, Rio 
Bobonaza, a tributary of the Pastaza, is similar to ntclan.czcs in color. I ts  
interparietal is clei'ectivc, but, so far  as I call judge, the length is 52 per 
ccnt ol tlre width-a prol3ortion Jar higher than appears in  melanz.zcs but 
not prohibitively high for Irapcnsu. The series of twelve specimens, from 
the jurletioii of tlie C ~ ~ r a r a y  with the Napo, in  color from typically 
pale to i~ear ly  as rlarli as the Puerto Illdialla nzclanizcs. Cranially, the series 
as a whole co~iforilis to tlie pattern of apzcalls froin the more elevated, more 
westera, localities. The individual from the Curaray (A.M. No. 71910 $) 
~ v i t l r  the extremely sliort interparietal (39 per cent) is pale. Apparently, 
the tl . i~~lsit ioi~ along the Rio Napo from the Andean aplcalis to representa- 
lives of 1nela7.zszcs from the A'Iarafion southward is affected via the compara- 
tively slow flowing Rio Cwaray, the only important tributary of the Napo 
entering Croiii the right.13 
I n  a subaclult from Saragacu, with an alveolar I-OJV of 8.1 mni., the length 
of the interparietal is only 35 per cent of the width. I n  general, in apicalis, 
the proportion of thc length to the miclth of the interparietal averages less 
in  the young than in adults. A slriil only ol a juvenile talcen a t  "Rio 
Oyacachi Abajo Chaco," ancl a t  an altitude \vliich could be anywhere 
between 1000 ailcl 1500 meters, i i  xulusually long-furred and has six plantar 
tubercles on the hi~icl foot. A11 other reprcseiitatives oC apicalis are five- 
tuberculate. Sliins of two immature individuals from San Ignacio, Rio 
Chinchipe, may be referred to apicalis. Identificatioii of material from the 
upper Marailon ca~inot be macle with certainty without reference to cranial 
characters. 
The defi~iitio~i of apicalis, both as originally presented by Peters and as 
iiiterpreted and restricted here, exchldcs all the water rats I have examined 
froni the Peruvian A~lclcs south and east of the Marafioiz as well as some of 
those from Peru which have been recorded as apicalis by Thoinas in  various 
publications. I retain Thomas' identifications for the specimens he recorded 
from localities on tributaries of the upper Maraiioli (Molinopamba, Tainbillo, 
and Yambra). 011 the other hand, those recorded from the region of the 
3 3  Some reservation must be cxcrcised in the analysis of the Curaray series (and tlie 
specimens from Pucrto Antonio assigned to  melanius). Tlie specimeils in question are 
' l native madc" skins without original data "collected " by Olalla y I-Iijos. There may 
bc reason to doubt that  tlic localities of some of these specimens are correct and tha t  some 
of the skins and skulls arc properly associated. Generalizations based on the available 
data to accouiit for the present distributional pattern of apicalis, and the direction of 
intergradation between apicalzs and melanius, on the one hand, and apicalis and napensis 
(scc beyond), on the other, inny require revision when the actual facts are ascertained. 
I n  any case, the validity of the subspecies eonccrned does not dcpend on the disposition 
of thc specimens in  question. 
Huallaga and its tributaries fall withill the range of the superficially 
similar, but cranially distinct, +~zo?ltanlrs. 
Nectomys squamipes napensis, neJT subspecies 
TYPE S P E C I M E N . - ~ ~ U ~ ~  male (skin with slrull), U.M.M.Z. No. 80178; 
collected April 5, 1936, by Pliilip Herslrkovitz; original No. Jf532. 
TYPE LOCALITY.-S~~~ "Sail k'rai~ciseo," left bani; of Rio Napo above 
the nlontl.~ of the Rio Challnacoclia; latitude and loirgitncle approximately 
0" 47' S., 76" 25' W., l'arisli oS La Coca, Napo-I'astaza Province, Ecuador; 
altitude, about 200 meters. 
l)rs~reinu~ro~.-Of the spcciinens examined, three are from the type 
locality, lour f~*oln the i s l a ~ ~ t l  of Llunclii, about 50 lrilometers upstlbeain, and 
o11e froni the site " Illtillama, " approximately iiiid~l ay bet~~leen, on tlie Rio 
Napo. All localities lie between the illouth of the ltio Coca and the mo~xth 
of the ILio Agnarico. West of the jl~nctioii oll the Coca wit11 the Napo, ill 
the foothills of the eastern Andes oP Ecaador, j~apc~zsis is replaced by 
apicalis; lower clown the Napo, a t  the inouth of the Curaray, representatives 
of apicalis appear again. Altitudirial range approximately 150 to 300 
meters. 
Cr1~n~c~ERs.-Size b e t ~ v c e ~ ~  apicalis and iI%rlani?cs; nppelb parts inore 
uniformly dark than in  nzcltrlti~~s, underparts with less ochraceolxs; inner 
side of forearm from \ilrist to elbo~ir hron~ll;  hind foot with five plantar 
tubercles; tail nniIor~nly brom~n; cranial characters essentially as i11 
apicalis; proportion oS length to ~vidth of interparietal averages 42.4 per 
cent (39-48 per cent, five specimens). 
COLORATION OF TYPE.-II)O~SB~ s~irfaee Ochraceous-Buff heavily overlaid 
with Pront's Brown; siclcs of bocly with less Prout's Bro~vn, the lower 
halves, nncl caheelts, nearly uniformly Ochraceous-Buff; underparts pale 
Neutral Gray with a light was11 of ocliraceons; a pare  white chin patch 
ME.\SIJRRA~)~:NTS OF Nectow~,ys sr~rrair~iprs ntcpcnsis 
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present; upper surface of fore ancl hind feet with a mixtnre of white and 
brown hairs, fringe ~vllite, palnls light brown, soles blaclr; tail ~miforinly 
brown. 
SPECIMENS EXAMINED.-N~~~~.  E C ~ ~ A D O R  ! San Francisco, 4 (U.1t.M.Z.) ; 
Llunchi, 4 (U.M.M.Z.) ; Tntilla~na, 1 (U.PI1.M.Z.). 
I t ~ ~ ~ n r i s . - T n  all characters, save i ts  extreniely dark color, napensis  
closely agrees with apicalis. Tile occasional occurre~lce of dark illdivicluals 
in series of apicalrs has already bee11 noted. 111 1~upc7t.sl.s all the specimens 
arc dark except an immature male (U.M.M.Z. No. 80176) in which the guard 
hairs are not devclopetl. Tlie darkncss of naprns i s  may not be the direct 
result of intergradation with nzelani~cs, as has been suggested in  the case of 
thc series of apicalrs fro111 lo-\tlcr down the Napo a t  its juiiction with the 
Curaray. This series, thongh it  averages darker than specimeils of apicalis 
from higher up  the Ancles, is slill much paler, on an average, than is napensis .  
I t  will bc notecl that the Curaray has its sonrce in the same general region 
where typical apzcolls occurs and enters the Napo Born the right. The Rios 
Coca and Agnarico, between which rzapensis is found, originate high ill the 
A~ides and enter the Napo from the left. 1'1~rsent data ~llalre i t  appear that 
napensis is a highly localized race, its darkness having arisen independently 
or, possibly, having been derived indirectly fro111 nzcla?ziz~s through apicalis.14 
Nectomys squamipes montanus, new subsl>ecies 
(Pl. I, Figs. 3 and 4, erailiu111) 
Necto?nys ap%calis, T1roma.s (not of Petcrs), 19276: 599, PERU (Clrinelravita and Tingo 
Ma.ri:~, J-luanuco) ; Ncvcu-Lcmaire and Gmndiilicr, 1911 : 9, rmcu (' ' P6rou ecn- 
tral "). 
Ncctonvys garleppi [sic], Thomas (not  of Tllornas), 1.928: 259 (part), PERU (San 
Jerhnimo, Lorcto) . 
[?]floloc7~ilus (Neclowv!ls) apicalis, Tl~olnas (not of Petcrs), 1882: 1 0 1  (part), PERTJ 
(Cliirimoto and Jluambo, Amazonas). 
[?]N(eclomysl. apicalis, Tllomas (not of Petcrs), 1897a: 498 (part), P E R U  (Cl~irirnoto 
and Iluambo) . 
[ 'P]Ncclomys apicalis, T~IOIII:LS (110t of Pctcrs), 1927a: 369 (part), PERU (San Nicolks, 
Amazonas). 
7 7 1 YPE SPECIMEN.-AC~L~~~ liale (ski11 with skull), F.M. No. 24128 ; collected 
Jrlly 31, 1922, by IGdmund IIeller ; original No. 6394. 
TYPE L O C A L I T Y . - I I ~ C ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ .  Exito, on the Eio Cayumbi, a small stream 
u~lricli enters the FI~lallaga llext below the Rio Chinchao, department of 
ETaan~~co, Peru ;  altitude, 3000 feet. 
~ r s ~ s ~ ~ u ~ r o ~ . - T h e  Montafia of the central and raster11 Andes of Peru 
dl-aiaed by the upper IIuallaga and Ucayali rivers in the clepartments of 
T-luanuco and Loreto. The range may extend lower down the I-Inallaga basin 
into the department of Sail Martin and the eastern par t  of Amazonas. 
14 SCC footnote 13. 
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Higher np the Ucayali, in Junin and Loreto, the range ineets that of gar- 
leppi i .  Altitudinal range approximately 300 to 1500 meters. 
C ~ 1 ~ ~ A c ~ E ~ s . - S n l a ~ l e r  than apicalis; pelage and color as in apicalis ex- 
cept dark dorsal color not concentrated into a middorsal band; underparts 
slightly paler, and inner sides of forearins from wrist to elbow gray (not 
brown) washed with ochraceous; tail as in apicalis; soles of hind feet five- 
or six-taberculatc; skull slightly larger than in nzclunius, smaller than in 
apicalis; proportional length to width of interparietal averages 36.1 per cent 
( 2 9 4 1  per cent, thirteen speciinens, including four subadults) . 
COLORATION OF TYPE.-DO~SU~~ Ochraceous-Buff mixed with h-out's 
Brown ; head from tip of nose to crown paler than niiddorsal region of back ; 
area around lips ancl chin whitish; checlcs and sides of body Ochraceous- 
Ruff; underparts Pallid Neutral Gray with an ochraceous wash on belly and 
chest; tail brown, terminal three-fourths of keel gray; hind foot brown, 
fringed with ~vhite, five-tuberculate. 
TABLE XI  
M E A S U R E ~ I ~ N T S  or  Nectomys sq?ia??lipr~ ? ~ ~ o n t a ~ % l s  
The first spccimen of thc Pozuzo series is  a subadult, the second and third are young 
adults. 
SPECIMENS ~ A M I N E D . - - T W ~ ~ ~ ~ .  PERU : Hacienda Exito, 3 (F.M.) ; 
Tingo Maria, Huanuco, 2000 feet, 2 (F.M.) ; Chincliavita, Rio Huallaga, 
Huanuco, 3000 feet, 1 (F.M.) ; Hacienda Buenavista, Rio Chinchao, Hu- 
anuco, 3500 feet, 1 (F.M.) ; Hacienda San Antonio, Rio Chinchao, Huanuco, 
3000 feet, 1 (P.M.) ; Vista Alegre, Rio Chinchao, Huanuco, 4100 feet, 1 
(P.M.) ; Pozuzo, Huanuco, 10 (F.M.) ; Sail Jerbninlo, Rio Ucayali, Loreto, 
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Z~EMARI<S.-Superficially, nzontanzcs is almost indistinguishable from 
apicalis. I ts  cranial characters, however, show monfanz~s to be most nearly 
relntecl to ~)zelanll~s, from which i t  most certainly has been derived. Whether 
the transition in color froni the pale naontanus to the dark ntelanizcs is grad- 
ual or abrupt cannot be determined from present inaterial. Nevertheless, 
of two adult sl~ccimens f1.oin 'uriinaguas, referred to melaniz~s, one is qaite 
as darli as arc. those lo~ver down the Huallaga, and tlle other is nearly as 
palc as are speciinens of montan~cs froin higher u p  the Huallaga. I t  is of 
intc.rest to note that the relationship of nzo.rztanzis to nzclanks is abont the 
siLlne, in an invertcd order, as  that between the darli ?zape?zsis and the pale 
apicalis. 
Thomas, i l l  identifying the central Peruvian water rats as apicalis, was 
guided by their superficial resemblance to the original colored figure of the 
type as ~vell  as by geographical considerations. Present inaterial illeludes 
t~vo  s~)rrinieiis recorclecl by Thomas as apicalis (Tingo Maria), and one as 
gavleppii (San Jer6nirno). The Tingo Maria specinlens are nearly topo- 
types wntl are iliclistil~gaishable from the type. The Sail Jer6nimo specimen 
is similar to g c o ~ l c p p ~ i  externally, but cranially i t  is characteristic of nzon- 
ianus, to which it is best referrccl. The specimens icles~tified by Thomas as 
apicalis, from Chirimoto, Huambo, and San Nicolhs, localities i11 the Hual- 
laga (1r;~inage area, are probably representatives of montam~s. 
N e c t o m y s  squamipes gar lepp i i  Thomas 
Nrcto?~~ys Qnrlcppii Tlromas, 1899: 41; Thomas, 1901a: 180, PERU (Inambari R~ver )  ;
Neveu-Len~aire and Grandidicr, 1911 : 9. 
IIoloel~llzcs (Nectomys) apzcalzs, Tl~omas (not of Peters), 1884: 451, PERU (A l~~nb le  Maria 
and Maragnioe, Jtulin) . 
Ncctomys Gurleppfls~c], Tl~om;~b, 1902b : 129, uo1~1v1.1 (Clraruplaga, Cochabamha) . 
N~ctomys gu~lepps [ s ~ c ]  , Thomas, 1921a: 227 (part), PERU (Rio Comberciato, Rio Cosi- 
rcni; E o  Sail Miguel) ; Tliomns, 1928 : 259 (part), PERU (Chicosa, Junin). 
~rretolll?/s gullcpp~a, Allen, 1000:  222, PERU (Julinca [stel) ; Allen, 1901: 42, PERU 
("Juliaca" corrected to Inca Mines, Puno) ; Gyldc~~stolpe, 1932: 68, PI. 17, Fig. 
17. 
TYFE SPECIMEN.-Adult, sex not recorded (slrin with sliull) , British 
n'tuseum (Natural History), No. 98.11.6.21 ; collected by Otto Garlepp. 
TYPE LOCALITY.--A station somewhere in  the tropical or subtropical zone 
of the Rio Occobamba Valley, department of Cuzco, Peru. 
~ I S T R I B U T I O N . - ~ ~ G ~ ~ ~  of southeastern Peru and northeastern Bolivia; 
froill the Rio PerenE i11 the department of Junin, Peru, south into the de- 
partment of Cuzco along the Rio Urubamba to the Rio Yaiitili and its afflu- 
ent, the Occobamba, east into the drainage area of the upper Rio Madeira in  
the Cordillera de Carabaya (Rio Madre de Dios) and the Bolivian depart- 
ments of L a  Paz (Rio Beni) and Cochabalnba (Rio Mamork) . Lower down, 
in  the upper nfadeira, garleppii is replaccd by a~~zaaoniczbs. I n  the upper 
Ucayali, the range of gurleppii meets that of nzontunzu. 
C ~ ~ ~ n n c ~ ~ n s . - L a r g e r  than montanzss or unzazonicw, pelage more hispid 
than in  montanzu; paler throughout than a?nazonicus, niore nearly as in 
molztan~rs, bat  more ~lniformly ochraceons on upper parts of head and body, 
more white and niore heavily washccl with ochraceous beneath; upper parts 
of head and body Ochraceons-Buff with a niixtlxre of Cinnamon-Brown not 
concentrated into a mitldorsal band; cherks and sides of body Ocl~raeeous- 
Buff; area around lips and chill nearly white, other ventral parts Pallid 
Neutral Gray to nearly white with a heavy wash of ochraceous on belly, 
chest, and throat;  tail brown, Ireel brown or partly to completely gray;  
soles of hind Seet five-, rarely six-tuberculate ; cranial characters inore nearly 
as in apiculzs than as i11 nzonlan~~s or amaxonicns; proportion of length to 
width of interparietal averages 43.4 per cent (37-50 per cent, eleven speci- 
mens, including five snbadults) . 
Mcasllrrlncllts of tlrc type  arc  froin t h e  original dcscription which include "basilar 
length (e.) 36;  occipito nasal  lnigtli,  45." The topotypes a n d  the first four  specinlens 
of tlie Santo  Domingo s e ~ i e s  a r e  subadults to  young adults. 
SPECIMENS E X A M I N E D . - T W ~ I ~ ~ Y - ~ ~ V ~ .  PERU : Occohamba, 2 (1J.S.N.M.) ; 
Rio Comberciato, Cuzco, 2100 fret, 1 (U.S.N.M.) ; Ynvini, near Rio Cosireiii, 
Cuzco, 3000 feet, 1 (U.S.N.M.) ; Sail Fernaliclo, Rio San Miguel, Cuzco, 
4500 feet, 5 (U.S.N.M.) ; Ch;riic~llamayo, J~unin, 1200 meters, 1 (U.M.M.Z.) ; 
Pcrciiit, Jnniii, 2 (A.M.) ; Saiito Dorningo, Carabaya, Puno, 6500 feet, 6 
(F.M., 2 ;  A.M., 1 ;  U.N.M.Z., 1 ;  U.S.N.M., 1 ;  M.C.Z., 1 ) ;  Rio Huacamayo, 
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Carabaya, P~lno ,  1 (U.S.N.M.) ; Inca Mines, Puno, 6000 feet, 4 (A.M.). 
BOLIVIA: Charuplaya, Iiio Securi., Cochabamba, 1350 meters, 1 (A.M.) ; 
Mapiri, Rio Camata, La Paz, 2000 meters, 1 (A.M.). 
REMARI~s . -T~~ inclividuals froin the Cordillera de Carabaya and Bolivia 
may have been clerivecl lrom the Brazilian amazo)zic~rs, ~vhicli ranges into 
the upper Rio Madeira region in Brazil. Those from the TJrubamba- 
Apurimac clrainage area may l~ave originated from the sailie stock which 
gave rise to nzontan~rs,  viz., ~ i ~ r l a n i t i s .  Prcsriit illaterial, however, con- 
sisting largely of i~ninatnrc iiiclividuals, cloes ]lot reveal any important 
differences betureen the water rats of the two areas in question. 
I n  general, each of the Andean races ol' water rats is larger, paler, has a 
heavier slrnll, larger tc.eth, and a lollger interparietal than has its geo- 
graphically nearest londand, or. Amazonian, relative. Indeed, so markedly 
nrliforni is the tendency for the Andean races, as a groilp, to be tlistinglxished 
in  these respects, that it is difficult to scparate them one from another. Thus, 
the absence of any differences between the upper Rio Ucayali and the upper 
Rio Madeira representatives ol' g a ~ l c p p ~ i  recalls a lack of important differ- 
ences between garleppzi,  as a whole, and upzcalzs of eastern Eucador. I n  the 
lattcr, however, subspecific distinction is premised chiefly on the super- 
ficially similar, but cranially distinct, nzontanz~s,  which occnpies the long 
stretch of the Pernvian Ancles between the ranges of garlcppi i  and apicalis. 
I t  may be adcled that the anterolophid of ?n, , tends to be mealrly developed 
or obsolete i11 garleppi i  but is, as a rule, well developed in apicalis. 
Nectomys squamipes vallensis, new subspecies 
Nectomys gccrleppi [sir], Tlromns (not of Thomas), 1921a: 227 (part), PERU (Santa Aira, 
Cuzeo). 
TYPE SPECIMEN.-Adult male (slrin with skull), U.S.N.M. No. 194911 ; 
collected Dccrmber 17, 1914, by E. C. Erdis ;  original No. 12 (specimen No. 
577, of the Yale Tiniversity-Natiolial Geographic Society's Peruvian expe- 
dition 1914-15, Edmund IIeller, collector). 
TYPE L O ~ A L I T Y . - S ~ ~ ~ ~  Ana, a semiarid, tropical poclret in the Rio 
Urnbamba Valley, departmelit of Cuzco, Pern ;  altitude, 3480 feet. 
DISTRIBUTION.-K~OW~ only from the type locality. The canyon-like 
nature of the Urubamba Valley, though comparatively wide and gently 
sloping a t  Santa Ana, restricts the spread of vallcnsis to a short distance 
downstream, where intergradation with gurleppi i  (Rios Cosireni and Com- 
berciato) uiidoubtedly occurs, and an equally short distance upstream, 
where the altitudinal limits of the range of the species are rcached. 
CIIARACTERS.-S~Z~ the same as in yarleppi i ;  pelage coarse; color paler 
throughout than in garleppii,  the pale color of the dorsum due mainly to the 
comparatively shorter, sparser Cinnamon-Brown tippecl guard hairs and the 
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comparatively broader Ochraceous-Buff bands of the cover hairs; soles five- 
tuberculate; tail as in  g a ~ l e p p i i ;  cranial ancl dental characters similar to 
those of garlcppii; proportioli of length to width of interparietal averages 
44.9 per cent (39-51 per cent, seven specimens). 
COLOR OF ~ y r ~ . - B a c k  Ochraeeous-Buff niixed with Cinaallioii-Bro~oii ;
crown and forehead with more brown; sicles of body and clieelrs paler tliaii 
baclr; underparts ncarly mrliite with throat, chest, and belly mashed witli 
ochraceous; fore and hind feet pale brown above, darlrer beneath, tail  mi- 
Pormly brown. 
TABLE XI11 
MEASUREMENTS OF Necton~ys sqzran~ipes uallr7zsis 
Collcetor's n~casurcinei~ts of head and body and of tai l  originally give11 in  inches, 
llcre converted to millimctcrs; the first specimen is a subadult. 
- -- 
SPECIMENS EXAMINED.-TW~~V~ (inc11~ding four in alcolrol) , all para- 
topotylocs (U.S.N.M.). 
R ~ ~ A ~ ~ c s . - - P a l e s t  of the eastern Alldeal) water rats. T1.1is is apparently 
a localized form. No ~vater  ats were talten by ~iiembel-s of the Pale  Univer- 
sity-National Geographic Society's expeditions in  the manjr localities in the 
TJrubamba Valley abow Santa Ana where large scale collecting mas done. 
Locality 
Nectomys sqzcnnzipes grafidis Thomas 
Nectomys grandis Thomas, 1897n: 498; Cabrera and Yepcs, 1940: 208. 
lIolocl~ilz~s (Nec ton t?~~)  aptcolis, 7'lroinas (not of Peters), 1882 : 101 (p:rrt), C O I , O ~ L B I A  
(Coneordia) . 
, r 
TYPE SPECIMEN.-Adult male (slrin with skull), British Museum (Natural 
History), No. 73.11.5.3; collected by J. K. Salmon. 
TYPE L O C A L I T Y . - C O ~ ~ C O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  western slope of the lower Cauea Valley, 
Medellin, Antioquia, Colombia ; altitude, 1790 meters. 
D I ~ T R I B U T I O N . - I ( ~ ~ ~ ~  froin the type locality only. 
CHARACTERS.-NO specimens have beell seen, the original description 
follom~s :
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Size large. General colour coarsely mixed black and dull ycllo\v, the resulting tone 
not unlike that  of N. sqzia?nipcs, altllough tlrc ~nixture is rather coarser. Sides (lull brown- 
ish yellow, gmdually passing into tlrc yellon,isli buff of the belly. Belly hairs slaty grey 
basally, as  usual. IIailds and feet dark brown, edged with closely-set ~ ~ h i t i s l r  bristles; 
soles nalred, scaly, with five pads, all rat1ic.r lnrgcr than in  N. apicalis, especially the large 
proxirnal one, wlriclr is  both longer and broader tha11 ill the allied species. Tail long, 
coarscly scaled, uliifornlly blacltish, the under surface ~14th  a few whitish hairs iiiterniixed 
with the black. 
Skull large and lrcavily built. Nasals long, slightly eoustrieted about the middle, 
evenly tapering backwarcis, neitl~cr so long nor so narrow as in iV. apicalis. Frontal flat- 
tened; supr:xorbit:xl edges evenly divc~gent,  straiglrt, not bowed until they have reacl~ed 
tllc yarietals; fronto-parictnl suture forming nearly a l ight angle a t  the eentrc, illstcad 
of being iiearly transvcrqc. Palatal fora~ilina l~arallrl-sided, not broader behind tlrail 
in front. Pos tc~ior  edge of palate square. 
Dirnc~~sions of the type (an adult male measured in  sK1i1) :- 
Head and body (e.) 290; tail (c.) 270; hind foot (moistened) 56; lei~gtll of last foot- 
pad 11. 
Sriur,~.~'-Iiambtla lo nasal tip, 42 2 ;  greatest bre;~tltll, 26; nasals, length, 
19.8, breadth anteriorly, 5.1, bellind the constriction, 4.2; iiiterorbital 
breadth, 7.2; greatest distalice between te~iiporal ridges, 12.8; length of 
frontal suk~re ,  15.1 ; length of parieti~l suture, 8.2; i i~ te rpa~ie ta l  breadth, 9 ; 
palatc length from heaselion, 22 4 ;  cliastemn, 13.2; palutiilc foramina, 7.3 
by 3.1; lengtEl of uppcr ~liolar series, 7.6. 
SPECIRIENS L X A ~ I I N P D . - ~ \ T ~ ~ ~ ~  
R~nca~ri-s.-In an i~ltrodl~ctory staten~ent,  Tllonias ( 1 8 9 7 ~  : 498) charac- 
lerized gra~zdis as "the largest species [of Nectonzys] as pet known." I t  
will be noted that the origii~al measurementq of t l ~ c  imperfect slrnll of the 
type, compared as they are in tabulated for111 with those of l~aagclnlenae and 
fu7vi?z1ts, are not significantly greater thalz those of, and are not cxccssive 
for, a full-grown indiuithlal of any race ol' sg~ianzipes. The description of 
the slrin is patei~tly that of a sqtcanaipes (senszc l o t o ) .  The nlcasni-emelits of 
head and body and of the tail, which exceed by fa r  those of ally known 
water rat, were aclrnittedly approxi~natioiis talcen from the tlry skin; the 
length of the plantar tubercle is not distiilctive, that of the bind foot (56 
mm., presun~ably without claw) is very l a r g ~  for the species, but practically 
equaled in sonie specimells of polleus. Finally, the type specimen of grandis 
is the same iiicliviclual that Tllonias ill 1882 (p. 101) coulil iiot disti l~guisl~ 
specifically from other water rat9 (his apicalis) of northern Peru. 
The taxonoinic problem presented by grafid~s is not that of its quite evi- 
dent specific identity with sqzcanwpes, but rather its page priority over 
magdalcnac, should these two prove to be the same. 
15 I n  the original description, the above crai~ial  ~neasureme~lts arc prrscnted in  tabular 
form with those of nl-a,qdalenae and fulvint~s. Since this arrangement is  not conserved 
here, I have added necessary punctnwtion and omitted quotation marks. 
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Necto?nys sqzcamipcs magdalelzae Tl lomas  
Nectomys  magdalenae Thomas, 1897a: 499;  Tatc, 1939 : 197 (rcfercnee). 
Ntc to lnys  g a ~ l r p p e i  I sac], Allcn (not of Thomas), 1 9 1 6 ~ :  217 (par t ) ,  CoLONBIA (San 
Agnstin and Andalueia, IIuila; Florcneia, Caquct5). 
TYPE SPECIMEN.-A skull only, British Musenin (Natural History), No. 
97.3.17.1 ; collector and date of capture not recorded. 
TYPE LOCALITY.-" W. Cuildinaiili~~cti, in lowlaiicls near Magdaleria R., " 
Colombia. 
D l s ~ n r n u ~ ~ o ~ . - T h e  upper Magdalena Valley, Colombia, in  the depart- 
ments of Candjnamarca, Tolima, and Huila to an altitude of a t  least 5000 
feet, thence east over the Magdalena-CaquetS clivicle to the upper Caquetii 
drainage area on the eastern slope of the eastern Andes. 
CIIARACTERS.-size as ill apicalis; olivaceons in appearance, with more 
yellow than in apicalis; upper surface Warm Bnff mixed with Dresden 
Brown or Murlimy Bro~\lii ; gray underparts washed ~vi th  Warm Buff; hind 
foot with five plantar tnbereles; tail epidermis brown, the keel brown, or 
gray frorll one-fourth of terrninal part (includiiig pencil) to elitire length; 
proximal par t  of nasals less tapered, their eiiils more rouncled than in  api- 
calis; proportioil of length to width of interparietal averages 50.7 per cent 
(49-53 per cent, four adult specin~ens, including the type).  
TABLE XIV 
MEAS~JI~EAXENTS O F  N L C ~ O ~ I I ~ / S  Sq?(f i l lLL??CS magtialrnae 
Mcasurcinents of al l  thc available adults a re  givcn. Cranial mcasurcmcnts of tlic 
type arc fxom the original description which incl~tdes basilar length, 36.5; lambda to 
nasal till, 39.7; "length of npl)cr molar scric.~," 7.1, ~ v l ~ l r h  ]nay not be eomparablc, as 








SPECIMENS E AMINED.-T~~. COLOMBIA : Ncar San Agustin, Huila, 
5000 feet, 3 (A.M.) ; Andalncia, IIuila, 5000 feet, 3 (A.M.) ; Rio Chili, 
sontheast of Ibagu6, Tolinia, 2 (A.M., 1 ;  U.S.N.M., 1 )  ; Florencia, Rio 
Orteguaza, tributary of upper Caq~letii, Caquetii, 675 feet, 2 (A.M.). 
Rfinf~n~cs.-The present cliaractcrization of magdalenae is based on four 
adult specimens from San Agustin and Anclallxcia, both localities in the 
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Magdalcna Valley above the type locality. 111 essential cletails, the skulls 
of these speciinens conforill to the t y p ~ ,  a skull only, to jutlge from its 
clescription by l'lion~as. 
Any cxterrdctl clisc~tssion of the relationsllips and distribution of nzagda- 
lcnue based on present scanty ;tnd imperfect lltaterial is hazarclous. It is 
certain, however, that llie water rats of the Magdalena Valley have been 
clerivecl f'roin those of the eastern slope of the eastern Aiicles of Colombia; 
iiideecl, two skins, such as they are, from Florencia on a tributary of the 
ripper Cacluetb, appear best illelltcled with nzagdalenae. If the crania of 
water ~ a l s  from this region c~oiliirnl sltbspecific icleiitity with water rats of 
tl~tl Magclalena Valley, a trans-Aiicleaa coiltiiltrity in the range of nzagcla- 
lc?zae may be inclicated. Accorcliilg to Leo E .  Miller ( in  Chapman, 1917: 
47), who collectccl tlle three available specimens of naagclalenue below Anda- 
lucia, a t  an altitude ol' 5000 feet on the western side of the eastern Andes, 
the forest extcilcls to "Anclalucia, altitude 7000 feet, which is practically the 
lop of the range . . . and is coiitiiluolts over the eastern side" to Florencia 
(and the Amazon), where the two available sliins of, apparently, magdalenae 
were taken. Though the species has been recorcled elsewhere a t  an altitude 
iiearly as high as that of Andall~cia itself (cf. garleppia, a t  Mapiri, 2000 
meters), continuity in the tlistribution of the water rats of both slopes of 
the eastern Antles through the Magdalena-Caqnetb divide is probably main- 
tained a t  lower, more congenial, elevations. Nothing is lrnowii of the large 
water rats from tlie lower par t  of the Magdalena Valley. I n  any event, 
represelltatives of them (graqzdis) have penetrated into the branch valley 
of the lower Canca. 
Nrctonzys squamipcs subspeeics I 
Nectom?js magdalenar, Allcn (not of Thomas), 191Ga: 217 (part), ~ O L O ~ I G I A  (Rncnavista, 
near Villaviccneio) . 
Present material from several near-by localities on tribntarics of the 
upper Rio Meta, eastern Colombia, is too sketchy to be classified with assur- 
ance. Of fo~wteen specimens, iliile are adults. 01 these, t~3.o from Guai- 
earanio and one each from Villavicencio, me din:^, ailti Mambita are repre- 
sented by both skin and skull. They agree with apicalis of Ecuador in  size, 
color (none of the skins is darlrencd on the hack as i11 m c l a ~ a i z u ) ,  and pro- 
portional length of the interparietal; they cliffcr slightly in  average length 
of the alveolar row and ill the lesser atteiiuatioll of the ilasals behind. In 
this last respect, they are more iiearly like naela?ziz~s than is either apicalis 
or magdalenae. More perfect niaterial, including specimens from the 
llaiios between the localities mentioned and the Orinoco in Venezuela, may 
reveal constant differences i11 some characters not now considered to be of 
much importance. The series differs from the two slrins from Florencia, 
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Caqueth, wllicll have been referrecl to nzagdalrnae, in practically the same 
respects that apicalis differs from nzagclalc?~ar. It is obvious, helice, that no 
coiitiiiuity of range betm~eeii apicalis and the upper Rio Meta specimens can 
be implied. 
TABLE XV 
MEASUREMENT OY Necto?n?ys sqzianztpes, S~BSPEPIES I 
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SPZCIMENS E S A ~ I I N E D . - ~ O U T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  COLO~IBIA : Villavicencio, Mcta, 470 
nleters, 6 (A.M.) ; Guaicaramo, northeast ol Villavicencio, A'leta, 4 (A.M., 
2 ; U.S.N.M., 2) ; Mediaa, eastern Cuiidinaniarc~~~, 2 (A.N.,  1 ; M.C.Z., 1 )  ; 
Mambita, eastern Cuiiclinain;~rca, 2 (A.M.). 
R~ntan~is.-I failed to find any specinle~i 01 iVecto7nys froill Buenavista 
as recorded by Allen (191Gtr: 217). This locality is just west of Villavi- 
cencio, in the same region i11 which all tlie otl~er speciiinens of subspecies I 
were talrcn. 
Nccto??zys sqziamiy cs subspccies I1 
Neclo?il-ys pcclmapes, Pittier and l 'ate (no t  of Allen), 1932: 2G1, VENELUEGA (Suere). 
A single adult feinale (A.M. No. 69899) from San Antonio, southeast of 
Mount Turainiquire, Venezuela, altitude, 1800 feet, differs markedly from 
both pal?7?iycs and melunizis, its nearest geographic allies. It appears to be 
more iiearly related to the eastern Colombian water rats tentatively desig- 
ilateil as subspccies I. 
CIIARACTE~S.-CO~O~ similar to that of the eastern Colonlbian foi-n~ (sub- 
species I )  ; dorsal surface Ochraceous-Orange with a more or less even mix- 
ture of Prout7s Brown; unclerparts gray, the belly and chest washed with 
ochraceons; left hind foot with five, right hind foot with six, plantar tuber- 
cles; tail uniformly brown, longer than combined length of head and body; 
interparietal as i11 subspecies I ; alveolar row shorter; nasals behind as in the 
eastern Colombian water rats and nzela-nizts. 
M E A ~ u R E M E N T S . - L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of Iiead and body, 180; tail, 200; hind foot 
(d ry) ,  48.0 ; eonclylo-basal length, 39.1 ; zygomatic breadth, 22.2 ; length of 
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nasals, 17.5 ; width of brain case (across parietal ridges), 14.4 ; alveolar 
length of ~riolar ow, 7.1 ; iliterparietal, 4.3 by 9.1 (47 per cent). 
R E ~ c A R I ~ s . - ~ ~  ~ u a n y  respects the Sail Antonio specimen appears to 
stand bet~veeii subspecies I of Colombia and melanzzis of Venezuela. It has 
the long interparietal of the former, the short tooth row of the latter;  the 
proximal cnds of tlie nasals are shapecl alike iii all three; externally, i t  has 
the hues conimon to both, but with the distribution of the ochraceous aiid 
dark brown as ill the Colomhinn form, the tone of ochraceous, however, is 
nearer that of nzeln?zizis; thus, anlong iilclivicluals of nzeLu?zlus, the speciilien 
re\embles, superficially, the one Frorn Arabllpu (Mount Boraima) . Corn- 
parccl with pulnzlpcs, its nearest geographic ally, snbspecies I1 agrees in  all 
cranial characters except i11 thc sliape of the proximal ends of the nasals; 
rxteriially, the two are quite cliffereat-the island forill has diverged to a 
marlred extcilt from the general pattern c20mmon to the Veileznelaii and 
Guial~aii water rats. 
This specilneli probably repi-csents a well-clefined race which ranges 
throughout northern Venezuela. I t  is also possible that this form and sub- 
species I represent the extrerncs of but a single, wide-ranging race. 
A jnvenile from Latal on the norlhwestern side of Moniit Turumiqnire 
is, no doubt, subspecifically the same as the Sail Alltonio specimen. 
Ncc tonzys  squa~wipcs palqnipcs Allen arlcl Chapi i ian 
(PI. 111, Figs. 1 and  2, c r :~ni i~m)  
Neclo~~zys  p a l ~ t ~ l p e s  Ailcn a ~ l d  Cl~npiiian, 1893: 209; Allell and Chapman, 1897 : 17, TRINI- 
nnn (Cnparo; Caura) ; Elllot, 1907: 243, T ~ ~ I N I D A D  (Cnula;  Princcstown; Snvanaah 
Craadc) ; Vcscy Fitzgcrald, 1936: 4, TRINIDAD (St. Micl~nel's Valley, N. Range).  
N[ectomys] .  paln~zpcr, Tl~o~ila.;, 1 8 9 i a :  498 ( ~ c f c l c n c c ) .  
I ~ ] ] I ~ z L s  pzlo~scles, L e d r l ~  (not of P:~llas, ficlc Tliornns, 389.3: 8 ) ,  1810: 257. 
flolochalus .rgzLamapcs, TII omas, 1893 : 8, TRINIDAD. 
Nectomgs sq7haluLzpcs palnazpcs, Tnte, 1939 : 198 ( p a r t ) ,  TRINIDAD (Prineestowa) . 
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TYPE SPECI~~EN.-ACIL~I~ Illale (skin witb skull), A.M. No.- ; collected 
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April 10, 1893, by E'rank M. Chapmaii. 
TYPI:: L O C A L I T Y . - P ~ ~ ~ C ~ S ~ O W ~ ~ ,  Victoria County, Triniclad. 
D I S T R I B U T I O N . - ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~  of Trinidad. 
C ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ s . - S l i g h t l y  lar er han nzelaniz~.s; pelage shorter, less glossy ; 
color paler throngllout, v, ith more yellow, than in n~elaniz~s  or subspecies I1 ; 
miclerparts niol-e clearly defined than in any other race; back Cinnanioa- 
Buff with a mixtnre, rarely a heavy conceiitratioli, of Cinnamon-Brown or 
Prout 's Brown ; nose ancl crown nearly uniformly Ciiinamon-Brown ; cheeks 
and sides of body ncarly luniformly Cinnamon-Buff; the coniparatively well- 
defined underparts nearly white with a light wash of Pinlrish-Buff t o  
Cinnamon-Buff on chest and belly; tail usually shorter than combined length 
of head ancl body, the epiderliiis brown above, paler beneath from basal one- 
fourth to entire length; keel uniformll\- brown or brown lllixed with gray; 
hind foot with five plantar tubercles; nasals usually narromrly constricted a t  
level of antero-lateral angle of froiito-nasal sutnre and terminated behind i n  
a V-shaped point; proportion of length to width of interparietal 51.0 per 
cent (43-59 per cent, Sourtee11 specimens, incl~lcliiig one snbadnlt). 
T A B L E  XVI 
MEASUI~EMENTS OF Necto?)b?ls squaqnipes pal~tbipes 
The first Princcstomn specimen is  a snhadult. 
Locality 
Princestown ..... 








. . . . . . . . .  C ~ ~ u r a  
Caparo ................ 
. . . . . . . . .  Ca11:1ro 





SPECIMENS E AMINED.-FO~~~-~WO.  TRINIDAD : Princestown, Victoria, 
13, includillg the type (A.M., 11; F.M., 2) ; Savana Grande, Victoria, 1 
(F.M.) ; Caparo, Caroni, 21 (d.?\'I., 18; U.S.N.M., 2 ;  F.M., 1) ; Caura, St. 
George, 4 (A.M., 1 ; F.M., 1 ; M.C.Z., 2) ; Caroni Marshes, Caroni, 1 (A.M.) ; 
IIeights of Aripo, 1 (A.M.) ; Heights of Orepouche, St. Audrew, 1 (A.M.). 
R~~~n~<s.-Notwithstai ldi i lg  the proximity of Trinidad to the mainland 
ancl the aquatic habits of the species, tlie strongly marked characters of 
1,almipes indicate an isolation fronl its ilearest geographic allies of a higher 
degree than obtaiils in any other subspecies of water rats. The period of 
iildepeildent development thus implied obscures the relationship of palmipes 
to  its mainland relatives. Nevertheless, in the shape of its intcrparietal, 
palmipes can be tracetl to subspecies 11, which is alio nearest geographically. 
Through subspecies 11, pnlmi2jc.s can be related to subspecies I of the llanos 
ol' eastern Colomhia, with whicli i t  agrees i11 all respects except in  the shape 
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of the nasals behind, in  color, and, perhaps, i11 the relative length of the 
tail-a measurement, unfortunately, not available for s~ibspecies I. 
Nearly all of the specinlens are from the three west central counties 
which border on tlie Gulf of Paria. There is comparatively little variation 
in color among them. One old individual froni Caparo, in old pelage, is 
unusually dark on the dorsal w~rfaee; in an even clnrlrer specimen (sliull 
missing) from the Caroni marshes, the guard Iiairs are exceptioilally long 
and fine, the sabterminal ballcls rulusually broad and ochraccous. Among 
the forty-two specimens examiiiecl, the collectors' nieasurements show that 
in  oilly t ~ v o  indivicluals, neither of which is adult, is the tail longer than the 
combined leiigtli of head aiid body. The meawrements of these sliecimens 
with their localities are : Princestown, 189 : 196 ; Heights of Aripo, 169 : 184. 
In  the type specimen, tlie tail is a s  long as  beat1 and body combinetl. 
SUBGENUS SIGMODONTOl7.IYX ALLEN 
Sign~odontomys Allcii, 1897: 38 (type alfari) ; Elliot, 1904: 254 (alfari); Trouessart, 
1905: 427 (alfari) ; Elliot, 1905 : 191 (alfari). 
Nectomys, Troucssart, 1.905 : 412, ],art (russt~l~~s, esmcraldarum) ; Goldluau, 1913 : 7 
(Sigmodonlon~ys alfarix Ncctomys alfari) ; Elliot, 1917 : 55, part (alfari) ; Gold- 
man, 1920: 104 (alfari) ; kliller, 1924: 367, part (alfari) ; Gyldelistolpe, 1932: 
65, part (russulus, es?tzeralrlo~um [ s i c ] )  ; Tate, 1 9 3 2 ~ :  G ,  part (T~LSSU~~LS, alfari, 
esmeraldar~~m, ocl~raccz~s) ; Ellerrnan, 1941: 3G1, part (alfali, cs?ne~aldorum [sic], 
russulus) . 
Oryzo?nys, Miller, 1912: 171, part (ochraccus) ; Elliot, 1917: 58, part (ocl~mccus). 
T~l~~.-Xiq??zotlonto??z?j.~ al far i  Allen. 
E x ~ ~ ~ ~ a L . - S l l l a ~ ~ e r  tllan hTcctonbys, about the size of a moderately large 
Oryzomys; pelage characterized niaillly by the long dense covering of wool 
hairs; tail always longer Ihan coilibined lesigtll of head and bocly, without 
ventral lieel of stiff llail.s, or peiicil; proximal half of tail with 14-19 
scale rows per centimeter; hind foot (Fig. 2, a-b) without distinct fringe; 
fifth toe, less claw, extends I'roni niore than halfway to three-fourths length 
of first phalanx of fourth; distal one-half of sole scntellated as in  Nectomys, 
proximal one-hall slliooth or slightly granular, s~\~iili-mcnibrane of hind foot 
nloderately developed, the webbing between the three middle digits ex- 
teiidecl one-half lo three-fourths length of first phalanges, between fourth and 
fifth toes from the l11et;~tarsals to the first respective phalailges, nearly 
obsolete between first an(d second toes. 
CRANIAL.-SBU~~ moclerately large, robust, niore heavily built than in 
Nectonays or ally other o~.yzomyine rodent; nasals broadly tapered behind, 
their bases truncate or obtusely pointed; supraorbital ridges heavier and  
niore projecting tliaii in Nectolrzys; posterior halves of temporal ridges 
nearly as well developed as anterior halves ; incisive foraruina as i n  Nectomys, 
or narrower aiid pointed behjiicl ; niecliali bortler oL' alveolar par t  o l  niaxilla 
behind nas projecti~rg as a ledge over po~te~ola te ra l  palatine fossa, the palato- 
inaxillary suture a t  this place courses on internal wall of fossa aiid is hidden 
from the ventral aspect (Fig. 3, b )  ; spheiio-palatine vacuities present, vari- 
able in  size. 
DENTAL (Fig. 4, d-f, Fig. 53 c-dl) .-Cheek teeth proportio~iately larger 
with lower crests than in Nectonzys; upper and lo~ver second and third 
molars appvoxilnately as \ilicle as lolig; ?7 t2  and 17Z3 each with three roots, 
two anterior and one posterior; anterolophid absent in  ?n,-, but sometimes 
weakly indicated iJ1 the reces~tly eruptecl teeth; anterior cingulum of m, 
absent, of m ,  obsolete or absent; primary folds tend to become completely 
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isolated a t  an early stage (preadult) i n  wear; nz' with second secoildary 
fold absent. 
REMARKS.-?'he characters ~vllich separate Xignzodontonzys from Nec- 
t o n ~ y s  are fewer iii number and are less marked than those which distinguish 
either form from other oryzomyine roclents. The apparent relationship of 
Xigmot7ontomys to ATccto?nys however, is probably attributable to an inde- 
~)enclent cievclopn~eiit, along parallel lines, of certain characters derived 
Iron1 the co11ii11o11 oryzoniyilie stock raLl~er t h a i ~  to a divergence from a 
necessarily inore reccnt Neclonzys-like stocli. Externally, Signzodontovztjs 
has not attained as much aquatic specialization as has ATec20nzys; crailially, 
it has golie even farther than Neetonzys in the greater siniplificatioii of the 
molar crowns, ancl the greater complication of the molar roots, i11 the 
stronger developrllent of the cranial ridges, and, generally, in  the heavier, 
illore sturdily built skull. 
Other than N. nlf'ari no species can be assigned with certainty to 
S i g m o d o ~ z t o n ~  ys. 
,VECTOJI YS <I I,P,J XI ALLEN 
(Syilonymy uilder subspecies) 
DISTItIl3TJTTON 
(Map 2 )  
Though the distributional recorcls for N .  a l fur i  are few and scattered, they 
ronforni to the clistribntio~ial pattern of other, better-knowil species of Neo- 
tropical origin the ranges of wllich are restricted to forested habitats i11 
Central America and ~lortllnestern South America. Froin the aortllern- 
most point in  Nicaragua wlierc a l / n ~ i  has heen recorded, into solxtliern 
Panama, the charac.tcrs alone of t l ~ e  available specinlens suggest no dis- 
ruptioii to a continuous distribntjon. fIere the gei~eral ecological nui- 
fornlity oP tlic Atlantic coastal strip, the l o~v  altitude ailcl brolcen nature of 
the niou~itain ranges, allcl the disposition of the streams, notably the 
Tuyra alicl its princil~al affiucnt, the Cl~ucmlaqne, are geographical aids 
which neecl hardly be appealed to when the morl?hological characters call be 
studiccl in  tracil~g ihc spread of the species from ~ior th~vest  to southeast 
Prom Atlailtic to Pacific drainage. The range of the species, from the 
Tuyra (e f l icax)  to  the Atrato basins, m t~s t  be 1~ractically continuous throngh 
deep passes of the low lyi11g Serrania clel Darii.11. Thence, tllc clispersio~i 
intq the Cauca-h/lagclalena.a Valley ( n ~ s s ~ ~ l z r s )  and aloiig the west coast and 
western slope of the western Corclillera into northern Ecuador (csnzer- 
a l d a r z ~ m )  has procluced no important changes in the characters of the 
species. It appears that the desert region whicli extends along the coast 
from western Peru into Manavi Province, Ecuador, and the arid part  of the 
western Corclillera in  i ~ o ~ t b e r n  ['ern and soutl~ern Ecuador colllbiile to limit 
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the soutl~erli spread ol' the species. I11 northern Colombia, on the other 
hand, representatives of alfari have crossed the Sierra de Perijii and are  
present in  the Ilalre Maraeaibo basin. The species is not known from the 
eastern slope of the eastern Corilillera. 
The range of each of the races as given in  the subspecies account is 
based entirely upon the localities of the specimens examined or recorded. 
It may safely be assumed that froin the range of N. a. alfari in  the north 
to that of cs~~aercxlcln~zinz  the south, the clistribution is a continuous one. 
Pelage of clorsuln long, dcmse and glossy, the individual hairs 11-15 
mnl. long; pelage of ullderparts, shortel. and silky in  texture. Back 
Ochuaceous-Orange to nearly Ochraceous-Buff mixed with Prout 's  Brown 
to Cinlramoti-Brown, basal parts of hairs Neutral Gray, subterminal bands 
of covcr hairs Ochracrons-Buff, points a i d  terminal parts of guard hairs 
I'rout's Brown to Cinnamon-Brown; sicles of body like back, but  with 
the Pront 's  Brown of the guard hairs gradually disappearing toward the 
nnclersnrl'acc; underparts gray to nearly pure white with a light to heavy 
wash ol' Ochraceons-Buff, the Neutral Gray parts of the hairs showing 
through; head from nose to crow11 like back, but  colors more evenly mixed 
aiicl liairs much shorter; cheeks like sides or slightly paler;  area around 
mouth whitish with or without an  ochraceous wash; a narrow but  well- 
defined orbital usually present ; ears nearly uniformly brown exteriorly, 
brown mixed with ochraceous interiorly ; fore and hind feet sparsely cov- 
ered with short, gray to brown bristles; digital tuf ts  silvery to brown; tail 
~nliformly grayish bromrl or slightly paler beneath than above. Other 
essential external and cranial characters those of the subg(~n1is. 
COMPARISONS 
As compared with extra-generic forn~s,  the cranial, especially the dental, 
characters of N .  alfari  are too well nlarkcd to permit any coafusion. A 
few oryzomyine roclents, until subjected to  closer scrutiny, may be saicl to  
bear a superficial resemblance to alfnri. Oryzomys albigularis, lrnown as 
devizls in  Central America and. co~~lmonly, as meride?zsis in  northern South 
America7lG js externally not unlilre alfari. I t s  pelage is not quite as  long 
o r  as "fluffy," its tail is usually clearly bicolor, the soles of its hind feet are  
entirely smooth except for the plantar tubercles, the well-cleveloped digital 
tufts extend well beyond tlie tips of the claws; the vibrissae, though long i n  
alfari, are eve11 longer in  albigz~laris. Cranially, 0. albigularis is quite dis- 
t inct;  its long, narrow rostrum, its large ancl well-rounded brain ease, its 
1Wthcr specific syilonyms of albigzclaris inch~de 0. pirrensis, childi, o'connelli, pec- 
toralis, macztliventer, az~rive'nter, keaysi, obtzcsirostris, and levipes. 
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slender interorbital region without projecting ridges, and its smaller eheeli 
teeth with open primary folcls and open, well-marl<cd anterior niedian fold 
are distinguishiilg characters. Species of the trinitatis (= tectzls)l7 group of 
O~yzonzys  are of abont the same size as Nectomys aljari, with similarlgr fluffy 
fu r  and long tail. Thcy are distiilguishecl principally by tlieir broad and 
markedly shorter lliiicl feet proviclecl with long digital bristles which project 
beyond the short, recurvecl claws; cra~zium less heavily built, rostrnrn 
relatively shorter and IlarroTbcr, zygomatic* plate oiily slightly projectiiig, 
short zygomata nearly parallel-sided, interparietal much larger, molars 
smaller and more coil~plicated in strnctlurc, palato-maxillary suture between 
m 3  and palatine pit as in  typical Neclowzys. I n  clorsal view the sliull 
of a young individual of alfari in  mrhicll the rostrum and dorsal ridges have 
not yet assumed their typically heavy structare, resembles an  ordinary 
Oryzomys ( s . ~ . ) .  Here again, in  alfari, tllc large size of the molars and 
their comparatively simple enamel pattern form the most coizspicnons dif- 
ferences. There is a superficial resenlbla~ice between aclr~lts in old pelage 
and juveniles of alfa7.i to aclults and juveniles, respectively, of 0. (filelan- 
omys )  caliginosa~s.'~ The short tail and small llincl foot of thc latter 
are the most promi~rerrt external clift'erences. The most striking resemblance 
to alfari is noted i11 the atypical Oryxomys aphl-astzcs. Externally, it is dis- 
tinguished froin ulj"ccl-i by its darker color, finer pelage, the greater length of 
its tail (extreine for an  oryzomyine rodent), ancl by the longer fifth hind 
toe which reaches to base of second phalanx of the fourth toe. Cranially, 
aplzrastzcs is distinguished chiefly by its narronTer iiiterorbital region, the 
greater attenuatioil of the nasals posteriorly (quite as in  N .  sqz~anzipes), the 
weaker, narrower zygonlatic plate, and, especially, by the eve11 larger size of 
its cheelr teeth, which a l ta i i~  here a maximuill in  size and coinplexity among 
oryzomyine roclents. 111 aphraslus, the greatest width of m1 is nearly equal 
to the shortest distailce across the palate between each of the first molars. 
INDIVIDUAL VARIATION 
To judge froin the external measurelnents taken by the various collec- 
tors, the combined head and body lengtll varies from 65 per cent to 95 per 
cent of the tail length witl~out any apparent relation to the age of the 
individual as was notecl in N .  sqacanzipcs. The nunlber of plantar tubercles 
varies from five to six with no constant number i11 ally one series. As in  
17  Includes a t  least 0. lrinitatis (=pal?narius and fiilviventer, fide l'ate, 1939: 190), 
flavicans (with subspecies teclt~s,  fron,talis, illeelus I= t?-iclri~r7is, fide Tatc, 1939 : 1901 ), 
subluleus, helvoltcs (= vicencianus, fide Tatc, 1939 : 190), and klagesi. 
18 I n  addition to the Ccatral American fornis refcrrcd to caliginosus by Goldman 
(1918), the following described species from South America are sy~~onynls  of caliginos~es: 
phaeopus, obscurior, coliimbianu.c, afinis, lomite?zsis, bitenavistae, and rob?tslzrlzcs. Sub- 
specific distinction betweell somc of thcm is doubtful. 
W .  sqzcamipes, there may be five tubercles on one foot and six on the other 
of the s a l e  individual. Notable changes in the sliull colicurrellt with 
senescelice are a greater thickening of the rostruni and the incisors and a 
greater projection of the dorsal ridges. Unlike N. sqzlamipes, the length of 
the slcull dors not continue to increase for an  indefinite period after maturity. 
Instead, clnriiig senescelzce, tliere freqnently ensues a marlrcd curvature of 
the longitu~liiial axis which has the effect of limiting the cranial length as  
measured in  a straight line. The upper incisors curve backward from 
~vllere their points barely reach a line perpendicular to the posterior border 
of the alveoli to a distalice behiiid them which is in  excess of their greatest 
tllicklless; the color of the incisors, ~iotably of those of the lower jaw, varies 
from deep orange to nearly pure nh i te ;  the crown surfaces of tlie cheek 
teeth eshibit colisiderable wear eve11 in  srthadults and, except in  extremely 
old inclivid~zals, are not indicative of the age of the specimeii. No special 
sexual cliffereiices are apparent ill the species. 
THE STJBSPECIES 
Thotlgli the species of N .  alfari exhibits a high degree of individual 
and local variability, i t  shows little evidence of geographic variatioii. Two 
large series of eficax from near-by localities, Calla and Tacarcuna, vary 
ali~lost as much as does the species throughoat i t  entire range. The chief 
clailll of eficnx to sabspecific status is the lack of specimens of ol far i  froin 
ii~termecliate localities aud of specinlens of rzcssulzcs wit11 which .to compare 
it. Goldniali (1913: 7 ) ,  i n  clescribiilg efjicax, atlnlitted that it "may not be 
very ~nnlilte N. rzcss7li1cs . . . specimens of which I have not seen." I11 
addition, ~naterial  which has since accninr~lated shows that efica.c, especially 
;IS represented by the Tacarcmla series, is subspecifically iildistiiiguishable 
£r.oni specimens, inclacling topotypes, of esmeraldarum from the southern 
limits of the range iii Ecuador. Nevertheless, 1 am inclinecl to retain both 
eficicnx ancl csnzel-aldal-urn as iioiiliilal s~lbspecies on the basis of the trivial 
characters hereill ascribed to them lllitil ui1(io~1btecl representatives of the 
earlier named r ~ i s c ~ t l u s  are available for comparisoa. 
NOTE ON MEASUREMENTS 
Coilibilied head and body length and tail length are the collectors' niea- 
surements; liiiid foot length, to the longest claw, was taken from the d ry  
skin. Cranial nieasurenients are the same as those given for N. ~qzca~nzipes; 
the ineasuremcnt of the iiiterparietal is much more simple i n  alfari. The 
remarks on size for sqzcanzipes do not apply to alfari. 
Ncctornys alfa,ri a,lfari Allen 
Sigmoclontom.?ls alfari Allen, 1897: 39, P1. 1, Figs. 8-14; Elliot, 1904: 255 (description). 
Sigmodontomys alfaroi [sic], Thomns, 19Olb : 251. 
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Sigmodontomys Alfart [sic], Thomns, 1905a : 587 (reference) . 
Oryzomys oc l~~acens  Allen, 1908: 655, N I C A ~ G U A  (Rio Grartde, tj11e locality) ; Elliot, 
1917 : GO (dcscriptioa) . 
Nectomys alfari alfari, Goldman, 1913 : 7 ; Goldman, 1916 : 127 (ocl~racetis = ulfari) ; 
Goldman, 1920 : 105 (refercacc) . 
12436 
TYPE SPECIMEN.-A~LI~~ male ( s k i n  with s k u l l ) ,  A . M .  N o .  -- . 
10744 ' 
lecled by Ai i a s t a s io  A l f a r o ;  o r i g i n a l  number, 3. 
r l  ~ Y P E  L O C A L I T Y . - J ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ,  npper Rio ~ i i n k i i e z ,  p r o v i n c e  of L i inhn ,  C o s t a  
Rica; altitude, 700 feet. 
D ~ s ~ ~ m u ~ ~ o ~ . - ~ t ~ a n t i c  drain ge areas of Nicaragua and Costa R i c a .  
CHARACTEES - E x t e r n a l l y  as in the species, but with an even mixture of 
the o c h r a c e o u s  and b r o w n  co lo r s  of the d o r s n m ;  sidcs n o t  c o n s p i c u o u s l y  
paler than back; n a s a l s  o b t u s e l y  p o i n t e d  b e h i n d ;  b r a i n  case and inter- 
parietal large; inc i s ive  fo ra in i i i a  c o n ~ p a r a t i v e l y  w i d e l y  ope11 a i d  n a r r o w l y  
rounded behind; width of m e s o p t e r y g o i d  I'ossa a j )p rox in i a t e ly  e q u a l  t o  c r o w n  
length o f  f i r s t  m o l a r .  
TABLE XVII 
MI~ASURLMCNTS OF Nccton~ys a l f a r ~  a l f a ~ t  A ~ r . 1  r\
External mc~asurcnienlq of tlie type (a young aduit) arc from thc original dcscrip- 
tion, the type specimen itself is  without collector's measurements. 
Locality 
Jim6nez (type) 
E l  Sauce Pcrnlta 
Rio Gra.ndc . . . . . . . . . .  
lZio G r a d e  
Rio Grande . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Rio Gra.ndr' . . . . . . . . . .  
Rio T u m : ~  
* Type specimen of Or?jzonzys ochracezcs Allcn. 
t Collector ' s  mcasurcnicnt. 
SPECIMENS E A M I N E D . - E ~ ~ ~ ~ .  COSTA RICA: J in i@nez ,  1, the type, 
(A.M.) ; El Sauce P e r a l t a ,  1 (A.M. ) .  NICARAGUA : Rio Grande, s o u t h  o f  
Tuina, 4, including type of ochr.acezss, (A.M.) ; Rio Tuma, 1 (A.M.) ; R i o  
Siquia, 1 (U.M.M.Z.)  . 
Nectomys al far i  ef icax Goldmall 
(Pl. IV, Figs. 5-8, cranium) 
Nectomys alfari eficux Goldman, 1913: 7;  Anthony, 1916: 369, P A N A ~ I A  (Tacarcuna) ; 
Elliot, 1917: 55 (description) ; Goldman 1920: 105, PI. 23, Figs. 6, Ga, PANAMA 
(Cana and Tacarcui~a) .
TYPE S P E C I M E N . - ~ ~ L I ~ ~  illale (skill vlilll slrnll), U. S. Biological Surveys 
collection No. 178627; collectecl March 12, 1912, by E. A. Goldmail; original 
No. 21498. 
TYPE LOCALITY. -C~~~  (Saiita Cruz de Caaa), upper Rio Tuyra, sonth- 
eastern Pallama; altitude, 1800 feet. 
D ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ u . r r o ~ . - ~ < i i o w n  only from the i~o~thwestern slope of the serrania 
del Darii.n, Panama. 
C ~ ~ ~ n n c ~ ~ ~ s . - E x t e r n a l l y  as in alfari; nasals behind truncate or with a 
slight point, brain case ancl intcrparietal smaller than i11 alfari; incisive 
foramina narrowly ope11 ant1 l~s~la l ly  as pointed behind as ill front; width 
of mesopterygoid fossa averages less than crown lcngth of first molar; molar 
row slightly shorter than in alfari. 
SPECIMENS E x ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - - T w e n t y - s i x .  PANAMA : Cana, 1800-2000 feet, 13, 
includiilg the type, (U.S.B.) ; Tacarcuiia, 2650 feet, 12 (A.M.), 1 (M.C.Z.). 
REMARKS.--T~~ specimens from Tacarctma are, on the whole, younger 
TABLE XVIII 
MEASUREMENTS OF Nectomys a7fal.i cficax GOI,DACAN 
All spccimcns of t l ~ c  Cana scries are fully adult; the first four of tlie l ' a ca rcu~~a  
series are young adults. 
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2.9 x 7.7 
3.0 x 7.1 
3.3 u 8.9 
3.3 x 8.4 
2.8 x 7.9 
2.6 x 8.9 
3.3 x 8.1 
3.5 x 8.5 
3.3 x 9.5 
2.7 x 8.0 
3.7 x 8.2 
3.2 x 9.1 
3.4 x 9.1 
2.4 x 7.6 
3.0 x 8.2 
3.1 x 7.8 
3.2 x 9.6 
3.2 x 7.9 
3.7 x 8.4 
2.6 x 8.5 
2.1 x 8.0 
3.1 x 7.8 
than the topotypes; t h e y  average larger and are darker o n  back and head 
with the sides better defiilecl. 
Nectonzys nlfari ~ . I G S S Z C ~ U . S  Thomas 
Nerto?~lyr ~ra.\ulzis 'I?lioln:~s, 1895c : 547 ; Tl~omas, 1901b : 251 (reference) ; Tl~omas 1 9 0 5 ~ :  
587 (rrfercnce) ; Thomas, 1913 : 571 (comparison) ; Goldlnan, 1913: 7 (reference) ; 
Ellerman, 1941 : 362. 
TYPE SPECIMEN.-AC\~~~~ f e~nale  (ski l l  with s k u l l ) ,  British Museunl ( N a t -  
i ~ l - a l  History), No. 98.10.3.13. ( f i c l ~  Gyldcnstolpe, 1932: 68) ; collected July 
7, 1897, by A. E. Pratt. 
TYPE L O C A L I T Y . - ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ V ~ ~ ,  l o w e r  C a u c a  V a l l e y ,  Antioquia, Co lon lb i a ;  al- 
titude, 1200 m e t e r s .  
D I ~ T R I B ~ T I ~ N . - ~ < ~ ~ w ~  only f r o m  the type locality. 
CI IARACTERS. - I<~O~~~~~  only from the original description : 
Size considerably smallcr than in the lcuown specics of ~lrectoiiqjs [of tlic .squ,a?~~ipes 
group]! the gcncrnl appearance being inore t l ~ a t  of a lnrpe clumsily-built Or!jzon~ys. Fu r  
straight, thick, aild glossy; l~a i r s  of hack about 13 or 14 millim. i n  length, the underfur 
less woolly and less marlccdly different from the longer fur  than in the other species. 
Goncr:~l colour dark russct-bro\vn, vcry uniform in tone, n.itl1011t special marltings any- 
where, the light-colourcd rings of the hairs dark fnlvous. On the sides, as usual, the 
fulvons becomes rather clearer nnil t,l~e gcncral tone lightcr. Belly not slinrply defined, 
littlc paler than t,he sides, i ts  hairs slaty basally, dull buffy or clay colour t*ermina.lly. 
Ears rather small, tlrinly haired, practically naked. Upper surface of hands and feet 
hrownisli. Tail long, csccssivcly finely scaled, vcry thinly clotl~ed, dull bro~vi~isll above 
and below. 
Sltoll lreavily b ~ ~ i l t ,  vcry much lilte that of an ordinary Neclo?itys in miniature. N:rsals 
evenly narrowing I)acltwl~rds, not co~ltracted :rt their centres. Interorbital region broad 
and flat, i ts  edges very strongly ridged, the ridges well developed riglit across thc parictals 
to the ont,cr corners of t l ~ e  interparictal, a t  which point they turn abruptly down~vards 
and ontwardu. Anterior palatine foramina ml.11rr small, cndirrg about 1.5 lnillim. in front 
of the level of ?la1. Posterior nares w r y  broad, ope11 and rounded. 
Teeth vcry stout and I~eavy. Jncisors thick and strong. Molars broad and rounded, 
twice tlie bulk of those of an  average Or?/zo.n~y.s of t l ~ c  same size, and but littlc slnallrr 
than t l~osc of Nectomys ,sqtcccmipe,s. 
Dimensions of the type (an aged female, nicasurcd by collector in the flesh) : 
IIcad and body 150 millirn. ; tail 180; liilld foot 33 ; ear 19. 
Sl~ull :  greatest length 36, basilar lengtl~ 29.1 ; greatest brcadth 19.7 ; nasals 14.6 x 4.5 ; 
interorbital breadth 6.6; intcrparietal 3.8 X 8.5; length of zygoma-root 4.7; palate length 
from lienselion 17 ;  diastcma 10.4; anterior palatine foramina G x 2.6; lcngt11 of upper 
mol:~r series 6 ;  ~ v i d t l ~  of ~josterior narcs 3.2. 
Ncctonz?js nl fnri near ~zcsszclz~.~ 
(PI. IV, Pigs. 1 and 2, elaniurn) 
A11 adult inale specimen from La Azulita, Rio Guachi, south end of Lake 
M a r a c a i b o ,  Venezuela, a l t i t u d e ,  3500 feet, collected April 29,  1920, by W. 
7 8 I'HILIP RERSIII<OVITZ 
H. Osgoocl and 11.13. Coilover (F.M. No. 21829 ; original No. 5324), is slightly 
different from eficux and, presumably, nearest rzisszclus. 
C13~~~c~IIns.-Nasals nlore narrowly pointed behind than in  either alfari 
or eflicax; interparietal s ~ ~ l a l l ;  incisive foramina more widely open than i n  
alfari or eflicax, the posterior border nearly square; mesopterygoid fossa 
widcr than crown length of first molar; other cranial and external charac- 
ters as in cficax. 
MEA~UREMENT~.-EI~~LI and body, 146; tail, 170; hint1 foot, 37; condylo- 
basal length, 31.2; zygoniatic width, 18.1 ; nasals, 13.5; brain case, 12.0; least 
interol-bital width, 5.8; alveolar row, 5.8; interparietal, 2.3 by 8.1. 
~ E I ~ A R I < S . - ~ ' ~ ~  cranial chal-acters of this specimen are sufficiently 
n~arlred to merit subspecific clistinction from eficcrz (and esnzeraldarz~nz), but 
its status must remain lu~~elarifiecl until con~parisons can loc made with rep- 
resentatives of the earlier naniecl rz~ssz~ltts Prom the Cal~ca Valley. This 
specimen is of great interest in that i ts locality is within the zone where an  
interchange between the trans-Andean nlarnmalian fauna and that of the 
Colo~nbian-Pacific faunal area defined by Chapnian (1917 : 106) may take 
place. 
N e c t o n z ? ~ ~  alfari esnzercrldnru~~z Tho inas  
(PI .  IV, Figs. 1 and 2, ernni~un) 
Nrclo~tr.~/.s cs?i~ciulc/c~~?tri~ Tlromns, 19011,: 230; Tlromns, 1913: 571 (eoml)nlison) ; Gold- 
man, 1913 : 7 (comparison) ; Goldman, 1920 : 105. 
Ncc1onz:ys tsnseraldort~m [sic], Gyldcnstoll~e, 1932: 68; Ellerman, 1941: 362. 
TYPE SPECII~EN.-AC~U~~ male (skin with slrull), British Mnseuin (Nat- 
ural History), No. 1.3.19.8.; collected Ju ly  11, 1900, by G. Fleming. 
TABLE XIX 
MEASUREMENTS 02- ATectomys alfari  e.smc~aldaru?n THOUAS 
Measurements of the type are froin the original description; the topotype is a sub- 
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TYPE LOCALITY.-SRII J a v i ~ r ,  near Co~~cepcii)n, lower Rio Cachavi, Es- 
ineraldas Proviace, Ecuador; altitude, 20 meters. 
D1s~~1~~~1o~.-I<llow11il from the Rio Santiago-Cayapas drainage area in  
Esmeralclas Province a i d  the Rio Mim drainage area of western Imbabura 
Province, Ecuador. 
CIIARACTERS.-As ill eficux, but pelage shorter and coarser. 
SPECIMENS E AMINI~D.-SCV~~~. ECUADOR : sail Javier, 3 (1J.S.N.M.) ; 
Carolilia, Rio Mira, Imbabura Province, 900 meters, 4 (U.AT.lI.Z.), 
RE~IARKS.-The tol3olypes exanlined include two juveililcs and oiie sub- 
adult in old pelage. Three aclult sl3cci~nens from Carolii~a, nbont 50 kilo- 
meters u p  (east) the trail from Sail Javicr are indistinguishable, except as 
noted, from Tacarcunn specimci~s of cficclx. 
INCERTAE SEDIB 
Nectwntys, Troucssart, 1905: 412, part  (saturatus) ; Elliot, 1917: 55, part  (dimidiatus) ; 
Miller, 1924: 367, part  (ili?~sidiatz~s) ; Gyldenstolpc, 1932: 65, part  (Iiammondi, 
.rat?~ratz~s) ; Tate, 1932:~: 6, part  (sal?iratt~s, dimirlialur, Tznmmondi) ; Ellerman, 
1941 : 361, part  (tiin~id%c~l?~s, Iia?~~mo?~rli, .snltiratus). 
Tlie three species includetl here have been clescribecl by Thomas. One is 
from Nicaraglta, the other two are from Ecuador (Map 2).  Beyond the 
descriptions of the type specinlens, repr.odnced below, and some vague or 
casual references, nothing is known concerliil~g them. 
Ncctom?yl/s dimidiatus Thomas 
Neclomys dirnidzatl~s Tlionias, 1 9 0 5 ~ :  586; Thomas, 1913: 570; Elliot, 1917: 55; Gold- 
man, 1920 : 105 ; Ellerman, 1941 : 362. 
TYPE S P E C I ~ ! ~ E N . - A ~ U ~ ~  rliale (skill with skull), British Museum (Nat- 
ural I-Iistolay), No. 5 3.4.2; collected Noveinber 5, 1904, by W. G. Palmer. 
~ ' Y P E  LOCALITY.-ESCO~~~~(~O River, seven miles bclow Rama, Nicaragua. 
DISTRIBUTION.- IC~~~~II  only from the type locality. 
CIIARACTERS.-T~~ original description states : 
A diminut i~e  species nilli tlre glossy f u r  of the iyl)ical S.-Amcdcan mernbcrs of the 
gcnus. 
Size ~ ~ n n ~ e n s e l y  lcss tl lnl~ 111 any h~tllerto bno\\lr menll~cr of t l ~ c  typiral glossy-furred 
Nr,clo?nys, rather smaller evc.11 t11a11 in N. e~?~~cra l ( In ) . l~~n ,  tlie s ~allest of the fluffy-furred 
species. Fu r  obviously mod~ficd for  :cn :quatic lifc, closc and glossy, with a thick velvety 
underfur; lrairs of b:~elc abollt (i nnrr. ill Icngtl~. Gencrnl colour of back rather lighter than 
( 1  clove-bro~vn, " the sides becorning nlore ' ' b i s t~e .  " A dull buffy line edging the dark 
colour on thc fl:nllts, and nmning d o \ ~ ~ n  the inner side of the liind limbs. Belly dull clay'- 
co lo~~r ,  deadened by tllr slaty hascx of the hairs s l ~ o ~ v i l ~ g  tllrougll. Outer side of arms 
grcyisli brown. Upper surface of lrand and feet dull white. Tail of medium length, 
finely sealed, 15 rings to  the centinletre, slaty greyish abovc, ~1~111 white below. 
Sltull, in correlation .r\ith i ts  smaller size, m ~ ~ e h  more lightly built than in ordinary 
Neclomys; supr:~orbital ridges little developed, the brain-ease broad, smootl~, and rounded. 
Zygomata widely and evenly sprc~nd. Nasals not inarltedly narrowed behind. Palatal 
forminn niucli larger than in any other species, nnrro~~rcd in front, widely open and rounded 
hcliind, where tllry extend to the level of the froilt edge of ntl. 
Molars muell worn in the typr, b11t apparently with t l ~ c  omplicatcd strncturo of those 
of true Neclomys, with wllicl~ their s l~ape  and general proportions agree. 
Dimensions of the type (measured in the flcsh) : 
Head and body 125 mln.; tail 115; hind foot, s.u. 26, c.u. 28; ear 13. 
Slcull: greatest length 30 ; basllar length 23.4; zygornntic breadth 1 7  ; nasals 11.2 X 3.2 ; 
interorbital brradth 4.8 ; breadth of brain-ease 13 ; 11al:xte length 12.8; diastema 7.6; 
palatal formina 5.7 x 2.3 ; lcngt l~  of upper molar series 4.4. 
This remarkable species, not l~a l f  tlic hulk of any I ~ ~ t l ~ e r t o  known member of the true 
glossy-furred Nectomys, is the first of the group found in Centr:ll America. Allen's 
Sigmodo~stomys Alfari and the closely allied &-ectomys r?csszllrcs of Colombia are  forms 
with more Orygomys-lilce f u r ;  but t l~e i r  exact generic position is  not a t  present easy to  
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define, o~vrng to want of spccirncns uvitll uilwoln teeth. Altllougll t l ~ e  same difficulty exists 
witli tlie type of N .  d l ? ~ ~ m l ~ a t u s ,  i t  general eliaracters arc so mncll lllte tlrosc of typical 
Nccto~nys that  I have no hesitation 111 assigning i t  to that  gcnus, of which ~t fornrs tlle 
most diminutive member. 
"Cauglrt in banana-1)1:1lrtatlnn, on very wet red clay." 
Ncctomys saturatzis Tlloinas 
TYPE S P E C I M E N . - ~ ~ U ~ ~  rualc  (s l i in  witli s k u l l ) ,  B r i t i s h  Museum ( N a t -  
ural History), No. 97.11.7.40 (ficlc Gylclens to lpe ,  1932: 68) ; col lec ted  Mav 
19, 1897, by W. F. H. Rosenberg. 
TYPE L O C A L I T Y . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  capital of l l i l b a b u r a  P r o v i n c e ,  north ceiitral 
E c u a d o r  ; al t i tuc le ,  2225 meters. 
D I S T R I ~ U T I O N . - K ~ ~ O ~ ~ ?  o n l y  froni the type l o c a l i t y  in t h e  seiniaricl  sub- 
t r o p i c a l  zone of the inter-Andean plateau. 
CIIARACTERS.-From t h e  o r i g i n a l  d e s c r i p t i o n  : 
General size as in tlic largtr  species of tllc gcnus, such as  N. ~ / ~ a ? ~ d z s ,  but the llcad, 
judged by tllc sltull, sec:nls to be larger a.nd lieavicr. Colour above darlt smoky g r ~ y - b r o w ~ ~ ,  
inucl~ darker t,llan in any of tlle other spee,irs, especially along thc centre of the back, 
wllere i t  approacllcs black, ou-ing to the very large nuinber of shiny black-tipped hairs 
iniscil wit11 tlrc fur. Sides clcarcr gl.ey, not nnliltc tlie dorsal eolour of N u s  c l e c u n ~ a ? ~ ? ~ ~ .  
Belly rather more sharply defined tllan usna.1, 1,alc buffy, the bases of tllc llnirs slat,c. 
Centre of faec blaeltisll, colitinuous mitlr the dorsal dark eolour. Ears ratlier short, their 
llairs blackisli. I Ia~lds  mrd feet bro~vn abovc, a few \vlritisli liairs intermised, the digit's 
nearly naked ; claxvs mllitislr. Tail long, uniformly blackisll :1nc1 tliillly hairy above; b c l o ~ ~ ,  
tlic longer swirnrning-hairs along tlrc middle line are wliitc. 
Sltull vrry slout and lreavily bnilt. Nasals broad in front, c~vc~nly tapering backwards 
to a point barely as far  baelt as the level of tllr I:~cryrn:~ls, and but little snrpassing the 
prclnnxillary processes behind. Interorbital region bro:rd, ahnost parallel sided, tlre ridgts 
strong, but becoming alrnost obsolete as tlrey pass the fronto-parietal suture, tlien thick- 
ening again as they pass along the parictals. Interparietal large. Antciior palatine 
foramina of about the usual lrngt11, but, o~viiig to t l ~ r  gr~:lt size of the molars, tlrcir hinder 
end is only just in front of the level of ?I%'. Incisors broad and strong. Molars excessive1;r- 
large and Ilcavy, ~ n o i c  so t l ~ a n  in ally otlrcr sl?ecaies. 
Dimensions of tlrc type (an adnlt male, measured in  flesh by collector) : 
IIcad and body 205 milliln.; tail 238; liind foot [s.?~.] 54; ear 23. 
Skull : grcatcst length 47.5, basilar lcngtlr 38.5 ; greatest h r r ad t l~  26 ; nasal\ 18.5 x 6 ; 
irlterorbltal breadth 9 ;  in tcr~~:~r ic tn l  5.5 x 11.3; palate lengtli fro111 Ilelrselion 22.2; dia 
stoma 12.5; palatine foramina 8.2 x 3.4; lengtlr of upper molar series 8.7. 
This fine species rnay be readily distinguished from all otlrcrs by i ts  broad heavy 
sknll, large molars, and sombre coloration. 
Nectomps lzamnzondi Thorrias 
Neclorn?js I la?~l? l~orrd i  Thomas, 191 3 : 570 ; Ellerrnan, 1041 : 3G2. 
TYPE S P E C I M E N . - ~ ~ U ~ ~  felnale (skin with skull), British Museum (Nat- 
ural History), No.  13.10.24.58; collected July 4, 1913, by Gilbert H a m m o n d ,  
original number 168. " T w o  s p e c i m e n s  ob ta ined .  " 
TYPE L O C A L I T Y . - & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (0' 5' S, 78' 50' W) ,  o n  the Rio M i n d o ,  a tribu- 
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tary of the Rio Blanco, Pichineha Province, no r th~~es t e rn  Eenaclor; alti- 
tude, 4312 feet. 
DI~TRIBUTION.-~<-IIOW~~ only from the type locality i11 the upper Rio 
Esnieraldas drainage systeni, subtropical zone, ~vesiern slope of the western 
Cordillcr-a. 
CI IARA~TERS.-F~O~ the original description : 
A glossy brolr~n species related to N .  rzc.ssu11ts. 
Size rather loss than in the corninoil grey forms of Nrcton~ys,  such a.s N .  squan~ipcs, 
garlcppi [s ic] ,  :111d their allies, marltcdly smaller tllall in sakcvab?~~, larger than i11 russulus. 
General colour "tawny olive, " strongly lined and darltcned rvith black, the dorsal area 
illarkedly darlrcr than the sides. I~lanlrs clearcr tarrlny. Under surfacc not sharply dc- 
fined, dull greyish, the bases of tlic hairs dark slaty, tlioir tips dull r~.liitish slightly tinged 
\vitli tawny (more strongly tawny in the second spceimea). Forearms and metacarpels 
d:lrlr brorvn, digits paler brown, tl~iilly haired. IIind lrgs tarsily olive; upper side of 
feet uniformly greyish brorvn, the scaling of the skin un~isually clearly marlced; fifth liiiid 
toe, without claw, reaching to the end of the first phalanx of the fourth. 
Slcull slender; upper profile st,rongly bowrd a t  fronto-nasal suture, coilcave in inter- 
orbital region, convex n.gaiii on brain-case. Nasals unusually broad :rateriorly, and not 
strilriiigly narrowed behind. Sul~raerbital  ridges fairly well dcreloped, but not rising ver- 
tically, continued back to tlie outer corners of the interparictal. Outer plate of zygomatic 
root but little projected forwards in front of the uppcr bridge. Palatal  foramina rather 
short, widely open. Lateral pits and fol.amina on each side of thc posterior palate but 
littlc developed. Bullae small. 
Dimoilsions of tlie type (measured in tlie flcsh) : 
Head and body 203 mm.; tail 251; hind foot 3 2 ;  car 18. 
Sltull : greatest length 43 ; condylo-incisive length 39 ; greatest breadth 21.5 ; nasals 
1 6  X 5.6 ; interorbital breadth 7.7 ; breadth between ridges on parietals 13.7 ; zygomatic 
plate 4.6 ; palatilar lengtli 19; diastema 1 2  ; pal:~t,al forainiiia 6.7 x 4 ; upper molar 
series 6.8. 
The genus Necto~nys falls into two groups, firstly, tllc corninon widcly spread and 
dominant species rela.ted to N. sqztan~ipcs (N. apicalis, gnvleppi [ s i c ] ,  fulvinzts, &c., &c.), 
all of .ivhich are approximately of the same size aiid general character of coloration, and, 
secoadly, a few isolated species differing widely in size mld general clraracters, but none 
the less showing their relationship to the ordinary Nectomys by their glossy fur  and 
llcavily ridged skulls. Of these i\i. ~ I ~ S S I I ~ U S  is the nearest in size to N .  hanzmondi, but is  
still a good deal smaller, ~vllilc N .  e.~?neraldarzc~n and N .  di?nicliat~cs are again conspicu- 
ously sm:lller. On tlic othrr hand, N .  sal?~ratzcs, from Ibarra, Ecuador, is  altogether a 
larger and heavier animal. 
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PLATE I 
FIGS. 1 and 2. Dorsal anrl veiltlal aspects of erailiunl of Nectomys squa~nipes squamipes 
(U.S.N.M. 141457 8, adult, topotype, x 2, S2o Scl~:xsti2o, Brazil). 
FIGS. 3 and 4. Dorsal and ~ e n t r a l  aspects of cranimn of Nectomys squamipes ~nontanus 
(P.M. 24128 $ , adult, type, r 2,  Ilneienda Exito, Peru) .  

I'LATIG I1 
FIGS. 1 aild 2. D o ~ s a l  2nd vcntl.al aspects of cr:rrriuni of Ncclo, t i~ys  sqt~a?nipes apicalis 
(F.M. 43210 8, adult, x 2, Rio Pilido Yacu, Ecuador). 
FIGS. 3 and 4. Dorsa.1 a.nd vc~iit~nl :~spects of craniuin of Ncctonays squa?izipes amazolvicus 
(M.C.Z. 30820 $, adult, x 2, typc, T:cnal.y, f i~az i l ) .  

PLATE 111 
171~s. 1 and 2. D o ~ s n l  :111tl vc~iltr:rl as])cd,s of c l . a l~ iu l~ r  of N P C [ O ? I I ~ S  s q i ~ a l ~ l i p c ~  palrnipes 
(U.B.N.M. 85559 $, :rdult, x 2, Capam, T ~ ~ i n i ( ~ : r d ) .  
1?1cs. 3 a.lld 4. Dorsal  aiiil \rel~tr:al ns1)ccts of c r : ~ r l i ~ u l ~  o f  A r c ~ f o t l ~ y s  ~ql[ai?lipc.s ?irclanius 
(F.M.  19648 $, adul t ,  x 2, T,agrur:~s, J.'e~rr). 
PLATE 111 
FIGS. 1 and 2.  Dorsal ~ r n d  rentrul  nspc'cts of e i~a l~ i lun  of Ncclomys alfavi es?nernltIarrrm 
(U.M.M.Z. 77242 $,  :~dul t ,  x 2, Cuol inn ,  Ecuador) .  
IJras. 3 :nlc1 4. 1)orsal and rclrt~:il asl)cXcts of cr:~nium of Wccfou~ys  alfari near ~ Z ( S S I ~ ~ ? ( S  
(F.M. 21829 3 ,  yollllg nilult, x 2, L n  Azulitn, Venrznela). 
Frcs. 5 and 6. Dorsal a.nd r c ~ i t r a l  nsl~ccts  of eralii~iln of NL'C/O?ILIJS al/avi eficax (U.S.D. 
178637 $ , ,invcnilc, tol,ot.ypcl, x 2, Calla, Pmlnma) . 
FIGS. 7 and 8. 1)orsnl and rrlit,r:al :~spects  of crnlli~llii of N B C ~ O ? ~ ~ M S  nlfavi cficax (U.S.B. 
178(i3t! 9 , old :~dul t ,  topotypr, x 2, C:~I:I ,  Panninn.). 
PLATE I V  
M I  1. (?ollcc~tirrg st:ltio~is of A-c.clo~ir!/s sqreattlil~c.s arrn11gc.d according to srthspeeic~s 
(A-l', T, 11).  
All il~ulihcr onc (1) loealitic~s arc type locnlitios; locality llll~nhers wit11 tlic symbol 
S arc litc:i~n.t,ui~c refcrc:necs ; two or iiiorc localities ~vitliin a short clistaiiec of caeli other 
:i~.c inilic:~tc.ci 1)y tlic s:nne ~uu i ibc~~ , ;  i l a~ l~cs  of eo1lcctol.s me  in ~ ~ a i ~ e i ~ t ~ l ~ r s e s .  Altitudes of 
~ I I : I I I B  of tl~cl localities (ncrording to t l ~ c  eollcdoi~) :ncx gircw ill tlio lists of specimens 
c~s:nliii~ cd. 
A. flcc1onbyj.s squczrtripc.s sry2sa?nipcs 
1. 8%) Sebastiio, S i o  T'aulo, Brazil (1Jcml)c~l; Xoscnl)crg; Tanlo). 
2X. Tllia cfe S i o  Scbnstizo, S5o l'aulo, Brazil (C:lrb~).  
3. Rio dns Pcdras, S5o T'aulo, Rrtlzil (Zecll). 
4. Ipancma, S i o  Palllo, Br:izil (Robcrt). 
5. Itarari:, 820 Pw.nlo, Bi.tczil (Garbe) . 
(iX. 1'Loy:i Novn, l ' : i i~:riii ,  H~:rzil (Robert). 
7X. Taq~iara  do Mnildo Novo, Rio (+~:i~idc (lo Sill, Brazil (uoii Illring). 
8X. I'orto Alegre, liio Grailde do Sul, Brazil (Heasel). 
DX. Rio Jordio, l .~ ibut :~ry  of ltio Parailalqba, Min:~s (:era,es (Iiobcrt) . 
B. N e c l o n ~ y s  .sq.rsa.rwLpcs aqrcal%ct~s 
1. 1iio clas Vcllr:ls, ne:~r 1,agb:~ Snnta, Millas Gcracs, Brazil (Bccltcr). 
2X. linliia ( G o  Salvndo~) ,  Hnhin, Brazil. 
C. N e c l o , ~ ~ i y s  .sqtsn?nipes ol%vacc?r,s 
1. 'I'l~crczopolis, fivc rnilcs 11ortl1, Rio r le .J:n~ciro, lil.azil (Sa11bol.11) 
2. l';rzcncl:~ C'artloso, Serrx (:nl)nra6, Miir:ls Gr~.ncs, J3r:lzil (I lolt) .  
U. Ncclo?layr sqlea?nipc,s pol lens 
1. Sapneay, 1'ai.agutty (1"oster). 
2. Rto Yuqueri, I'nl.:rgn:~g (Wecs) . 
A sm:rll tributnrg of t,lie Igr~azh, sontli of Yl~fi ; the Iguazfi joins the ilearahy 
to .flo~~r into t l ~ c  Par:rll:i. 
3. Cnrnguatay, Misiones, Ai,gentiiw (Snnbori~).  
A sillall 11oi.t f ~ o ~ i t , i n g  t,lie P ~ I , ~ I ~ ,  about 20 ltilometers south of Piray. 
4. Maracajii, i?iln.to (?rosso, Brazil (Gi1iriol.c). 
A ranch cast of the Serr:l of t,lic swnc n:rllle; sitrlatcd on a tributary of tlie 
Rio BrilIi:~atc, 011 tlic Cninpo ~rnndc-l'ollte P o r i ~ i  road. 
5. Anilripolis, Goy:iz, Ri,azil (Gilinorc). 
E. Nrc lonzys s q ~ i a ? ~ ~ c p r a  n~a l l cn rac  
1 X. Clinpadn, Mnto Giosso, R ~ n z i l  (Rohcrt). 
2X. Tnpilapo:w, Mato Grosso, Brazil. 
Near tlie Iic:t(l of the Pninguny, 011 n "liaelio" of the Rio Sepottiba. 
F. Ncc tomys  aquambpcr an~czzonrcics 
1. Tauary, Eio T:lpal6z, I'iui, Bln711 (Olalla). 
2. I'iqniatubn (Olnlla) . 
3. Aramanally (Olalla). 
4. Lim6atnba (Olalln) . 
5. Ignrap6 Amnri~ii (Olalla) . 
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6. Camc.t:i, Rio Tocnntins, Park, Brazil (Olalla) . 
6. Illla do Tniuna (Olalla). 
A large island in the 'l'ocantins directly opposite Cnnictft. 
7. Bcncvidcr, P a r i ,  Bmzll. 
8. Tranqueira, Maranlizo, Rlazil (IT. Snetlllnge). 
Near the Rio Medonlio, a sin:~ll tributary of the Pnrnahyba. 
9. Canna. Brava, Nova Roma, Goyaz, Blazil (Blaser). 
A small site in t l ~ e  vicinity of Nova Eonla, Rio Par:tnan, upper Tocantins. 
10. Urup&, Rio Gy Paranb, tributary of Rio Madeira, Amazonas, Bpazil (Ltiller). 
Position arbitrarily indicated on right bnnlr of river. 
2. Gcorgctown, moutlr of Uemcrnr:~ River, nri t ish Guiana (Rodway). 
(2X). I'cn I-Topc (Sclntcr) . 
Orr coast twenty 11lilt.s east of Georgetown. 
3. EIydc Park, Demerara Rivcr (Warl.en). 
3. Hyama Creelr. 
About five milrs soutli of IIyde Park;  flows into the Derne~'ara. 
4. Roclrstonc, Essequibo Rivcr (Miller). 
5X. Supinaam River. 
Tributary of Esscquibo, entering near its ~nonth.  
6. Icartabo (Becbe). 
At  the point bct\\reen ,junctio~l of the Cuyuni anil Mazaruni rivers. 
6. Kylr-over-nl (Bcebe). 
An island bclow Knrt:tbo point. 
6. Sailniri Island (Bccbc) . 
Mazaroni Rivcr, near I<:irtaho. 
(GX). ICalncoon (Beebo). 
About onc and oiic l~nl f  lnilcs bclo~v Kartaho. 
7. Olro Mo~i l~ t a i r~ r  (Blnlrc). 
8. IIolmia (Dc Freitas). 
I n  P o t n ~ o  ll~glrlnnds a t  junction of Cl~criapo~za and Potaro rivcrs. 
9. Oronoclue Base Canip (B1:rlrr). 
Right bxnk Oionoqi~c R1ve1 w l i t ~ e  it joins the New Rivcr, a tributary of the 
Courantync. 
10. Mount Ro~airnn, Rolivar, Vcnczrlcln (Tate and Carter). 
11. Mo~ult  Ariyaii-tcpui, Boll\ ar, Vcnczuc.la (Plielps Hupedition). 
12. Mount l)uidx, Rolivar, Venezuela (Olalla ; Tate) . 
13. Esmernlda, Rio Orinoco (Olalln; Tatc) .  
14. Bucnavist:~, Rio C:~siquiare, Venczut.1:~ (01alln). 
15. Yavanari, Rio Negro, Amasonas, Brazil (Olalla). 
16X. Rio JuruB, Amazonas, Rr:rzil (Carbc). 
Positioil of collceting station indicated. 
17. Pucrto Tndiaaa, Lordo, Peru (Olnlla) . 
On Maraiion, above nioutll of Rio Napo. 
18. Sarayucu, Rio Ucayali, Lorcto, Peru (Olalla). 
1 .  Lagunas, Rio IInallaga, Iiorcto, Pcrn (Osgood and Anderson). 
Marsfion. 
20. Puerto Arturo, Rio Hnallaga (Osgood and Anderson). 
About 10 kilometers below Yurimaguas. 
21X. Yurae Yscu, Snll Martin, Peru (I-Iendee) . 
A t  junction of Rio Yurac Yacu with the IiIayo, a tributary of the Huallaga. 
II. Nectomys sqt~artvipes op.icalis 
1. Tcna, Napo-Psstaza, Ecuador (I~ershliovitz) . 
2. Rio Hollin (Jondache), (Clarlr-MacIntyre) . 
Enters the Misal~ualli, a tributary of the Napo. 
3. Canelos, Rio Uobollaza (Clark-liIae1nty1.c). 
4. Sarayacu, Rio Bobonaza (Tate) . 
5. Montalvo, Rio Bobonaza (0l:~lla).  
6. Piado Yneu, tributary of upper Rio l'igre (Olalla). 
7. Rio Curaray, a t  junction with tlre Nnpo (Olalla). 
8. Rio Oyaca.chi, tribut,ary of the Quixos (Olalla). 
Collecting site belo\v Cllaco, i.e., on thc Quixos proper, a tributary of the 
Rio Coca which enters the Napo. 
9. Rio Suno, tributary of upper N:rpo. 
9. 8:rn Jos6 nbajo (' 'below San Josi: ' ') , lcft  bank Rio Suno (Olalla) . 
10X. Gua1:lquiza (Frixscr) . 
On Rio Gualaquiza, a tributary of the Zamora. 
11. Zamora, Rio Zamora (Cherrie). 
The Zamora joins with t l ~ e  Pautc to form thc Santiago which enters the 
Marniion. 
12. San lgiiaeio, Rio Cliinel~ipc, Cajam:~rea, T'eru (Watkins). 
The Chinelripe is a tributary of the M:lraiion. On some maps i t  appears in 
Loj :~  I'rovil~ec, l+:euttdor. 
13X. rl'ambillo, C:l jamarea, l'eru (Stolzmanlr). 
k'ormerly an  hacienda on lcft  banlr of the Marailoll near Cujillo, between the 
cnibouelleres of the Rios Cllaruay :nld Ynucan (Llaucan). 
14X. Yambi.a, Ain:~zouas, Peru (Hcndce) . 
No doubt idontic:~l with Y:rlrll)r:~sbambn, on tlre river of the same name 
which eontinucs bclow as  the Rio Imaza, a tributary of the Marafion. 
15X. Moliaopanrba, Arnszoaas, Peru (EIendce) . 
East of Chaehapoyas, on a s~nal l  tribut,:rry of the Uteubarnbn. 
J .  Necto~nys squarnlpcs vapenszs 
1. Sail 3'raneiseo, ltio Napo, Ecuador (IIcrshkovitz). 
2. Intillama, Rio Napo (Hershlrovrtz). 
3. Llunclri, lZio Napo (IIerslrlrovitz). 
An islaiid abont 18 kilometers bclow lnoutl~ of Rio Coca. 
I<. Necto?n?ls sqna?ia,pes ~nonlanus 
1. Hacienda Exito, Rio Cayumb5, tllbutnry of the I-Iuallaga, I-Iuanueo, Peru 
(IIcller) . 
2. IIacienda Buennvista, Rio Chlnelrao, IIuanueo (IIcllcr). 
The Cliinehuo is a t l ibataly of tlre Huallaga next above tlir Cayumbk. 
2. IIacicnda San Antonio, Rio Chinchao (1Ieller). 
3. Vista illegre, Rio Clli~rchao (Zimmrr). 
011 south bank near , j~uic t~on wit11 the Huallagn. 
3. Chiaebavita, Rio IIuallaga, Hua~luco (Hellcr) . 
A t  mouth of Rio Chinehao. 
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4. Pozuzo, EIuai~uco (IIcller) . 
5. Tingo Maria, Rio IIuallaga, I-Iuanr~co (I-lendee). 
6. San Jcrt~iiiino, Rio Ueay:rli, Loreto, Peru (I-lendec). 
7X. Sail NicolAs, Rio U~~aiiibo,  Amazonas, Pcru (Hendee). 
About 50 ltilometers east of Chacliapoyas ncar the liead of the Rio H ~ ~ a m b o .  
Tlle IIuambo eoiltinues below as  tlie Huayabamba (Guaillabamba), a 
tributary of the Huallaga. 
7X. Huainbo, Rio i*liarnbo, Amazonas (Stoleinann). 
Formrrly an  lraeienda ncar Sail NicoErs. 
7X. Clririmoto, Rio Totora (Milplse), An~azoilas (Stolzirra~~n). 
An abandoned site southwest of San Nicolas; t l ~ e  Rio Totora enters the 
Hua~nbo about 15 kilometers below Sail Nieolis. 
L. Neciornys aqz~a?nipcs g a r l e p p i ~  
1. Rio Occobamba Valley, Crrzco, Pcru (Garlcpp). 
The Rio Occobamba flows illto tlie Yanatili wlriclr enters tlie Urnbamba a 
short dist:~nce above Rosalina. 
2X. Chieosa, Rio Ucu yali, Lorcto (EIendee). 
A slnall settlement below the junetioir of tlrc Urubumba and Tambo Rive~s.  
3. Rio Perenb, Junin (Watkins). 
Known as  tlw Rio Chanclianiayo above its juirctioir with the Tulumayo. 
4. Chanehamayo, J~iiliil (Schunlrc) . 
At point of junction of tlre Rios Vitoe (Aynamayo) and Tulumayo; tlre 
latter strearn enters tllc PerenE. 
4 (X)  . Ainablc Mnri:l, J ~ u l i n  (Jclski) . 
Formerly a. f:rrm betwcei~ tlic Rios Chanelialnayo and Vitoe, a short distance 
above tlrc Tulumayo. 
4 (X). Maraynioc, Junin (Jclslii). 
Farm ne:rr the source of tlre Ayn:~mayo (ripper Rio Vitoe), between 11,000 
and 12,000 fcct altitude. Speeimeils talrcn by Jelslri a t  much lower alti- 
tudes, ill the Montaiia, or Valle de Vitoe, were also labeled "1Maiaynioe. " 
5. Rio Cornbereinto, Clizco (Heller) . 
A small tributary of the Urubamba. 
6. Yuvini, Rio Cosireni, Cuzeo (Hcller). 
The Cosireili is a tributary of the Urubarnba iicxt above tlre Comberciato. 
7. San Fernando, Rio San Migurl, Cuzeo (IIeller). 
T l ~ e  San Miguel enters the Cosireni from tlie east. 
8. Inca Mines, Rio In:~mbt~ri, Puno (Keays) . 
Actual collecting site inay l ~ a v ~  hcrn oil ritlrcr t11c right or left  balllr of tlre 
Inambari, a tribllt:lry of the Rio Mndre dc Dios. 
9. Rio Huacamayo, P L ~ o ,  Pcrri. 
Source m Cordillera de Carabaya, flows into tlre Tambopata ~vhich, in turn, 
enters thc Rio Ifladre cle Dios a t  I'ncrto Mnldonado. 
10. Sailto Doiningo, Puno (Kcays ; Ocliendca) . 
TJpper Iiiambari Valley, in Cordillera de Carabaya. 
11. Mapiri, L a  Paz, Bolivia (Tate) . 
On Rio Camata, tributary of Rio Bcni. 
12. Charnplaya, Coehabamba, Bolivia (Simoas) . 
Said to be a t  1 6 O  south latitude, on the Rio ScenrB, a tributary of the 
Mainorb. 
PITILIP HERSFTKOVITZ 
M. Ncclontys squamcpcs vallcnsts 
I. Santa Ann, Rio Urnbamba, Cuzco, Peru (Erdis). 
N. hTcclo~t~!j.s squamipes grancl~s 
1X. Coneordia, Antioqnin, Colombia (Salmon). 
0. Ncctomys squanzipcs n~agilalcnac~ 
1. Magdalcna Valley, west Cnndinnmarea. 
Position on map arbitrarily placed between Fusugasugh and Girardot. 
2 .  Rio Chili, upper IZio Cacuana, a tributary of the Rio Solda5a which flows into 
the Magdalcnn from the west, Tolilna (Brother Niedforo Maria). 
3. San Agustin, I-Iuil:~ (Millcr). 
At  11cadx~:~tcrs of the Rio Magdalena. 
4. Andalrleia, IInila (Millcr) . 
Summit of trail acloss Eastern Antlrs f~o i l l  the Magdalcna Valley to the 
Caqnct5 region. Collections xrrcrcx rnadc on westcrn slopc of the range. 
3. Florcneia, Rio Ortegunza, Caquetk (Miller). 
The Ortegnnza is a tr ibr~tary of the nppcr Rio Caqueth. 
P. Ncctomys squamrpes palrn~pr a
I. Prinecstown, Vietorin, Trinidad (Cli:~pman). 
(1  X) . Snvnnn (>r:lnde, Victoria. (1Zendall) . 
2. Caparo, Caroni (Cllnpman). 
3. Caroni Marshcs, Caroni. 
4. Canm, St. Georgcx (Cl iapmn~~)  . 
5. Heights of Orepouc>he, St .  Andrew. 
T. Ncctomyn cqz~a?ttipcc s~ibspenies I 
2. Gnaicaramo, Rio Upia, Metn, Colombia (Rrothcr Niebforo Maria). 
3. Mambita, Condinam:trca (T<rotlrer Nicdforo Maria). 
On Rio Upia, tributary of the h4eta. 
4. Medina, Cundinornarea (Brother Niekforo Maria). 
On a tr ibi~tary of tltc uppcr Rio Mct,n. 
5. Villaviecneio, Rio Gun.tiqnia, Mcta (Gilmorc; Brother Niekforo Maria). 
5(X). I:nenavistn, \vest of Villaviccncio. 
TT. Nec~torn!ja sqt~u?n7pc.s 5itl)spc'cic~s T I  
2. S a ~ r  Antonio, southeast of Mt. Turumiquirc, Monagas, Venezuela (Tate and 
Clement). 
3. Lat:~l,  S i i e i~ ,  Vrnczucla (Tate and Clement). 
Coffee plantation northwest of Mt. Tnrum~qurrc. 
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MAP 2. Distributiorr of snbspecies of Neclo?nys alfari (circles, 1-5) and species of 
tlre Incertac sedis group (squares, A-C) . 
Symbols in outline are for litera.tnre references; nalnes of localities for each form 
givcn, in order, from nort,h to south. 
1. Neclo?~rys alfaq-i alfari: Nicaragua (12io Grallde and ltio Tuma; Rio Siquia), Costa 
Riea (Jimknex, type locality; El  Saucr Pcralta) .  
2. Nectom?js alfari eficaz: Panama (Tacn.rcuna; Cana, type locality). 
3. Ncclwn~ys a1fal.i ~?LR.c?L~u.s: Colombia (Vnldivi:l, type locality). 
4. Ncc1o~ny.r cclfari near r r ~ s s ~ ~ l ~ t s :  Venczncln (La Azulita). 
5. Ncclom?js alfari e,smeralrZar~tm : 1':cunclor (Snn Jnvier, type 1oc:llity ; Carolina). 
A. Nccto?nys dimiilialus: Nicaragua (Fscondido River, seven ~nilcs belo~v Rama, type 
locality). 
B. Nectornys saturatt~s:  Fcn:tdor (Iharra,  type locality). 
C. ATectontys Izarn?no?rdt : Ecaador (Mindo, type locality). 
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